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ABSTRACT 
Hispanics are a large and growing part of the United States workforce. The U.S. 
Census Bureau showed Hispanics as the nation's largest ethnic or racial minority group in 
2000. In addition, Hispanics are projected to make up 25% of the population of the United 
States by 2050. This has created several challenges for American construction companies. 
This study addresses the situation by investigating training needs for Hispanic 
construction craft workers as well as American supervisors in the State of Iowa and 
developing four construction-focused training courses that can be part of an effective training 
program to facilitate integration among them. The research methodology consisted of 
assessing the needs and interests of the participants, developing and delivering the training 
courses, and finally evaluating the ESL course effectiveness. Two independent surveys were 
conducted in order to evaluate current craft workers' and American supervisors' conditions 
and interests within the construction industry. Ninety seven Hispanic workers and 38 
American supervisors were interviewed as part of this project. The results confirm that 
communication, mainly because of the language barrier, is the main concern for both the 
Hispanic workers and the English-speaking employees involved in construction projects. As 
a consequence of this problem, American supervisors communicate through a "Link-person" 
with their Hispanic workers. This fact makes them extremely dependant on this person. As a 
part of this research, the training courses were designed to help both American construction 
companies and their Hispanic labor force overcome the barriers that keep them from 
integrating into a work team and succeeding safely and productively. The English/Spanish as 
a Second Language Survival Course was developed to facilitate basic communication 
between Hispanic workers and their American supervisors using construction-focused 
terminology. The ESL course was delivered four times and 24 participants attended. The SSL 
was delivered once and 2 participants attended. The training course Stepping Up to 
Supervisor (SUTS) for Hispanic Construction Workers was developed to provide an effective 
tool to help companies promote the Hispanic craft workers whose willingness and skills meet 
the requirements to advance to a supervisory position in an American construction company. 
The SUTS course was delivered twice with 7 participants attending. The course Concrete 
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Pavements: Construction basics is a course best suited for concrete road contractors. It is a 
helpful tool to train American supervisors to overcome the communication barrier with their 
Hispanic workers. This course remains to be delivered. 
Participants of the ESL courses were interviewed two or more months after taking the 
course in order to evaluate their perceptions as they relate to the usefulness of the course. 
Feedback from a follow-up evaluation of the construction focused ESL course strongly 
suggests that the course has been useful in terms of increased confidence and improved 
ability to communicate. The follow-up evaluation consisted of developing a questionnaire 
and interviewing the same participants of the ESL course to determine their perceptions. 
Conclusions were obtained by comparing the sample's means by using a paired t-test. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Background 
Hispanics are a large and growing part of the United States workforce. The U.S. 
Census Bureau showed Hispanics as the nation's largest ethnic or racial minority group in 
2000. Hispanics are projected to make up 25% of the population of the United States by 2050 
(U.S. Census Bureau 2004). 
Mexico has been the traditional source of Hispanic immigrant labor in the United 
States. However, in the past decade, trends started to change with immigrants coming from 
Central America and, more recently, from countries such as Ecuador, Argentina, Colombia, 
and Peru due to the deterioration of South American economies. 
Population trends indicate that the number of Hispanic workers in construction will 
continue to grow. This fact creates the need to develop strategies to blend cultures in the 
workplace. 
Integration is based mainly on developing an understanding of the communication 
process and the role of language barriers to communication and identification of the 
consequences of the lack of communication between the Hispanic worker and his supervisor. 
Despite the complex nature of blending the cultures, it is still possible to develop productive 
relationships with Hispanic workers. 
This dissertation presents a recommended strategy that can help define the procedure 
to integrate Hispanic workers into the American workforce with the clear expectation that the 
results of this effort will assist the contractor in benefiting from the reduction of accident 
rates, increased productivity, better quality of work, as well as other intangible factors such 
as less conflicts and increased morale. 
1.2. Problem Statement 
Because of the increasing numbers of Hispanic construction workers, as well as 
disproportionate number of fatalities among Hispanic construction workers, construction 
companies need to overcome new challenges. The Iowa Department of Transportation (Iowa 
DOT) has already started taking actions, working with the Department of Civil, Construction 
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and Environmental Engineering (CCEE) at Iowa State University to investigate training 
needs for Hispanics. 
The Iowa State University research team performed a detailed assessment of the current 
conditions of the Hispanic population in the United States with emphasis on construction 
craft workers in Iowa. Surveys were also conducted on American supervisors to investigate 
how their needs and interests match with the Hispanic workforce they lead. There are several 
reasons why Hispanics are experiencing greater accident rates. The risk inconsistency is 
generally blamed on language barriers, educational levels, and the preponderance of 
Hispanics working under unsafe conditions. 
As part of this research, training tools were designed to overcome obstacles found on 
the jobsite due to language barriers and the resulting lack of adequate communication. These 
training tools include two easy-to-use training courses focused on Hispanic construction 
workers: Eng/W; 6» a language Awviwa/ Course and Aq^pmg fo 
.Swperwsorybr PPbr&ers. These courses will help construction 
companies to create a more skilled and better-prepared Hispanic labor force. They will help 
to make sure that craft workers are aware of and understand risks involved in the workplace. 
These courses will also help to establish effective communication between the company and 
its Hispanic workers. In order to create integration, two other training tools were designed 
and developed targeting the American supervisors: jjpawsA as a language 
Course and Cwzcrefe faveme»#. CoMsdrwcfmn Bancs. 
This dissertation presents the results of the Hispanic workforce project to provide 
American construction companies with more information and tools for decreasing the rising 
accident statistics and improving productivity and quality of work, in other words, to 
facilitate mfegra/m#. 
1.3. Project Objectives 
The purpose of this research is to develop planning guidelines and strategies to help 
contractors achieve integration between their Hispanic workers and their American 
supervisors in the most efficient and cost effective way. Previous research dealt mainly with 
communication between parties in the broader sense and did not address Hispanic workers at 
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all. Important factors were not considered and their relationship with culture and language 
barriers was not established. This study identifies key factors for integration based on surveys 
performed on Hispanic construction workers and American supervisors. 
This analysis focuses on the determination of systematic planning of training 
activities directed towards blending Hispanic workers with American supervisors in the 
workplace with the purpose of developing a relationship that will lead to lower accident 
rates, increased performance, and better quality of work. 
This dissertation focuses on integration between the American supervisor and his 
Hispanic crew specifically at the job site level. It is not concerned with integration at other 
levels of the organization. 
Measuring the results of integration is not a simple task, and the benefits of a good 
integration can take long periods of time to obtain. 
Measuring success of the approach is a long-term endeavor and involves the 
contractor determining the usefulness of the courses. At least four factors can be pursued and 
measured by the contractor, as follows: 
* The rate of accidents 
* Productivity of specific tasks 
» Worker turnover 
« Availability of the same workers from season to season 
In addition, the contractor can benefit from encouraging Hispanic crew leaders to 
serve as the link persons, who act as communicators between the supervisor and the 
crewmembers. Integration will also bring increased morale and fewer conflicts. 
The objective of this project is to provide effective tools for American construction 
companies interested in training and/or promoting the Hispanic employees whose skills meet 
companies' expectations for higher positions, such as supervisor. This research also provides 
a tool for Hispanic craA workers who would like to learn to speak construction-related 
English. In addition, American supervisors can benefit from using construction-related 
Spanish as a communication tool to help them fulfill their job responsibility. 
In order for this project to provide successful solutions, it was necessary to assess the 
needs and interests of the Hispanic workers and American supervisors involved in 
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construction in Iowa. Data collected through surveys represent the foundation for the 
development of valuable training courses. 
The gathered information, evaluated results, and developed basic ESL, SSL, and 
management training courses will be useful in helping both construction companies and their 
Hispanic workers to interact in a safer and more productive manner. If the training is 
implemented effectively, labor productivity is likely to increase and work site accidents are 
likely to decrease. 
1.4. Definition of Terms 
The term "Hispanic" is used in this report to conform with standard labor and census 
terminology. It is used as another word for "Latino." The word "Latino" did not appear in the 
U.S. Census until 2000. People who identify their origin as Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, or 
Central or South American are considered Hispanic (Guzman 2001). Hispanics may be 
immigrants or U.S. citizens. 
The term "integration" refers to the act of bringing people together as a work team 
with the ability to communicate and perform as a unit, putting their «Sorts towards a 
common goal. 
This dissertation is primarily concerned with Hispanics in the construction industry 
whose primary language is Spanish and who do not yet have a firm command of English, as 
well as with American supervisors who do not have a firm command of Spanish in 
construction-related terminology. 
1.5. Economic Justification 
This research took into consideration the employment statistics for construction 
companies with payroll by state in 2002, the latest Economic Census in the United States 
(U.S. Census Bureau 2002). The number of construction establishments in the United States 
in 2002 was 697,514, with 6,953,011 construction workers. The payroll for all construction 
workers was $235.81 billion dollars. The payroll for Hispanic construction workers 
accounted for 20.3% of the total, or $47.87 billion dollars nationally. In Iowa, 8,441 
companies were reported, with 60,956 construction workers. The payroll for all construction 
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employees in Iowa, including office personnel, was $2.34 billion dollars; the payroll for 
construction workers in Iowa was $1.75 billion dollars. 
It is clear that the percentage of payrolls dedicated to construction workers is 
significant and that Hispanics represent a large percentage of people working in construction 
Construction companies stand to benefit from giving serious consideration to the 
implications on worker conditions as well as company productivity. 
1.6. Dissertation Outline 
Chapter 1 introduces the topic, exposes an existing problem, discusses the objectives 
of this project, and defines the goals of this research project. 
Chapter 2 presents the literature review, starting with the general overview on the 
Hispanic and U.S. population before continuing with more detailed information on Hispanics 
influencing the construction industry in the United States. This chapter also presents a 
summary of available training material for Hispanic construction workers and American 
supervisors. It concludes with a general overview of the models researchers have developed 
to understand cultures: a) Hall's High-Context and Low-Context cultural framework; b) 
Geert Hofstede's definition of culture, dimensions, and implications with a particular focus 
on Hispanic and American cultures; and c) Trompenaars's dimensions of culture. 
Chapter 3 contains the methodology used for gathering necessary data, analyzing the 
results, and drawing reliable conclusions and recommendations with which to develop and 
provide tools as a solution to the stated problem. 
Chapter 4 provides the procedure, systematic approach, and cultural aspects 
considered in the development of the training courses for Hispanic workers and for American 
supervisors. It also provides the description and contents of the courses. The courses for 
Hispanic workers are EngAs/; as a «Secowf Zzmguqge ^urwva/ Course and,%%%%«%? fo 
.Supervisor Course^br CoMsfrwcfzoM ffbr&ers. For American Supervisors, the 
courses are 6j[%z»fsA os a &co/%f language A/rvzW Course and Cowrefe Pave/MeMfs; 
CoMsfrucfzoM Bancs. The ESL Survival Course consists of four main parts: (1) general, (2) 
resources, (3) safety, and (4) various. At the end of the course, trainees receive an evaluation 
form for the course. The SUTS Course is organized into: (1) how to work by yourself (2) 
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how to work with an individual, (3) how to work with a group, and (4) key points. An 
evaluation form is provided at the end of the course to make sure that the objectives of the 
course have been attained by the trainees. On the American side of the issue, the SSL 
Survival Course consists also of four main parts: (1) general, (2) resources, (3) safety, and (4) 
various. At the end of the course, trainees receive an evaluation form for the course. The 
Concrete Pavements: Construction Basics course consists of a logical sequence of general 
principles, site preparation, slip-form paving operations, jointing, special weather 
considerations, and testing and troubleshooting tables. Special emphasis is placed on 
materials and joint treatment. 
Chapter 5 provides the results of the surveys to determine the effectiveness of the 
courses. 
In chapter 6, transferability of the model to other ethnic groups and its application to 
other types of construction than concrete roads is explained. 
Finally, a summary, conclusions, and recommendations are provided in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1. Background 
From 1990 to 2000, the population of Hispanics in the United States grew by more 
than 50%, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. This study compiles and analyzes the 
information necessary to study factors and trends of the Hispanic population involved in the 
U.S. construction industry. Several organizations' websites have been reviewed in order to 
obtain current information. These organizations include the U.S. Census Bureau, the U.S. 
Department of Labor, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), the Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA), and the National Institute for Occupation Safety and Health 
(NIOSH). 
As the number of Hispanics working in construction increases, the fatality rate is 
rising disproportionately. John Henshaw, the assistant secretary of labor for the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), determined that in 2000 Hispanics accounted for 
an inconsistent number of workplace fatalities—13.8%, compared with their proportion of 
employment—10.7% (Henshaw 2002). The construction industry accounts fbr about 7% of 
all employment and 20% of work site fatalities, with Hispanics comprising 18.8% of 
construction employment. In the year 2000, approximately 14.7 million Hispanics were 
employed in the United States, representing 10.9% of the U.S. workforce. The increase in the 
Hispanic portion of the labor force has been rapid, particularly in construction, which has the 
largest share of Hispanic workers than any other industry, second to agriculture. From 1980 
to 2000, the proportion of Hispanic workers employed in the United States grew by 120%, 
while, in construction, it increased by 150%. The number of Hispanics employed in 
construction grew by a factor of 4.11 fmm 1980 to 2000. 
Hispanic workers are more likely to reside in the South and in the West and less 
likely to live in the northeastern United States. As it relates to construction, 47% of Hispanic 
workers reside in the South, 39% in the West, 6% in the Midwest, and 8% in the Northeast. 
Data for Iowa shows 2.1 % of the Hispanic construction workers residing only in this state. 
All data provided here was taken from the Current Population Survey, the U.S. 
Census Bureau, and The Construction Chart book. 
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Because of the high presence of Hispanics in the southern states, Hispanics in those 
areas have lately found themselves with fewer job opportunities and more difficulties 
integrating and have therefore moved north toward the less Hispanic-populated states, such 
as the states in the Midwest. 
Integration of Hispanic workers into the American workforce is heavily affected by 
the complex nature of blending cultures. A multitude of factors can affect worker integration 
from the day he or she begins working on the jobsite through the process of becoming a 
foreman or supervisor. 
2.2. Overview and Trends of the Hispanic Population in the United States 
As a consequence of their growing numbers, Hispanics are significantly influencing 
the construction sector in the United States. A look at the information available on trends 
within the Hispanic population is necessary to gain insight into what has been occurring and 
what will occur in the construction industry. A compilation of the Current Population Survey 
(CPS) shows that in 2000, 35.3 million (or 12.5%) of the 281.4 million residents in the 
United States considered themselves Hispanic or Latino. 
The Hispanic population growth in the United States from 1990 to 2000 was 57.9%, 
whereas the total U.S. population grew only 13.2% in the same time period. Besides this 
notable growth rate, there have also been changes within the Hispanic population distribution 
within this time frame. Mexicans increased 52.9% from 13.5 million to 20.6 million, Puerto 
Ricans increased 24.9%, Cubans increased 18.9%, and Hispanics from other origins 
increased 96.9% from 5.1 million to 10.0 million, as depicted in Figure 2.1 (Guzman 2001). 
At the beginning of2003, Hispanics became the nation's largest minority, accounting for 
13.6% of the total U.S. population. 
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100% 
24.9% 
O Mexican E) Puerto Rlcan g Cuban a Other 
Figure 2.1. Hispanic population growth from 1990 to 2000 by group 
Table 2.1 shows where the majority of the Hispanic population was concentrated and 
how fast these population centers grew from 1990 to 2000. More than three quarters of 
Hispanics in the United States lived in the West or South (primarily California and Texas). In 
2000, 43.5% of Hispanics lived in the West and 32.8% lived in the South. The Northeast and 
Midwest accounted for 14.9% and 8.9%, respectively (Guzman 2001). 
Table 2.1. United States, top-three states, & Iowa by Hispanic population, 1990 & 2000 
(US Census Bureau 2000) 
1990 2000 
Area Total Hispanics Total Hispanics 
population Number Percent population Number Percent 
United States 248,709,873 22,354059 9.0% 281,421,906 35,305,818 12.5% 
California 29,760,021 7,687,938 25.8% 33,871,648 10,966,556 32.4% 
Texas 16,986,510 4,339,905 25.5% 20,851,820 6,669,666 32.0% 
New York 17,990,455 2,214,026 12.3% 18,976,457 2,867,583 15.1% 
Iowa 2,776,755 32,647 1.2% 2,926,324 82,473 2.8% 
According to the U.S. Census Bureau projections, Hispanics will represent 25% of 
the U.S. population by 2050. In Iowa, the Hispanic population in 2000 made up 2.8% (or 
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82,473) of the total population (2,926,324). Of the Hispanics, 74.2% were Mexicans, 3.3% 
were Puerto Ricans, 0.9% were Cubans, and 21.7% were other Hispanics (including Central 
and South Americans). 
Figure 2.2 shows the difference between population projections and the actual 
population of Hispanics in Iowa. According to the population projections (U.S. Census 
Bureau 2000), there will be 96,000 Hispanics in Iowa by the end of2025. This group has 
shown such a significant growth rate that the U.S. Census Bureau had projected this number 
to be about 54,000 by the end of2000, but in reality, the 2000 Census reported 82,000 
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Figure 2.2. Hispanic population in Iowa: 2000 actual vs. 1995-2025 projections 
2.3. Hispanics and the U.S. Labor Force 
Hispanics living and working in the United States are the most exposed victims of 
environmental and occupational health problems and a disproportionate number of workplace 
fatalities was reported in 2000. The 2000 BLS report on fatalities showed that 815 Hispanic 
or Latino workers died as a result of job-related injuries. This appears to be largely due to the 
fact that Hispanics are employed in the more dangerous industries. For instance, the 
construction industry accounts for only about 7% of all employment but has a 
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disproportionately large percentage of workplace fatalities. As depicted in Figure 2.3, nearly 
20% of Hispanic fatalities were due to falls and contact with equipment, events more 
common in construction work sites than in other employment areas (Henshaw 2002). 
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Figure 2.3. Fatal injuries by event of exposure and ethnic group (2001 data) 
Recently, organizations have begun to not only reach out to a broader group of job 
seekers, but also provide effective training for new employees who, for whatever reason, lack 
the necessary skills for the work site. The idea is to ensure that, regardless of their racial or 
ethnic background, construction workers have the skills they need. Because they come from 
other cultures and might not speak English proficiently, immigrants might require more 
extensive training than other workers. 
An effective training approach is therefore required to provide Hispanics not only 
with the right equipment and explanation of safety procedures, but also with a culturally 
meaningful explanation and conception of why safety is important. It must also illustrate how 
coming from a different culture can play an important role in safety issues. 
The importance of workers' knowledge, skills, and capabilities is of primary 
importance among those construction companies which have come to the conclusion that it is 
not only about having enough workers to finish the work on time and under budget, but also 
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about having the light people with the necessary skills to accomplish a complete and 
competitive goal. 
The construction industry is facing a combination of various issues that may affect its 
goal achievement. The presence of workers from different cultures on the jobsite has created 
a growing gap between workers' skills and capabilities and the job requirements. This gap 
must be closed through training programs that lead to employment development. 
Employers must prepare to meet the challenges represented by this knowledge gap. 
Providing a safe environment must be a primary goal because it is critical to low employee 
turnover and high productivity. 
The Cowfrwcfm» TwAwAy D/geaf 2002, provided by OSHA (1998) includes a chapter 
called "Safety and Health Management Systems" that contains four main sections: (1) 
Management Commitment and Employee Involvement, (2) Work Site Analysis, (3) Hazard 
Prevention and Control, and (4) Safety and Health Training. The fourth factor is an especially 
essential component of an effective safety program. Through such programs, companies are 
able to identify the safety and health responsibilities of both management and employees at 
the site. Training depends on the size and complexity of the work site, potential hazards, and 
worker characteristics. 
One of the main objectives of a company's management is to train supervisors to 
understand the key role they play in the work site safety and to enable them to carry out their 
safety and health responsibilities effectively (OSHA 1998). 
2.4. Summary of Available Training Material for Hispanic Construction Workers and 
American Supervisors 
It is clear that training programs must be developed and offered based on current and 
future needs. Available material focused on the Hispanic population of the United States is 
becoming more and more popular and is requested more often. More than 10 million 
Hispanic Americans speak little or no English. Organizations such as OSHA have special 
concerns for non-English speaking workers. In October 2001, this agency formed a task force 
to inspect the issue of rising Hispanic fatalities and what employers should do to address the 
problem (OSHA 2001). 
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According to the OSHA Trade News Release (2003), more than $2.2 million in new 
funding is allocated for outreach to Spanish and other non-English-speaking workers in 
President Bush's Fiscal Year 2004 budget for OSHA. This is the first time OSHA's budget 
will include additional funding for Hispanic outreach (OSHA 2003). 
The American Society for Training and Development (ASTD) is the world's leading 
association for workplace learning and performance. Ongoing ASTD initiatives, such as its 
state of the industry report, show that training expenditures dropped from 2.0% of payroll in 
2000 to 1.9% of payroll in 2001 (Thompson et al. 2002). Training expenditures per employee 
rose 8% to $761, with 78% receiving training and an average of 23.7 hours (Thompson et al. 
2002). 
OSHA is forming alliances with Hispanic leadership and community-based 
organizations and offering an ever-increasing number of publications and fact sheets in 
Spanish. OSHA will continue to expand ongoing Hispanic outreach projects such as the 
community-based effort to disseminate safety and health information among immigrants in 
New York and New Jersey, the Construction Accident Reduction Emphasis (CARE) program 
in Florida, an alliance with a Latino community group in Georgia to encourage workers to 
report hazards, safety and health courses and small business training taught in Spanish in the 
Southwest, and bilingual compliance assistance specialists and inspectors available to assist 
Spanish-speaking workers and employers in several local offices (OSHA). 
In addition, a new website written in Spanish is helping OSHA reach out to non-
English speaking workers and employers. The web page initially is featuring basic 
documents such as worker and employer rights and responsibilities, resource materials, and 
other information of special interest to Spanish-speaking audiences. In addition, OSHA's 
new program, Alliances, enables organizations committed to workplace safety and health to 
collaborate with OSHA to prevent injuries and illnesses of Hispanics in the workplace. 
The mission of the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health is to prevent 
work-related illness, injury, and death. NIOSH conducts a wide range of research, training, 
and technical assistance programs to identify and reduce hazardous working conditions. 
Recognizing the vital importance of education in the occupational safety and health (OS&H) 
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field, NIOSH supports academic programs that are designed to enhance the knowledge of the 
professional and paraprofessional workforce in this field. 
NIOSH in Spanish, another source of available material, includes Spanish-language 
versions of several NIOSH workplace safety and health documents relevant to industries and 
occupations in which large numbers of Spanish-speaking workers are employed. It also 
describes in Spanish how workers and employers can contact NIOSH and access basic 
services such as health hazard evaluations. 
2.5. Training Programs 
2 J. 7 EngAsA os a &coW 
The levels of English spoken at the work site vary depending on the diversity of the 
workers and supervisors. In construction, speaking the language is not strictly required, 
which may be an advantage for those who do not speak English at the beginning. However, 
not knowing the language represents an adverse safety issue. 
As a first search for ESL materials, several journals were reviewed in order to 
understand to what extent this topic has been researched in the past. The following keywords 
were used in searching the journals: 
» Communication 
» Language barriers 
* Cross-cultural aspects 
* Hispanics 
Journals published by the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) contained 
little information on ESL topics. An article titled "Differences in nonverbal communication 
styles between cultures: The Latino-Anglo perspective" appeared in f&e Jbw/7%%/ of 
wK/Mamqgeme/zf /MEqgmeenf# in 2001 (Cruz 2001). This article focuses on the 
importance of studying one's own culture as a way of becoming aware of cultural differences. 
The awareness of these differences can be extremely important to anyone who wants to be 
effective in a diverse work environment (Cruz 2001). Jbwma/ m 
published an article in 2002 titled "Perception of construction professionals 
concerning important skills of effective project leaders" (Odusami 2002). In this article, 
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contractors ranked communication as the most important skill required in construction. 77# 
Jbwma/ ofPrq/e&HOfK%/ Z&wgj m EdkcaAo» aW fracAcg published an article in 
2002 titled "Developing cross-cultural communication skills." This article discusses how 
engineers have traditionally focused on hard-skill knowledge acquisition, but the increasingly 
multicultural work practices of professional engineers now demand better soft-skill 
proficiency, such as foreign language ability, communication confidence, and cross-cultural 
experience (Gilleard and Gilleard 2002). 
The researchers' second step of reviewing ESL material included a search of other 
organizations on the internet. The search criteria included finding information about basic 
topics necessary for Hispanic construction workers whose communication skills are minimal, 
course durations, and availability of such courses in Iowa. Several websites contained 
information on ESL courses, with different levels and different topics. Some of these were 
construction related and others were focused on general topics. 
The work expectations of the supervisor have been changing to meet the needs that 
characterize most workplaces and practices with the new skills required to lead effectively in 
the rapidly changing workplace. The supervisor's role has changed for several reasons. For 
instance, technological advancements and cultural diversity issues have become more 
important to construction companies. 
The Associated General Contractors of America (AGC), through one of its 
subsidiaries the Iowa Association for Construction Training (IACT), provides a Supervisory 
Training Program (STP) for construction foremen and superintendents. STP is published by 
Wil McKnight Associates (2001) and courses are offered by AGC chapters, other 
construction organizations, and companies nationwide. For example, the IACT offers 
training programs using the Stepping Up to Supervisor materials, which consist of three 
parts: a Spanish-version book, an English-version book, and a Workshop Leader's Guide in 
English. 
Some of the topics taught in these programs include the following: meeting the 
challenge of stepping up to a supervisory position, fitting your basic fundamentals into your 
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style, dealing with special situations, as well as using sample forms, checklists, and reference 
information (McKnight 2001). 
All these materials are aimed to meet the needs of the construction industry. The STP 
focuses on the teaching the supervisor the skills that he or she must have to be an effective 
manager of people, time, equipment and materials. AGC has also created a wide variety of 
innovative and effective programs to support training programs for craft workers. 
Information on AGC's craft training programs and services is available through the AGC's 
training and educational services and also through the National Center for Construction 
Education and Research. 
The levels of Spanish spoken at the work site vary depending on the diversity of the 
workers and supervisors. In construction, not knowing how to speak Spanish for an 
American supervisor is not a problem unless he does not have a bilingual person he can rely 
on to give instructions to workers. However, if the facilitator is not present and there is a high 
number ofHispanics without English speaking capabilities, then communication can be a 
real problem. 
During the first search for SSL materials, several journals were reviewed in order to 
understand to what extent this topic has been researched in the past. The following keywords 
were used in searching the journals: 
» Communication 
» Language barriers 
* Cross-cultural aspects 
* Hispanics 
* Spanish as a second language 
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Journals published by the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) contained 
little or no information of any research study made on using Spanish as a second language to 
help American supervisors communicate with their workers. However, other journals were 
searched and papers found like "Teaching Spanish as a Foreign Language in Belgrade, 
Yugoslavia: a Need to Overcome the Old Ways," "Phonetics in Second Language 
Acquisition: An Acoustic Study of Fluency in Adult Learners of Spanish," "Is Talk Cheap? 
The Role of Conversation in the Acquisition of Language." Many of these papers discuss 
using techniques of pedagogy and applied linguistics for learning Spanish as a second 
language. Aspects like how to improve oral communication skills, vocabulary acquisition, 
pronunciation, and how to measure fluency are addressed. Several journals were searched: 
.dmencoM TZevzew, #%%%%»«: Tw&ffna/ aW 
Tkwew, Jbwfrxz/ qf&Am Awdïgf, 
jfasearcA /fewew, Jowroa/ of/rdemafio/Kz/ Jbwma/ of Occ*gxz#o/*z/ 
iWknvor, Jbwma/ of CA/cogo, qf Orgamzaf/oMo/ 
aw/ Jbwma/ Nothing relevant and practical as it relates to 
our research focus was found. 
The second step of reviewing SSL materials included a search of other organizations 
on the Internet. The search criteria included Gnding information about basic topics necessary 
for American supervisors whose communication skills are minimal in Spanish. Interestingly 
enough, a web site for the Continuing Education division of Washburn University in Topeka, 
Kansas, offers a number of Spanish courses. It appears to be that they specialize in this type 
of training targeted to non-Spanish speaking people. They offer Spanish for childcare 
facilities, for the physician's ofRce, for ofBce staf% for construction sites, for bank personnel, 
and for nurseries and landscaping. 
The Spanish for construction sites, as it is addressed in the previous paragraph, is a 
16-hour course that provides construction site supervisors with functional language skills for 
working with their Spanish-speaking employees. In addition to a special section devoted to 
pronunciation, the course includes work-specific language sections dealing with routine 
construction commands and terms such as measurements and fractions. The course fee 
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includes a bound manual and accompanying audio cassettes/CDs. No prior knowledge of 
Spanish is required. 
In addition, they also offer a course called "The new Hispanic workforce: Challenges 
and benefits." They say that organizations that successfully recruit and retain new Hispanic 
employees are much more competitive in the marketplace. This two-day course prepares 
employers to understand the challenges involved in hiring new Hispanic employees and to 
develop effective strategies for integrating them into the workforce. It does not say that the 
target is the construction industry, but they mention the word integration. 
Transportation Construction Training (TCT) is a program sponsored exclusively by 
the AGC Heavy/Highway Chapters in Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, and Texas. This is 
a pilot on-the-job training program presented to the executive committee in 2002. This 
program is the result of numerous recommendations, considerations, and/or suggestions 
received from forums held around the country. It has the purpose of enhancing the 
effectiveness of FHWA 7-2-2 program. The primary objective of this pilot program as 
implemented in the five states is to assimilate women, minorities, and others into 
construction crafts on a reasonable, productive basis as rapidly as possible. The suggested 
hours for competency on this program is 520 hours minimum, 1040 standard, and 2080 hour 
maximum and the ability to pass a competency based skills evaluation. Instructional hours 
will include a core curriculum utilizing the system in NCCER (National Center for 
Construction Education and Research) curriculum materials or the equivalent. This includes 
subjects such as introduction to craft skills, responsibilities of the employee, 
communications, success in employment, and basic safety. 
This program contains 75 separate courses on different subjects, 11 of which are 
courses related to concrete. They offer a course called Concrete Finisher (paving). The 
Department of Labor (DOL) describes it as Gallows: 
A concrete finisher finishes the exposed surfaces of fresh concrete paving to the final 
grade and contour with the use of straight edges and steel trowels. Forms and finishes 
edges and joints. Also finishes concrete curbs and gutters. Performs other related 
duties (U.S. Department of Labor 1991). 
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In a different line of training/research efforts that involves Hispanic workers, The 
Electrical Contracting Foundation commissioned a study entitled "Technology Transfer to 
Mexican Electrical Contracting Firms: A Feasibility Study" and has announced the 
publication (Rqjas et al. 2001) New Business Opportunities for U.S. and Mexican Electrical 
Contractors. The document was prepared by Dr. Eddy Rojas of the University of 
Washington, Adriana Mejia of the University at Buffalo, and Victor Espinola, Mexican 
Advisor for AMERIC - the NECA Chapter in Mexico City. 
This study, documented in English and Spanish, seeks to open up Mexican/American 
electrical opportunities for contractors on both sides of the border. The Mexican electrical 
market offers unique business opportunities for US contractors and manufacturers through 
collaboration and strategic alliances with their Mexican counterparts. In general, proGt 
margins would be better for both US and Mexican contractors if they work as a team. Big 
opportunities may await those who are willing and able to learn and adapt. The study has 
recommended creation of the Electrical Technology Institute (EH) to address the situation 
and open up opportunities for both Mexican and American contractors. ETI would offer 
technical courses for Mexican electricians and managers as well as cultural courses for U.S. 
companies. 
The basic concept behind their study is that through training the objectives can be 
achieved. Bottom line is the fact that at the jobsite level, there is interaction between 
Mexican (Hispanic) worker and an American supervisor, although this interaction happens in 
Mexican territory. There is still the need to integrate/blend both populations. 
The work plan of ETI for the year 2002 and future years is addressed and includes the 
challenges, opportunities, and the goals. Among the challenges, they cite scarcity of qualified 
craftsmen in Mexico and lack of understanding of US technologies. The opportunities are to 
overcome barriers identified in two following groups: problems with technical and 
managerial training and problems with information sources. 
With regard to the goals of the project, the publication includes the following: 
1. Develop awareness among US and Mexican contractors about the opportunities 
for cooperation and partnerships in Mexican projects. 
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2. Identify the set of skills required by both Mexican managers and craAsmen to 
effectively interact with their US counterparts. 
3. Study different methods for providing training such as focus groups and practical 
sessions in Mexico and/or the establishment of practical training programs in the 
US for a selected group of participants from Mexico. 
4. Develop strategies for providing training to Mexican electrician and managers. 
5. Study the use of different media to deliver training information. 
6. Determine the sources of information for the training programs. 
7. Develop the schedule of activities required to fully implement the training 
program 
The mission of the Electrical Technology Institute will be achieved through the 
following functions: 
* Course development 
* Course administration 
* Certificate and award programs 
» Internship program 
« Export promotion 
ETI will offer technical courses for Mexican electricians and managers as well as 
cultural courses for US companies. With regard to the course development, NECA has 
already developed educational materials for its Electrical Project Supervision (EPS) seminar 
series and its Project Manager Seminar series. These materials will be the foundation for the 
Manager's program. They will be translated into Spanish and adapted for the Mexican 
market. 
The Electrical Contracting Foundation effort is quite interesting and specific for the 
purposes of entering the Mexican electrical market. However, it contains conceptually 
similar aspects to the Hispanic workforce project, in particular to the blending of the cultures 
at the jobsite and using appropriate training for doing so. 
In summary, it appears that extensive programs and training efforts across the nation 
have been made to accommodate training of minorities, Hispanic workers in construction 
among them, which has been very helpful. However, a focus on integration per jg seems to 
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be missing. The focus of this work is developing the training program through the design and 
development of four courses suited to create integration between the American supervisor 
and the Hispanic craft worker. They are not intended to develop an outstanding proficiency 
in speaking either language. They are supposed to teach to communicate good enough to get 
the job done under a safe environment with the best quality and productivity possible. 
2.6. Models of Culture 
As part of the literature research, an effort was put into trying to understand culture, 
its definition, dimensions, and implications. Researchers have developed several models to 
understand national and organizational cultures (Nahavandi 2003). This section briefly 
reviews three different models. 
2.6.7 /&;// f and Zow-Co/ifeaf CwAwra/ framewort 
One of the simplest cultural models focuses on differentiating communication styles 
within cultures in two groups: high contest and low context (Hall 1976). 
People (leaders, supervisors) of high contest culture rely heavily on the context to 
establish communication with others. They rely on the use of non-verbal clues, situational 
factors, and personal relationships to communicate and understand the world around them. 
Leaders from low context culture focus on explicit, specific verbal and written messages to 
understand people and situations (Munter 1993). 
For example, Saudi Arabia, Italy, France, Vietnam, Korea, and China are all high 
context cultures, where subtle body posture, tone of voice, detailed rituals, and a person's 
title and status convey strong messages that determine behavior. Communication does not 
always have to be explicit and specific. Trust is viewed as more important than written 
communication or legal contracts. In low context cultures, such as Germany, Scandinavia, 
Switzerland, the United States, Great Britain, and Canada, people pay attention to the verbal 
message. What is said or written is more important than non-verbal messages or the situation. 
People are, therefore, specific and clear in their communication with others (Nahavandi 
2003) 
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The difference between high and low context can explain many cross-cultural 
communication problems and lack of integration that people face when they interact with 
others in work settings. 
2.6.2 'a on 
The work of Geert HoAede on studying cultures was reviewed. He originally 
conducted more than 100,000 surveys of IBM employees in 40 different countries, 
supplemented later by another scale based on Confusian dynamism (Nahavandi 1997). 
HoAede's terminology for describing national cultures consists of 5 different criteria, 
which he called "dimensions" because they occur in nearly all possible combinations. They 
are largely independent of each other. These Ave criteria are described in the following table: 
* Individualism vs 
Collectivism 
The extent to which individuals or a closely-knit social 
structure such as extended family (Collectivism) are the basis 
for social system. Individualism leads to reliance on self and 
to a focus on individual achievement. 
* Large or small 
power Distance 
The extent to which people accept unequal distribution of 
power. In higher power-distance cultures, a wider gap exists 
between the powerful and the powerless. 
» Strong or weak 
Uncertainty 
avoidance 
The extent to which the culture tolerates ambiguity and 
uncertainty. High uncertainty avoidance leads to low tolerance 
uncertainty and to search for absolute truths. 
* Masculinity versus 
Femininity 
The extent to which assertiveness and independence from 
others are valued. High masculinity leads to a high sex-role 
differentiation and to a focus on independence, ambition, and 
material goods. 
* Time orientation The extent to which people focus on past, present, or future. 
Present orientation leads to a focus on short-term performance. 
For our present study, it is important to summarize information that can be obtained 
from HoAede's research as it relates to Mexico and the U.S.A. This is done in the following 
section. 
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Comparison of Cultural Dimensions between Mexico and the United States according to 
HoAede's research 
People developing training courses for Hispanic workers and for American 
supervisors must take into consideration cultural differences between both countries In 
addition, as the U.S. construction labor force becomes more diverse, successful leaders will 
owe some of their success to the experience of working in multicultural environments. The 
goal of this comparison is to help trainers respond to possible challenges posed by training a 
more diverse workforce. Some of the skills that American supervisors can develop include 
the capability to demonstrate respect and understanding, to communicate effectively, and to 
work collaboratively with people from a Hispanic background. Special effort must be made 
to help all employees learn new skills to overcome the group differences. This will increase 
worker effectiveness and help avoid the risk of creating threatening stereotypes. 
In HoAede's model, there are Ave main dimensions for describing cultural 
differences: (1) large or small power distance, (2) individualism versus collectivism, (3) 
masculinity versus femininity, and (4) strong or weak uncertainty avoidance, and (5) time 
orientation (HoAede 1983). The fundamental issues identiGed by HoAede are expressed here 
for four dimensions, and a graphical comparison between the U.S. and Mexican societies is 
shown in Figures 2.4-2.7. These numbers were extracted Aom a study done by HoAede that 
compared aspects of national character across countries, assigning an index value Aom 1 to 
100. For the development of the courses, Mexico has been used as the country to be 
compared with the United States. 
Power dk&zMCf refers to the way how society deals with the fact that people are 
unequal. In organizations, the level of power is related to the degree of centralization of 
authority and the degree of autocratic leadership. HoAede established some relationship 
among these four dimensions, such as power dk&mce and co//ec#v%sm (1983). Collect!vist 
countries always show large power distances, but individualist countries do not always show 
small power distances. Poor countries tend to be collectivist with larger power distances, and 




Figure 2.4. Comparison between Mexico and United State» according to power distance 
verawf involves the relationship between an individual and 
his or her fellow individuals. There are two categories: (1) societies in which ties between 
individuals are very loose, that is, everybody looks after his or her own self interests 
(individualistic); and (2) societies in which the ties between individuals are very tight, that is, 
everybody looks after his or her group's interests (collectivistic). Hispanic societies fall in the 
second category, where friendships prevail over tasks, and loyalty is very valuable among 
group members and between bosses and subordinates. 
Individualism 
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Figure 2.5. Comparison between Mexico and United States according to individualism 
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MzMwA/wfy vera#is related to the division of roles between the sexes in 
society. Human societies have associated certain roles to men only or to women only. This is 
part of a socialization process, rather than biological sex role. Latin countries such as 
Venezuela and Mexico are considered to be quite masculine biased. Figure 2.6 shows how 
the masculinity of Mexican society compares to the masculinity of American society. 
Masculinity 
Mexico 
Figure 2.6. Comparison between Mexico and United States according to masculinity 
awMawce indicates to what extent a culture can program a member to 
sense or feel about changing, unknown, or surprising situations. The two ends of this 
dimension are related to how strong or weak members accept or avoid uncertainties. Groups 
with weak uncertainty avoidance tend to accept the fact that future is unknown and therefore 
accept each day as it comes. On the other hand, other societies tend to reduce uncertainty in 
the future by creating security and avoiding risk. In this dimension, there exists a clear 
correlation between power distance and uncertainty avoidance. According to Hofstede, 
Hispanic societies show strong uncertainty avoidance with a large power distance, whereas in 
American society and other countries with large populations with Anglo-European roots, an 
opposite correlation was found, that is, small power distance and weak uncertainty 





Figure 2.7. Comparison between Mexico and United States according to uncertainty 
avoidance 
Table 2.2 describes some examples of national cultural values that will help trainers 
better understand the impact of cultural differences on the jobsite. According to the HoAede's 
findings on both the Mexican and American cultures (1983), it is concluded that in the 
workplace, Mexicans, as subordinates, expect to be told what to do, see hierarchy as an 
existential inequality, and consider their boss as a benevolent autocrat. Also, because of their 
collectivism, they see relationships more important than tasks. 
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Table 2.2. Comparison of management styles between Mexican and American cultures 
according to HoAede (MGT 503) 
Aspect Mexican American 
Work/leisure Works to live. Leisure considered 
essential for full life. Money is for 
enjoying life. 
Lives to work. Leisure seen 
as a reward for hard work. 
Money often end in itself. 
Direction/delegation Traditional managers. Autocratic. 
Younger managers starting to 
delegate responsibilities. 
Subordinates accustomed to being 
assigned tasks, not authority. 
Managers delegate 
responsibilities and authority. 
Executives seek 
responsibilities and accepts 
accountability. 
Theory vs. practice Basically theoretical mind. 
Practical implementation often 
difficult. 
Basically pragmatic mind. 
Action-oriented and problem 
solving approaches. 
Control Not fully accepted, sensitive to 
being checked on. 
Universally accepted and 
practiced. 
Staffing Family and friends favored 
because of trustworthiness. 
Promotions based on loyalty to 
superior. 
Relatives usually barred. 
Favoritism not acceptable. 
Promotion based on 
performance. 
Loyalty Mostly loyal to superior. 
Beginnings of self-loyalty. 
Mainly sel&loyalty. 
Performance motivated by 
ambition. 
Competition Avoids personal competition. 
Favors harmony at work. 
Enjoys proving oneself in 
competitive situations. 
Time Deadlines flexible. Deadlines and commitments 
are firm. 
Planning Short-term due to uncertain 
environments. 
Long-term due to stable 
environments. 
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2.6.3 TrompeAKzars 's DwneTzaoMJ of C«/f»re 
In a similar line of research for understanding cultures, Pons Trompenaars and his 
colleagues provide a complex model that is useful for understanding national culture and its 
effect on organizational cultures (Hampden-Turner, A. Trompenaars, F. Trompenaars, and 
Lewis 2000; A. Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner 2001; A. Trompenaars, Hampden-
Turner, and F. Trompenaars 1997). They developed a model based on 15,000 people 
surveyed in organizations in 47 cultures that suggest that, although understanding national 
culture requires many different dimensions, cross-cultural organizational cultures can be 
classified more efficiently based on two dimensions (Trompenaars 1994). These dimensions 
are 1) egalitarian-hierarchical and 2) orientation to the person or to the task. When combined, 
they yield four general organizational cultures: a) incubator, b) guided missile, c) family, and 







Leader removes obstacles Leader is a guide 
Focus on individual growth Focus on achieving common goals 
Person Task 
Family Eiffel Tower 
Power-oriented Rigid and robust 
Leader is caring parent Leader is undisputed legitimate boss 
Focus on building relationships Focus on rational performance 
f 
Hierarchical 
Figure 2.8. Trompenaars' cross-cultural organizational cultures 
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Incubator cultures are egalitarian and focus on taking care of individual needs. These 
are typically individualistic cultures in which professionals are given considerable latitude to 
do their jobs (e.g., start-up high-technology firms in the U.S. and Great Britain) 
(Trompenaars 1994). Leaders in such organizations emerge from the group rather than from 
outside. Therefore, leadership is based on competence and expertise. 
The guided missile is also an egalitarian culture, but the focus is on task completion 
rather than on individual needs. As a result, this type of organization is impersonal and 
directed towards accomplishing the job. Basic attributes is that leadership is based on 
expertise, people wort in teams, follower participation is expected, and performance is the 
primary criterion for effectiveness. 
The family and Eiffel Tower cultures are both hierarchical. The Eiffel Tower is 
focused on the task and the family takes care of individuals. The leader's role in a family 
culture is that of a powerful father figure who is responsible for the welfare of all members. 
Trompenaars suggests that family cultures are found in Greece, Italy, Singapore, South 
Korea, and Japan. The Eiffel Tower culture is both hierarchical and task oriented. The focus 
is on performance through order and obedience to legal and legitimate authority. The leader 
is the undisputed head of the organization and has full responsibility for all that occurs 
(Nahavandi 2003). 
Due to the fact that communication plays an important role for integrating cultures, 
next section describes basic concepts about communication, its definition, goals, and process. 
2.7. Communication 
What is so important about communication? There is a very simple answer to this 
question: without communication, hardly anything gets done. Communication is the lifeblood 
of every relationship. When it comes down to the jobsite and transactions between American 
supervisors and Hispanic crew members in construction, information must be conveyed, 
received, understood, and acted upon in a manner that would produce expected results. 
When there is a breakdown in this process, productivity, quality, and safety of 
workers are compromised. This section provides an overview of the fundamentals of the 
communication process, how it works, and the reasons why it breaks down. Some of the 
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major barriers to communication are identified and methods of dealing with them are 
discussed. 
2.7.7 De/nn#o» of CommwrncadoM 
Communication is the process of transferring meaning (Gibson and Hodgetts 1990). 
In a jobsite setting, this process accounts for the difference of getting the task done or failure 
to do so. It is of utmost importance to be able to communicate what has to be done, when it 
has to be done, and how it has to be done that eventually will make the job advance to further 
stages of development. 
Another similar definition is that communication is the transmission and reception of 
ideas, feelings, values, and attitudes verbally or non-verbally which produce a response. This 
leads to understanding and establishing the major goals of communication. 
2.7.2 Goo6 of Co/nmwf»ca#OM 
Literature suggests (Gibson and Hodgetts 1990) that there are multiple goals that have 
to be achieved during the communication process. However, projecting this suggestion into 
the construction industry and in a jobsite setting, the following has to be attained: 
a. High productivity rates 
b. High quality of work 
c. Safe worksite 
All of the above are core objectives within the timeframe as determined in the 
schedule of work and subject to a given budget. In addition, it can be expected that good 
communication would yield increased morale, less conflicts, and decreased turnover, while 
maintaining favorable relations among all parties. 
2.7.3 ComwmmK%%#on ^ rocaw 
A standard model of communication, adopted from Gibson and Hodgetts (1990), is 
shown in Figure 2.9. Interpersonal communications involve at least two persons, a sender or 
source and a receiver. The process starts when the sender creates and sends a message for 

























Figure 2.9. The communication process 
interprets or perceives the messages according to his attitudes, beliefs, experience, and 
communication ability. Then through feedback, the receiver conveys information to the 
sender about his thoughts and reactions, and the process continues. Throughout the 
communications process, an important concern is noise which acts as interference and 
distorts to effective communications. 
This simple model of communications illustrates the need of effective speaking and 
listening skills and of adequate feedback. It also helps trace the origin of any barrier that 
might hinder effective communications 
2 7.4 CommMfwcofzoM Azrnerf 
There is a great number of communication barriers, which can be classified into three 
broad categories (Sigband 1976): 
a. Physical or environmental 
> Noisy workplace 
Interruptions / distractions 
> Privacy at communicating 
> Poor organization 
^ Poor listening 
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> The competition for attention 
b. Cultural 
> Language 
> Norms, values, and beliefs 
> Ethnocentrism 
> Work related values and habits 
> Personal behavior 
> Appearance 
> Prejudice 





> Communication ability 
> Lack of fundamental knowledge 
> Lack of interest 
For purposes of analysis, problems or defects at communicating in all three categories 
must be traced to the objects of communications, that is, to the sender, the receiver, the 
channel, and the feedback. 
Suggested solutions to eliminate the communication barriers 
A number of steps can be taken to deal with the communication barriers. There is a 
great number of solutions that can be applied to any of the objects in the process of 
communication, such as eliminating distractions, providing relevant feedback, having a 
receptive attitude, being specific, etc. The specific step will depend on the particular 
situation. However, in construction projects where cultural diversity is present, sensitivity to 
cross-cultural or cross-national differences in communication norms is critical to advance the 
project. Communication skills' training is a key action that contractors can take to improve 
the capabilities of supervisors and workers as well. This training includes mainly the 
following: 
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a. Learning each other's language to use as communication tool 
b. Understanding cultural differences 
A common problem in cross-cultural communication is ethnocentrism, which is the tendency 
to regard one's own culture and its values and norms as superior to other cultures. This 
attitude should be avoided, if not eliminated totally, in order to facilitate smooth relationships 
among all parties. 
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CHAPTER 3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1. Introduction 
In general, the research methodology for this project involves assessing the needs and 
interests of American supervisors as well as Hispanic craA workers who meet together on the 
construction jobsite to achieve common goals. After this, the process involved designing, 
developing, and delivering four training courses and assessing the effectiveness of the 
training. The courses were considered to be a minimum requirement and essential for 
developing integration. 
The Hispanic Research Project is comprised of two phases. Phase I is called "The 
development of an Effective Construction Training Program for Hispanic Supervisors and 
Craft Workers," and Phase H is called "The development of an Effective Construction 
Training Program for American supervisors." The research scope also included the 
evaluation of the effectiveness of the ESL courses. Figure 3.1 shows schematically the 
phases of the Hispanic Research Project, it is expected that by merging the efforts of phase I 
and phase II of the project will lead to m/egrofm». 
This research focuses on the Hispanic craA workers in construction with emphasis on 
Hispanics working for American construction companies in Iowa. 
The methodology used for this research project on Hispanic construction workers and 
American supervisors is shown in Figure 3.2. It consists of four parts: (1) a literature review 
on the construction industry and Hispanics in the state of Iowa; (2) questionnaire design, data 
collection, and data analysis; (3) developing and delivering the training courses: ESLX&SL 
.SwrwW Cowrrej, t#? A) .Swpenâsw /or T&spawc CondrwcffoM fPbrAers, and 
Cohere# fayem##. Ames, and (4) effectiveness evaluation and results and 
conclusions and recommendations. 
The literature review on the construction industry and Hispanics in the state of Iowa 
is presented in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of the Hispanic research project phases 







































Figure 3.2. Research methodology 
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3.2. Questionnaire Design, Data Collection, and Data Analysis and Evaluation 
A face-to-face survey was deemed the most efficient and reliable way to collect data 
from American Supervisors and Hispanic construction craft workers. Thus, after the 
literature review, Part 1, which was conducted on construction companies and Hispanics in 
the state of Iowa, the research process continued with Part 2. This part consisted of three 
stages: (1) questionnaire design, (2) data collection, and (3) data analysis and evaluation. 
Two questionnaires were designed: one for Hispanic craft workers and another for 
American supervisors. The goal of the questionnaires was to provide data necessary to bridge 
the gap between American supervisors and Hispanic construction workers by identifying the 
problems created by blending the two cultures into the workplace. After identifying the 
problems, suitable and effective training courses could be designed and developed to create 
integration between American supervisors and Hispanic construction workers. The purpose 
of those courses would be that both can become a team and be active and productively 
engaged participants in the refinement and accomplishment of American construction 
companies' goal of working under a safe environment. 
The following fifteen objectives were defined for the design of the questionnaire for 
Hispanic Craft Workers: 
1. Determine general and specific types of training programs currently offered to 
Hispanic workers by construction companies in the United States. 
2. Determine the level of adequacy of Hispanic workforce training with regard to 
courses taken, course duration, and degree of difficulty. 
3. Identify how Hispanics feel about the usefulness of the courses. 
4. Identify Hispanic and American cultural differences and their implications for the 
workplace. 
5. Determine patterns of needs, interests, and areas of training for Hispanic construction 
workers according to the current level of skills and working conditions. 
6. Prioritize those areas of improvement for the implementation ofESL and technical 
training courses for Hispanic construction workers. 
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7. Determine the factors and problems (e.g. language barrier, experience) that adversely 
affect the performance, quality, and safety conditions of Hispanic construction 
workers. 
8. Determine the level of interest, as expressed by Hispanic workers, in relation to 
improving and learning new skills such as construction equipment operation. 
9. Prioritize the type of equipment they would prefer to learn to operate. 
10. Determine the level of satisfaction of Hispanic workers related to their opportunities 
to learn new skills, safety conditions, and type of tasks they perform. 
11. Verify the need to have key employees on the woik site to overcome the language 
barrier. 
12. Determine accident rates and types of accidents incurred by Hispanics in 
construction. 
13. Gather background, personal, and demographic information on Hispanic construction 
workers. 
14. Obtain mobility index (idea of how long they stay in a particular job) of Hispanic 
workers. 
15. Identify personal expectations and goals towards the future of Hispanics. 
The following fifteen objectives were defined for the design of the questionnaire for 
American Supervisors: 
1. Determine the types of training programs currently offered by construction companies 
to American supervisors. 
2. Determine the level of adequacy of American supervisors' training as it relates to 
working with the Hispanic workforce. 
3. Identify the value of training programs to American supervisors. 
4. Identify Hispanic and American cultural differences and their implications for the 
workplace. 
5. Determine patterns of needs, interests, and areas of opportunity for American 
supervisors to develop their relationships with Hispanic workers. 
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6. Prioritize those areas of improvement for the implementation of ESIVSSL and 
technical training courses for Hispanic construction workers and for American 
supervisors. 
7. Determine the factors and problems (e.g. language barrier, lack of experience) that 
adversely affect the performance, quality, and safety conditions of Hispanic 
construction workers. 
8. Determine the level of interest expressed by American Supervisors in having 
Hispanic workers learn to operate construction equipment. 
9. Prioritize the type of equipment American supervisors would prefer Hispanic workers 
learn to operate. 
10. Determine the level of satisfaction expressed by American Supervisors when dealing 
with Hispanic workers as it relates to their willingness to learn new skills, to comply 
with safety rules and regulations, and to do the type of tasks they are asked to do. 
11. Establish by documenting the need to have key employees on the job site to overcome 
the language barrier. 
12. Determine accident rates and types of accidents incurred by Hispanics in construction 
as expressed by American supervisors. 
13. Gather background, personal, and demographic information on American supervisors. 
14. Obtain turnover rates of American supervisors. 
15. Identify personal expectations and goals of American supervisors related to 
maintaining and developing their relationship with Hispanic workers. 
Having defined the objectives of the questionnaires, the sample size for each 
population (Hispanic craA workers and American supervisors) was defined by using the 
literature review summarized in Chapter 2. It was determined that a preliminary estimate of 
one hundred and A Ay respondents on the Hispanic side and 30 on the American side were 
necessary to obtain enough data to draw and evaluate significant conclusions and generate 
recommendations. Several factors influenced the sample size, such as how quickly the 
surveys had to be conducted on the jobsite, what type of survey to do, and what is the 
availability of workers as well as the willingness of the project supervisors at the time of the 
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interview. More specifically, the sample size was calculated according to the number of 
American supervisors and Hispanics involved in the construction industry in Iowa, obtained 
from statistics provided by the BLS and U.S. Census Bureau. 
Hence, a convenience sample was decided upon according to the literature review on 
how to conduct surveys (Fink 1998). One factor was the respondents' willingness and 
availability to complete the survey. 
The questionnaire for Hispanic craA workers was developed before the one for 
American supervisors, which came later after acquiring the feedback from the first one. The 
process for the questionnaire for Hispanics was such that once the factors of sample size 
were taken into account, quantitative and qualitative measurements were determined as well 
as the order and survey length. This step was mainly based on the specific objectives of the 
survey. Initially, the questionnaire consisted of 20 questions arranged in four categories of 
information, as follows: (1) ESL background, (2) management course information, (3) safety 
aspects, and (4) personal information. 
This first draft of the questionnaire was pre-tested on three different work sites and 
had nine respondents. Corrections and modifications were made by several experts, including 
the survey director and associate of the Center for Survey Statistics and Methodology and 
other Iowa State University faculty. 
Finally, the questionnaire was completed. It consisted of thirty-five questions with the 
same four categories established before the pre-test. Appendix A contains the questionnaire 
in its final format and with its main objective, which was used as introductory information 
before the surveys took place. A similar procedure was followed to develop the questionnaire 
for American Supervisors. This questionnaire in its final format is also included in Appendix 
A. 
Data collection, the second stage of Part 2, was carried out by using face-to-face 
interviews with construction workers on the jobsites. Several construction companies in Iowa 
were willing to collaborate and ten of them were contacted prior to conducting the 
interviews. Research team members, called project contacts, explained the nature of the 
survey and requested permission in advance to enter the jobsite. 
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A variety of project types were selected. Most of the construction projects chosen as 
data sources were located in the Des Moines area, Ames, Burlington, Council Bluffs, and 
cities in which the presence of Hispanic workers was sufficient to conduct the survey. All of 
the workers were working on Iowa DOT projects. Of the 150 surveys initially planned, 97 
were actually conducted. However, the decision to stop at 97 interviews was made based on 
the fact that similar answers were being obtained, as seen from the comparisons of the results 
at 20, 40, 60, 80, and 97 interviews illustrated in Figure 3 .3. 
20 Surveys 4® Surveys 
97 Surveys 
Figure 3.3. Comparison of results for question 1, "Have you ever taken a course to help 
you leam English?" 
Further support for the decision to stop at 97 interviews is contained in Table lof 
Appendix B, which shows the answers to questions 1, 2, 7, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 19 and 33 also 
as obtained for sample sizes of 20, 40, 60, 80, and 97 interviews. The mode is used to show 
that answer # 7 in the scale (1-7) is a typical mode as a measure of central tendency. 
A comparison of the mean and the median gives an indication of the skewness of the 
data. Table 2 in the Appendix B shows that for question 10 a, b, and c, the data yield a 
leftward skewness, which supports the most favorable answer. 
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To conduct this survey, the author and a Master's degree student in Construction 
Engineering with bilingual skills in Spanish and English were used as surveyors. 
As a last stage of the Part 2, data analysis and evaluation were completed and used for 
the selection and development of two effective and unique training courses. In this part, 
factors such as the length of the questionnaire, the number of completed surveys, and the data 
analysis software to be used had to be considered. Each objective in the questionnaire was 
achieved by asking the adequate question. Appendix A contains a complete mapping of 
objectives in relation to the corresponding questions. 
Microsoft Excel was used to store respondents' information. Thus, survey responses 
were input, coded, and kept confidential in a customized database. Totals and respective 
percentages were calculated, and charts were generated for each of the 35 questions. 
Data analysis continued with the evaluation of the generated charts. Variability and 
similarities were extracted from the bar charts obtained for each question. Establishment of 
relationships indicated patterns that, in turn, would lead to significant conclusions for 
research project recommendations. 
Given the number of respondents, the data were exported to statistical software called 
Jump 5 .0.1. Making use of both bar charts and statistical results, questions were selected 
according to the research objectives. 
On the other hand, data collection for American Supervisors, as the second stage of 
Part 2, was carried out in a somewhat different manner. Seventeen supervisors were 
interviewed personally on the jobsite or elsewhere, and the rest of the questionnaires were 
filled out by supervisors on their own. American supervisors did not experience any 
difficulty filling out the questionnaire. This was not the case with Hispanic workers, who in 
general required that some questions be explained to them. A total of 15 construction 
companies in Iowa were willing to collaborate. 
Of the 30 surveys initially planned, 38 were actually obtained. At the time of writing 
this report, other filled-out questionnaires are expected to come and would be integrated in 
the database. 
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As a last stage of Part 2, data analysis and evaluation were completed and used for the 
selection and development of two additional effective and unique training courses using the 
same procedure as for Hispanic workers. 
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CHAPTER 4. TRAINING COURSE DEVELOPMENT, DESCRIPTION, 
AND CONTENT 
4.1. Introduction 
The challenges of the American-Hispanic cultural blending in the workplace require 
close review of training approaches by organizations. The large numbers of Hispanics 
present in the U.S. construction labor force create substantial issues for developing training 
material. Communication barriers, involving culture and language issues, are a growing 
problem at the typical jobsite. 
Providing a continuous learning environment for employees is one of the best 
methods for ensuring the achievement of company production goals. This is particularly 
important in the construction industry, in which contractors should not let its diverse 
workforce 611 short of benefiting from the implementation of proper training programs. 
Based on available data and the results and recommendations obtained from the 
surveys conducted from May 2003 to March 2004, the research team developed the four 
training courses mentioned in Chapter 3. Two of the courses are intended for both Hispanic 
construction craft workers who need to develop language skills focused on construction and 
those with the willingness and skills that meet the requirements to advance to a supervisory 
position within an American construction company. The second two courses are intended for 
American supervisors who need to develop their Spanish speaking capabilities in order to 
facilitate communication with the Hispanic workforce and to improve their leadership. All 
four courses are intended to create integration between both parties when assembled together 
into a training program. 
Some of the Outreach Training Program Guidelines from OSHA's outreach training 
program have been incorporated in the design of these courses. 
4.2. Systematic Approach for Training Course Development 
A systematic approach to diversity training is necessary for the development of the 
proposed courses. Goldstein (1993) forces training developers to consider why training is 
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needed, what should be covered in training, and how training outcomes should be measured. 
This approach was adapted and simplified for this research purpose, as shown in Figure 4.1. 
Stage one was described in Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation. The courses included 
in this report—ESL/SSL Survival Course, Stepping Up to Supervisor Course for Hispanic 
Construction Workers, and Concrete Paving: Construction Basis—address a combination of 
current Hispanic workforce issues and other issues identified among survey findings from 
Hispanic craft workers in Iowa. The courses also address American supervisors working for 
construction companies. Therefore, the intent of these courses is to provide instructional 
material and content that is based on research findings to will facilitate integration between 
the Hispanic worker and his American supervisor by improving his or her English/Spanish 
skills related to the construction jobsite, but more specifically, to the construction of concrete 
roads. 
Figure 4.1 indicates that once the needs assessment is complete, training course 
development can begin. For this process, the courses were structured around three main steps 
that play a critical role in the process of training individuals: (1) awareness, (2) skill building, 
and (3) action planning. Having structured the contents, a process of understanding these 
defined contents is the supplemental part of each of the four courses. 
In the &SL/&SL A/rwva/ Course, participants are provided with a booklet containing 
all the material, and a presentation is given by the instructor according to the booklet. The 
presentation has four parts: (1) meaning in English/Spanish, (2) meaning in Spanish/English, 
(3) pronunciation of the word in English/Spanish, and (4) a photo of the word. Every word 
included in the booklet is presented to participants in these four ways. The teaching process 
has the following sequence: (1) the word is shown to participants and read to them by the 
instructor in English/Spanish; (2) participants repeat the word several times; (3) participants 
write the pronunciation of the word (phonetic sound); and (4) comments are discussed. 
The fo jbpervwor Cowrse ybr Cowfrucfm» ffbrters contains 
three steps, as follows: (1) how to work with yourself (2) how to work with an individual, 

























How to work with 
a group 












Figure 4.1. Approach of training course development 
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Each of these sequential steps is related to the structural components, but the goal is to follow 
an effective, combined path. 
In addition, it is recommended for the first structural component, awareness, that bi-
cultural training processes begin by informing participants of organizational facts, 
differences in the workplace, projected demographic changes, risks involved on the jobsite, 
and accident rates among others. This should lead to increased participant's motivation, 
interest, and/or attention. 
After being more aware of the actual working environment and possible changes, the 
attainment of knowledge and for new adjustments, challenges, and behavioral 
changes can start (Kraiger 2002). It is very important to stress differences about cultural 
norms, attitudes, and values between American culture and Hispanic culture. 
Since diversity is emphasized by these courses, these courses should be developed 
and delivered by not only a qualified trainer, but also by a person with a bi-cultural (Spanish-
English) background. 
During the aWZ? component, participants should also have opportunities to 
observe both appropriate and inappropriate behavior, have experience working with cultural 
issues and conflicts, and finally receive encouraging criticism to make needed adjustments. 
As an example, simulations of workplace situations are useful at this stage. Group 
discussions can be used where issues can be identified and improved. This identification of 
real-life scenarios becomes crucial in the case of Hispanics working in the United States. 
Some of these workers may have already faced situations where culture is the barrier, but 
others will not even understand what is going on due to the lack of language or to cultural 
differences. 
These are the types of skills that must be delivered to Hispanic trainees and American 
supervisors as well. They need to understand why and how those situations may be 
encountered on the jobsite. The main goal is to create integration. Both parties can become 
one team working towards the achievement of a common goal, communicating at a basic 
level in either or both languages and using construction-related terminology. 
The last structural component is called It concludes the preceding 
aWZ? and mmre/ze&s stages. Without it, the training approach would be 
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unsatisfactory. This stage is the result of the training process; therefore, trainers are to make 
sure that it has been successfully attained. During this stage, problem-solving and process-
improvement activities are discussed and should be developed when delivering the training 
course. 
In addition, trainees (for the second course, prospective Hispanic supervisors) are 
required to develop an action plan after they have identified the challenges, changes, and 
issues involved in this transition. A plan must be developed that describes the new roles and 
responsibilities that advancing to supervisor entails. 
The contents of these courses were chosen according to what Hispanic construction 
craft workers need to know with regard to stepping up to a supervisory position within an 
American construction company. More specifically, these contents were given a 
Heavy/Highway type of emphasis because the majority of the survey findings were obtained 
from this field of the construction sector. 
77# Cohere# faveme»#; Cowffwcfio» is an even more targeted course, as it 
relates specifically to the construction of concrete pavements. It covers a full spectrum, 
including the site preparation, slip-form paving operations, jointing, special weather 
considerations, and testing and troubleshooting. It contains a deep coverage of materials, 
transport, stringline, grade finish, placing, finishing, curing, safety, tools, equipment, joint 
layout, sawing, and sealing. American supervisors can choose among any or all of these sub­
topics to be trained not only on the technical side, but also to have the added value of the 
language dimension in order to be able to communicate with his/her Hispanic crews without 
the absolute need of having the link-person present on the jobsite all the time. 
4.3. Basis to Select the Type of Training Course 
4 J. 7 for Afiûpawc Cra/f workers 
The selection of the courses to be developed for Hispanic workers was based on the 
results obtained from the surveys. Out of the fifteen questionnaire objectives defined in Part 
2, four objectives (1, 2, 6, and 8) were used as the basis for developing the &SL .Sw/rnw/ 
Cowrae and five objectives (1, 5, 7, 10, and 15) were used as the basis for developing the 
,%%%%»# fo CowrseCowfrwcfzo» ffbrAers (SUTS). Table 4.1 
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contains the corresponding questions for selecting each course in order to narrow down the 
answers to the specific training needs of Hispanic workers on the jobsite. The graphs 
developed out of the questions are included in Appendix C along with the coding manual. 
Table 4.1. Objectives and questionnaire used for training course selection 
Objetive Objetive Questions 
no. SUTS ESL 
1 Determine general and specific types of training programs 
currently offered by construction companies in the United 
States to Hispanic workers. 
19c 19c 
2 Determine the level of adequacy ofHispanic workforce 
training as it relates to courses taken, course duration, and 
degree of difficulty. 
la, lb, 
4,5 
5 Establish patterns of needs, interests, and areas of training 
for Hispanic construction workers according to their 
current level of skills, working conditions, and safety 
environment. 
7, 8, 9, 
13,19d 
6 Prioritize those areas of improvement for the 
implementation of ESL and technical training courses for 




7 Determine all factors (e.g., language barriers) that 
adversely affect the performance, quality, and safety 
conditions ofHispanic construction workers. 
23a, b, 
24a, b 
8 Determine the level of interest as expressed by Hispanic 
workers in relation to improving and learning new skills 
such as construction equipment operation. 
11 
10 Determine the level of satisfaction ofHispanic workers as 
it relates to their opportunities to learn new skills, safety 
conditions, and type of tasks they perform. 
17a 
15 Identify personal expectations and goals toward the future 
ofHispanics. 32,35 
SUTS: Stepping up to Supervisor ESL: English as a Second Language 
The results of the survey reflect the needs ofHispanic workers to take ESL courses 
that are short enough and construction-focused. 65% of the workers said they had not taken 
courses to help them learn the language, 57% expressed that duration (too long a course) was 
a concern since their courses were more then 40 hours. Learning construction-focused 
terminology was "very important" according to 55% and "important" to 28% of the workers. 
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The format, the duration, and the contents of training courses are all important aspects 
of a well-designed training course, regardless of the target audience. In the case ofHispanic 
workers, 79% expressed the desire and need to be trained in both English and Spanish. Many 
of those surveyed expressed that if they are trained in English, they have trouble learning, 
and if they are taught in Spanish, they do not learn English. Therefore, they prefer to be 
trained in both languages. Training in both languages forces the courses to be taught by a 
bilingual instructor with construction experience to explain concepts not only related to the 
language but also to the work. Therefore, efforts in developing the &SZ, Course were 
made to accommodate these specific needs of the Hispanic workers. 
A construction craft worker who will become a supervisor is expected to be fluent in 
English since this is one of the initial requirements for advancement opportunities within an 
American construction company. The analysis of data and training-related charts led to four 
influencing factors to obtain advancement positions: (1) a lack of adequate training, (2) the 
existence of the required construction experience, (3) the desire for advancement 
opportunities, and (4) the desire for taking training courses to develop skills. 
It is vital to note the importance that advancement opportunities hold for a Hispanic 
construction worker. 77% of workers answered that it was very important and 10% said it 
was important to have advancement opportunities. If this is so, training to help Hispanic 
construction workers achieve advancement should become a priority. 
Experience is an important factor when supervisors decide to promote a construction 
craft worker to a supervisory position. The construction experience Hispanic craft workers 
had prior to coming to the United States shows that, of these workers, 40% had between one 
and three years of experience in their native countries and only 15% had more than seven 
years of experience. These workers had experience in such areas as carpentry, masonry, and 
concrete among others. 
In terms of construction experience in the United States, 58% of Hispanics have 
already had more than four years of experience working for American companies. Carpentry 
was the most common trade found among Hispanics, with 61%, followed by concrete wort 
with 20% and construction labor with 15% of the total. 
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Finally, it was also necessary to measure the desire of these workers to grow and step 
up to a supervisory position. When workers were asked whether or not they would like to 
take a course to be promoted to supervisor, a significant 86% of them answered positively. 
Within the context of this research, a supervisory position is understood as a leadership 
position such as foreman, crew leader, or supervisor, depending upon the company's needs 
and the worker's capabilities. All of these were fundamental considerations to develop both 
the ESL and the SUTS courses for Hispanic craft workers. 
4.3.2 For jdmencan ^«perwwrf 
The role of the American Supervisor is determinant. They are the leaders: they have 
to make the decisions with regard to what has to be done on the jobsite, they plan and 
schedule the work, they assign material resources, they define the best construction 
procedures, and most important of all, they select, assign, train, and manage the workforce to 
do the job from the onset of construction through completion. American supervisors have to 
deal directly with any problems that arise related to their workforce. Therefore, their opinion 
expressed in the questionnaires is very important and relevant to the issue of managing 
Hispanic workforce. The graphs developed out of the questions are included in Appendix C 
along with the coding manual. 
Their needs and interests combined with those ofHispanic workers were analyzed 
and evaluated to help select the appropriate training courses that would best benefit the 
integration with their workers. The following are findings that were derived from the surveys 
of American supervisors: 
1. The main problem they have is Communication (to be able to transmit 
instructions and get adequate responses). More than 60% of supervisors and 
more than 55% Hispanic workers afGrmed the fact, as shown in Figure 4.2. 
2. 73% of supervisors communicate through a "Link-person" with their crew 
members. 
3. 85% of supervisors use English to speak to their workers and 15% use English 
and Spanish combined. 
4. 80% of supervisors would like to take a course to leam Spanish. 
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5. 33% of supervisors have taken Spanish in High School, 22% in College, and 
6% in both. Supervisors indicated that they have forgotten most of what they 
learned. 39% have taken additional Spanish courses as they felt the need to 
facilitate their job. 
6. When asked what solutions they propose to solve the language barrier, 47% 
said ESL/SSL courses should be delivered, 18% said their HWF should take 
ESL, and 16% said they should take SSL courses. 
7. With regard to the interest in taking a technical course related to their trade, 
90% of workers and 92% of supervisors said yes, as shown in Figure 4 .3. 
8. With regard to what technical course to take, the interest is concentrated in 
concrete, equipment, and carpentry courses, as shown in Figure 4.4. 
9. When asked what course to take that would benefit communication, 65% said 
concrete finishing, 12% said carpentry/fbrmwork, and 6% said equipment 
operation, as shown in Figure 4.5. 
10. With regard to taking a course to help step up to supervisor, 55% of American 
supervisors said they would like to send their workers to such course, and 
86% of the workers expressed the interest in taking a course. 
Based on these findings, two additional training courses were decided upon and 
developed: a) Spanish as a second language: Survival course and b) Concrete Pavements: 
Construction basics. 63% of the American supervisors said that a course on concrete 
finishing would benefit their communication with their Hispanic workers. The SSL course is 
very similar to the version for Hispanic workers, and the course on concrete was developed 
based on the curriculum of the Center for Portland Cement Concrete Pavement Technology 
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Figure 4.2. Main problem in the jobsite as related to American supervisors and 
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Figure 4.5. Preference of American supervisors as it relates to technical course to 
take that would best benefit communication with Hispanic workers 
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4.4. Brief Description and Contents of Training Courses 
4.4.7 EngWz/S&a» W? aw a .SecxW Z/zng«qge ,S%rvn*z/ Cowae 
The focus of these courses is on simplicity. They are not college courses, but instead, 
they are highly interactive, basic courses on only what-you-need-to-know, including 
construction-related vocabulary, tool names, equipment, and simple directive language 
phrases that will facilitate basic communication. 
The development of the Awv/W Cowraea was based on basic vocabulary 
used in construction. The level of these courses, as the name indicates, is for construction 
workers and American supervisors with a low level of second language knowledge. The 
survey findings related to ESL/SSL courses led developers to structuring the course such that 
it contains two types of instructional materials: a booklet and a visual presentation. The 
booklet provided to trainees consists of a list of words that are sorted alphabetically and 
organized by categories. These categories include general vocabulary (e.g., alphabet, vowels, 
numbers, and hand tools), resources (e.g., materials, workforce, and equipment), safety (e.g., 
safety equipment and safety signs), and other information (e.g., productivity, quality, and 
survival phrases). The visual presentation contains pictures of the word and its meanings in 
English and Spanish. 





o Safety equipment 
o Safety signs 
o Hand tools 
Resources 
o Materials 







Examples of the material used during the course are provided in Figure 4 .6. The full 
version of the ESL/SSL Survival Course is available at the Iowa State University 
Construction Engineering department. One difference in the booklet is that instead of saying 
"se oye como" in the ESL version, it should say "it sounds like" in the SSL version. Another 
important difference is in the safety subtopic. It contains real work situations where the 
American supervisor can learn to instruct his or her worker so that the risk of an accident can 
be minimized. 
Agreggate 
Se ove como: 
Agregado 
Asphalt 
Se ove como: 
Asfalto 
Figure 4.6 Examples of ESL / SSL survival courses 
After several trial runs of the ESZ/SSL A/rwva/ Cow/w, a methodology was 
implemented. A word is supposed to be read by the trainees after they have visualized the 
picture symbolizing the word's meaning. Once this word has been visualized and read, 
trainees should repeat the word after the instructor has clearly pronounced it to them. This 
process may be repeated several times until trainees feel comfortable with the pronunciation 
and meanings of the word. Flashcards are used to facilitate learning and retain knowledge 
and pronunciation of the word. This course is designed to be taught in one 8 hour session. 
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Instructors are to discuss aspects of cultural dimensions or cultural differences that 
give Hispanic workers and American supervisors a sense of confidence that goes beyond just 
pronouncing the word correctly. By discussing the cultural dimensions as described by 
Hofstede (1983), participants get sensitized to the fact that we are all different, that cultural 
diversity exists, and that we are somehow located or belong/behave in one or more of the 
Hofstede's dimensions. An example of this is the dimension of Power Distance in which the 
worker believes that his boss is an all-powerful person that he can not even dare to talk to. In 
such a setting, communication basically does not exist. In addition to providing "survival 
words," the course includes "survival phrases" which will facilitate communication between 
the Hispanic worker and the American supervisor. 
Becoming a supervisor or leader requires a different set of skills to move from 
actually doing the job to the role of delegating the work to others. The work expectations of 
the supervisor have been changing to meet the needs that characterize most workplaces. New 
skills are required to lead effectively in rapidly changing workplaces. 
As a first stage of the training course development, an identification of job needs or 
problems is required. Therefore, survey findings were used in deciding what kind of material 
would be appropriate for Hispanic construction workers. As part of this identification, 
prospective supervisors must be alerted to the requirements of the position. 
Strategic decisions were made when developing the action plan, methodology, and 
contents of the course. In addition to making use of existing references on this topic, the 
researcher adopted information on cultural differences between the American and Mexican 
cultures obtained from a research study in order to provide a more detailed idea of how the 
course contents were selectively oriented to both American and Hispanic cultures. 
Finally, after performing a task analysis and identifying and collecting information, 
the design of the curriculum was carried out. A detailed course outline was prepared and 
evaluated. Several steps took place in this stage of Part 4, as follows: development of lesson 
plans and instructional materials, evaluation of training materials, consideration of learning 
styles typical ofHispanic culture, selection of visual materials, and suggestion of additional 
reading materials to be used as a post-training process. 
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The goal of this training course is to provide an effective tool to help the promoted (or 
to be promoted) Hispanic craft worker prepare for his/her new supervisory position, manage 
new responsibilities during the transitory period and after, and Gnally become a successful 
supervisor always looking for opportunities for improvement and working in a safe 
environment. 
The following are the contents of the course by topic and subtopic: 
* Introduction 
o It is different to be a supervisor 
o The supervisor's role 
o Facing the challenge 
o How to handle new responsibilities 
o Recommendations on how to be a successful supervisor 





o How to deal with stress and anxiety 
o Decision making 
o Problem solving 
» Part H: How to work with an individual 
o Factors influencing individuals 
o Giving workers your opinion about their performance 
o How to instruct your workers 
o How to evaluate your workers 
o Setting goals 
o Disciplinary measures 
o Terminations 
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* Part IQ: How to work with a group 
o Selecting and managing your crew 
o Taking advantage of your crew members' skills 
o Involving others in the decision making process 
o Dealing with complaints 
o Putting together an elective work team 
o Work site meetings 
o Crew performance 
» Part IV: Key points 
o Weekly and daily schedules 
o Getting the resources you need 
o Assuring quality 
o Enforcing safety 
o Scheduling overtime 
o Supervising Mends 
o Common mistakes 
* Evaluating yourself 
The complete course is provided in the Thesis written by Arbelàez (2003) and at the 
Iowa State University Construction Engineering Department. 
The full course lecture is offered in Spanish with heavy emphasis in English 
terminology. The course material (workbooks) is delivered to the participant in both versions 
(English and Spanish). 
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4.4.3 CoMcrefe fCowfrwcAow Banc? 
Due to the fact that learning a second language (as an adult) is a lifelong endeavor, 
developing integration by training American supervisors calls for a very specialized effort on 
deciding what they should learn and how to use this knowledge as a communication tool on 
the jobsite to get the job done on time and within budget, when it comes to working with 
Hispanic workers. With this in mind, the technical curriculum of the Portland Cement 
Concrete Pavement Technology, housed at the Center for Transportation Research and 
Education, was taken and adopted as a basis to develop a systematic approach in selecting the 
most appropriate technical vocabulary for American supervisors to learn and to keep as a 
minimum knowledge of the Spanish language related to construction of concrete roads. The 
teach-leam concepts used on the ESL/SSL courses are also used here. A booklet and a visual 
presentation are provided to the American supervisors in order to get them acquainted with 
the terminology used in this type of activity. 
There are 6 general topics and 12 subtopics on concrete paving in the course, as 
shown in Table 4.2. Out of these twelve, the sub-topics on materials, joints, and sawing and 
sealing were fully developed as part of the scope of this dissertation. All other topics are 
under development as of today as part of Phase II of the project conducted at the Iowa State 
University. They will also be available at the Iowa State University Construction Engineering 
department. 
American supervisors can choose among any of these sub-topics to be trained not 
only on the technical side, but also to have the added value of the language dimension in 
order to be able to communicate with his/her Hispanic crews without the absolute need of 
having the link-person present on the jobsite all the time. 
The following table includes the contents of the course by topic and sub-topic. 
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Table 4.2. Contents of the course Concrete Pavements: Construction Basics 
Topics and sub-topics Common 
Sub-topics 
a. General Principles 
1. Stringline and Dowel bars 
a. Materials 
b. Site preparation b. Safety 
c. Slip-form paving operations 
1. Grade finish 
2. Transport the mixture 
3. Placing the concrete 





2. Sawing and sealing 
d. Equipment 
e. Special weather considerations 
f Tests and Troubleshooting 
Examples from the Concrete Pavement Course for American Supervisors are 
provided in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. The full English-Spanish version is provided in Appendix D. 
All material contained in this course was reviewed by Mr. Jaime Reyes. Mr. Reyes 
was bom in Monterrey, Mexico. He holds a Bachelor's and a Master's degree in Civil 
Engineering. He is a registered professional engineer in Arizona, Iowa, and Mexico and has 
been working for the Iowa DOT since 1970. 
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60-70% Aggregate 
. 30-35% Rock Roca 
. 30-35% Sand Arena 
9-15% Cements Cemento 
15-16% Water Agua 
6- 8% Air Aire 
Figure 4.7. Example: of Concrete Pavement:: Construction Basic: 
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Principle* Générales 
Entendez y adherirse a los siguimtes principios de 
los pavimentos de concreto ayudarà grandemente 
en la construcciény entrega de un pavimento 
duradero y muy bien construido: 
» Todos en la obra de construcciôn, 
particularmente los mayordomos y 
supervisores, son responsables de ubicar y 
resolver los pmblemas como se vayan 
presemando. 
* Las cargas (coladas) de concreto deben ser 
consistentesy mezdadas uniArmemente. 
* La causa primaria en la falla de los pavimentos 
es una sub-base inestable. La sub-base debe 
consistir de material uniforme y debe drenar 
libremente. 
» Las dovelas son importantes para la 
Hans&rencia de carga a través de las juntas. 
Deben se alineadas cuidadosamente, de forma 
horizontal y vertical para prévenir el daflo al 
pavimento en las juntas. 
e Un cordel acotado contrôla el movimiento 
vertical y horizontal de la timbra de la 
pavimentadoraparaasegurarunperGlde 
pavimento liso. Toda vez que el cordel ha sido 
colocado. no debe desajustarse. 
* Sdbre-acabado en elnuevo pavimento y/o 
agregar mas agua a la s^ )ef6cie puede daQar 
seriamente la superficie del pavimento. Si el 
concreto no esta suficientemente trabajable, las 
cuadriDas deben iiamar al Gaente de Pmyecto. 
Cambios en la mezda o al equipo 
pavimentador puede reducir el problema. 
* El cuiado adecuado es crilico para prévenir 
«Wn al pavimento dd)ido a la perdida de 
en la superficie del mismo. 
» Un sistema de juntas adecuadamente 
esp^âadas y construidas es oitico para evitar 
las grietas al azar. 
* Las juntas no son mas que grietas controladas. 
Deben ser ranumdas durante el breve periodo 
de tiempo deqmés que el pavimento ha ganado 
suûciente esfueizo para prévenir 
desmomnamientos pero antes de que empiece a 
agrietarse al azar (* La ventana del corte"). 
* Las variacionesde climay temperatures diarias 
a&ctan el tienqx) de ùaguado y otras variables 
en el nuevo concreto. Las opeiaciones de 
construcciôn deben ajustarse apropiadamente. 
General Principle» 
Understanding and adhering to the Allowing 
concrete paving principles will go a long way 
toward delivering a well constructed, durable 
pavement: 
» Everyone at the construction site, 
particularly foremen and supervisors, is 
responsible far recognizing and 
troubleshooting potential problems as they 
arise. 
» Batches of concrete should be consistent 
and uniformly mixed. 
» The primary cause of pavement failure is 
unstable subgrade. The subgrade should 
consist of uniform material and the 
subgrade system must drain well. 
» Dowel bars are important for load transfer 
at lateral joints. They must be carefully 
aligned, horizontally and vertically, to 
prevent pavement damage at the joints. 
• Stringlines control the slipform paver's 
horizontal and vertical movement and 
ensure a smooth pavement profile. Once 
stringlines are set, they should not be 
disturbed. 
• Overfinishing the new pavement and/or 
adding water to Ae surface can seriously 
damage the pavement surface. If the 
concrete isn't sufficiently workable, crews 
should contact the project manager. 
Changes to the mixture or to paver 
equipment may reduce the problem. 
« Proper curing is critical to preventing 
pavement damage from rapid moisture loss 
at the pavement surface. 
» A well spaced and constructed system of 
joints is critical to preventing random 
cracking. 
# Joints are simply controlled cracks. They 
must be sawed during the brief time after 
the pavement has gained enough strength 
to prevent raveling but before it begins to 
crack randomly (the "sawing window") 
* Seasonal and daily weather variations 
affect setting time and other variables in 
new concrete. Construction operations 
should be adjusted appropriately. 
Figure 4.8. Concrete Pavement: Construction Basics English-Spanish course 
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4.5. Concluding Remarks 
It is clear from the literature review, the design of the questionnaire, the data 
collection, and the data analysis and evaluation, that courses for training Hispanic workers 
and American supervisors with the main objective of creating integration between them are 
not only necessary but mandatory. At this point, the research process has lead to reliable data 
from Hispanic construction craft and American supervisors, which leads the research team to 
the design, adaptation, and/or development of such courses as the ESL/SSL AwvhW Cowrse, 
Agymg fo .Supervisor Cowrse /or Com#rwcfK%* fybr&erj, and Cowrefe 
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CHAPTER S. ESL TRAINING COURSE EFFECTIVENESS 
There have been many studies on Second Language Acquisition (Cambridge 
University Press). Ample treatment has been given to how to approach measurements of 
changes in oral communication skills. The point of view can be theoretical or pragmatic. 
Such things as language proficiency, improving pronunciation, vocabulary acquisition, 
fluency, the flow of the language, intonation, rhythm, speed and accuracy, and the 
influence of face-to-fàce communication using a foreign language have received enough 
attention in the Linguistic and pedagogy Gelds. 
The intent of this research is from the practical point of view. Therefore, three 
methods of measuring training course effectiveness can be cited: 
a. Fill out a questionnaire (course evaluation) on the course; this can be done 
after attending the course or some time later (follow-up). 
b. Take a test; this can be done after attending the course or some time later 
(follow-up). 
c. Define effectiveness indicators and take measurements in the Geld long 
enough to establish relationships. 
For this research project, the first method was used to measure the effectiveness of 
the ESL courses. Two evaluations were given to the participants of the ESL Survival 
Courses that have been delivered to date. The first evaluation was made immediately at the 
end of the course. The follow up evaluation was given two months or more after the course 
was delivered. Both evaluations tried to measure three important aspects of the course: (1) 
the contents, (2) the usefulness, and (3) the instructor. For both evaluations, two 
questionnaires were developed and used to determine the participant's perceptions, in 
particular, to the usefulness of the course as it relates to the benefits they obtained from 
taking the course. 
The results of the course evaluation shows that course contents were described as 
very basic by 69% of the participants and normal by 31%. With regard to the usefulness of 
the information they received, 50% said that all of it will be useful and the other 50% said 
that most of it will be useful in the future. Ninety one percent of worker's opinion is that 
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the course was definitely what they expected; 95% of workers said that it was worth the 
time attending the course. Eighty seven percent said their confidence increased, and 100% 
of workers would recommend the course to others. With regard to the workbooks, 95% 
said they were excellent and 100% said they were specific enough (construction focused). 
The activities during the course were excellent according to 96% of workers. 
All of these results strongly indicate that the course contents, basic in nature and 
construction focused, will be useful and will help the worker to better overcome the 
communication barrier. 
The course evaluation consists of 19 questions. The graphical results of this 
evaluation are included in Appendix E. An excel spreadsheet was used to generate the 
graphs. 
The second evaluation, or preferably the follow-up evaluation, was performed on 20 
out of 24 ESL participants two or more months after the course was delivered. The surveys 
were carried out during the months of June and July 2004. The general objective of the 
follow up questionnaire was to determine the effectiveness of the ESL Survival course and 
how it compares to the results of the course evaluation. The ultimate objective was to help 
Hispanic construction workers develop the ability to communicate with their supervisors in 
order to be active and productively engaged participants in the refinement and 
accomplishment of American construction companies' goals under a safe environment. 
Specific objectives of the follow-up evaluation were the following: 
1. To determine if workers have found the ESL survival course to be useful. 
2. To determine if workers have used the workbook that was given while taking the 
course. 
3. To determine if workers remember the specific class activities. 
4. To determine if workers have increased their confidence to communicate in English 
as it relates to their work environment. 
5. To determine those areas of improvement for the implementation of the ESL 
survival course. 
6. To gather background, personal, and demographic information on Hispanic 
construction workers. 
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The questionnaire was similar to the first one except that it was oriented toward 
what happened in the past. It consisted of 20 questions, the last seven of which were used 
to generate personal and background information. It also contained two open-ended 
questions. Seven questions could be compared directly (to the course evaluation), and this 
was done by means of the statistical tool called paired t-test (using JMP 5 .1, Statistical 
software) in which the results of same sample are tested twice at different times: first, 
immediately after participants took the course (the course evaluation) and second, two or 
more months after they took the course (the fbllow-up). Full versions of the questionnaires 
are included in Appendix E. 
For the fbllow-up evaluation, combined answers to questions 1, 2,12, and 13 are 
given in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1. Combined answers to questions 1,2,12, and 13 of the fbUow-up 
questionnaire 
a. Has the ESL survival course been useful? Can you explain? 
Comment Number of times %of 
comment was participants 
made 
« Construction focus 10 53 
» ScaSblding 1 5 
» Tools 10 53 
o Hammer 2 10 
o Shovel 2 10 
o Float 1 5 
o Level 1 5 
o Saw 1 5 
* Improved communication 15 79 
» Many things I learned I have put in 1 5 
practice 
» Very well explained 2 10 
« You see the words everyday in the jobsite 1 5 
« Improved / better confidence 11 58 
* Survival phrases 7 37 
o Please repeat 5 26 
o Look them in the eye 2 10 
o Write it down 1 5 
o Make sure you understand 2 10 
* Materials 7 37 
« I feel better 1 5 
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Table 5.1. (continued) 





# It was encouraging 2 10 
# I know more English 1 5 
# I think the course made a big difference 1 5 
# Safety signs 5 26 
• I got my salary increase twice 1 5 
• I got my salary increase 2 10 
• I lost fear of speaking /1 dare to speak 8 42 
• Equipment 





o Roller 1 5 
o Backhoe 1 5 
o Jumping jack 1 5 
• I was shy, not anymore 2 10 
• I want the course once again 3 16 
• The course helped me a lot 2 10 
• I reduced dependency on the link-person 1 5 
9 Now I can ask questions 1 5 
• Good to have bilingual instructor 1 5 
• Writing / pronunciation 3 16 
# I understand more words than before 3 16 
• Square meters, cubic meters, numbers, 
colors, months 
1 5 




# I keep the workbook 1 5 
# Change attitude, more confidence to 
communicate 
As observed by 
American 
supervisor 
b. Of the information you obtained, what was the most useful/ least useful? 
Comment Number of times comment was made 
Most useful Equipment(5), Tools(l 1), Write it down(l), Materials(3), 
survival phrases(4), do not be ashamed to 
communicate(l), I have lost fear(l), Please repeat(3), 
pronunciation, names of words, all(4),safety signs(l), 
Numbers(l) 
Least useful None(14), equipment(3), material (1), safety signs(l) 
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Analyses of the answers provided by the participants of the ESL survival course 
strongly suggest that the course has been useful. Then, when asked to explain why they 
think it has been so, participants gave different responses, as can be observed in Table 5.1. 
Ten of them said it was useful because it was construction focused, 15 said they have 
improved communication, 11 said they have improved their confidence, and 8 said they 
have lost their fear of speaking. 
When asked about the most useful information/lessons taught, 11 participants said 
information about tools was useful, 10 said survival phrases were useful, 4 said everything 
was useful, 5 said information about equipment was useful, and 3 said information about 
materials was useful. 
When asked about what has been the least useful information/lessons taught, 14 
said everything was useful, 4 said information about equipment was the least useful, and 1 
said information about materials was the least useful. 
With regard to the answers that can be analyzed using the paired t-test, Table 5 .2 
depicts the results of questions 1,4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10. When the p-value is greater than 
0.05, the difference in mean answer provided is statistically insignificant for responses at 
the time of the course evaluation and follow up. It can be observed that out of the 7 
questions, 4 had statistically insignificant mean difference having p>0.05. It is reasonable 
to assume that participant perceptions regarding likelihood to recommend the course to 
others, worth of time they invested in it, appropriateness of workbook to improve their 
speaking capabilities, and also usefulness of class activities remains unchanged several 
months after completion of the training course. Of the 3 questions that have p<0.05, the 
post-course mean values fall in the upper part of the answer scale of 1 to 7. This means 
that participants continue to regard the course as having been useful, since they improved 
their confidence in speaking (see Table 5.1) and believe the course is just what they were 
expecting to get. The follow up mean scores were significantly lower from a statistical 
perspective but less so from a practical standpoint. 
The results ofboth questionnaires strongly suggest that the ESL survival course is 
an appropriate tool for improving the capabilities of the Hispanic workers to communicate 
better in the job site with their American supervisors, thus taking them a step further into 
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the integration process that will lead to reducing the accident rates in the long run and 
improving the productivity and quality of work. 











Ql. Has the ESL 
survival course 
been useful? 
19 6.842 5.842 0.0010 <0.05 2 
Q4. The course 
was just what I 
was expecting to 
get. 
19 6.947 6.474 0.0034 <0.05 2 
Q5 The course 
was worth the 
time I invested in 
it. 
19 7 6.737 0.0562 >0.05 1 
Q6.1 feel that my 
confidence has 
improved since 
taking the course 
19 6.842 6.211 0.0239 <0.05 2 
Q7 I would 
recommend the 
course to others. 
19 7 6.895 0.1628 >0.05 1 






19 6.842 6.526 0.2301 >0.05 1 
Q10.1 think the 
class activities 
were useful. 
19 6.834 6.556 0.2878 >0.05 1 
1- No significant change; Evidence exist that the answer is the same 
2- Statistically significant; Evidence exist that the answer is not the same 
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CHAPTER 6. TRANSFERABILITY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 
6.1. Development of Model for Other Ethnic Groups 
Transferability is a term used in qualitative research to establish the degree to which 
aspects of research findings can apply to contexts other than the study from which the 
findings emerge. This has led to the development of a model that can be applied to any ethnic 
group that currently or in the future pose similar integration problems in construction as do 
Hispanic workers now. This is useful when other populations are represented with high 
percentage of workers within the construction industry. 
Strong evidence exists that the research model for Hispanic workers can be 
transferred to groups like Bosnian construction workers. This ethnic group was chosen as an 
example for model transferability because it was evident at the time when performing the 
interviews that Bosnian workers have an important presence in the jobsites in Iowa. In 
addition to this, the issue of Bosnian workers was brought up several times in meetings and 
conversations with AGC of Iowa ofBcals. Figure 6 .1 depicts the flow of major actions to be 
undertaken in order to successfully transfer the research Endings and obtain the benefits as 
that for Hispanic workers. It is very important to note that the final objective to keep in mind 
is that integration between the workers and the American supervisors needs to be achieved. 
At the onset of the effort is the need to have an institution that will financially sponsor 
the research project and an entity (University) that will be willing and capable to undertake 
the transfer process. Then research activities can begin with the literature review, followed 
by the needs assessment, development of the training courses, delivering the courses, and 
evaluating the results, after which the deGnition and implementation of the training program 
can be established. The model transferability bases are the following: 
1. Context 
a. Social: work interaction between American supervisors and Bosnian workers 
2. Setting: job site 
3. Time: seasonal construction for Iowa 
4. Type of work: construction 
5. Main problem: lack of communication / cultural differences 
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6. Potential solution: adequate training program 
7. Communication channel: link-person? Unknown 
8. Demographics: TBD (to be determined) 
9. Formal school education of Bosnians TBD (to be determined) 
10. English courses taken: TBD (to be determined) 
11. Interest to learn: TBD (to be determined) for both Bosnian workers and American 
supervisors 
When transferring the model, it is very important in the literature review stage to 
determine the demographics and the trends of the target population. One important difference 
between Bosnian and Hispanic populations is the actual number of workers and the growth 
trend. Based on projections we expect that the Hispanic population will continue to grow to 
be one fourth of the population of the U.S. by the year 2050. This most likely will not be the 
case for Bosnians. However, it appears that currently the need exists in the State of Iowa to 
serve the needs of the Bosnian population in construction. 
In a similar line of transferability, the model can be adopted and adapted to Hispanic 
construction workers that labor for different type of contractors such as electrical, housing 
and building. Any type of contractor who has a considerable number of Hispanic workers in 
his/her crews can have the courses transferred to meet their specific needs for developing 
integration through custom tailoring the training courses. 
Institution agrees to engage in 
the 
research for developing the 
Training program for Bosnian 
Construction workers 
























"Find a bilingual lead 




"Collect Data: Survey 
participants in the Held 
"Analyze and evaluate data 
"Get results 
"Cultural differences 
"War torn country? 















"Social: work interaction between A S and B.Workers 
"Setting: job site 
•Time: seasonal construction for Iowa 
•Type of work: construction 
"Main problem: lack of communication / cultural differences 
"Potential solution: adequate training program 
"Communication channel: link-person? Unknown 
•Demographics: TBD 
•Formal school education of Bosnians: TBD 
"English courses taken: TBD 
•Interest to learn: TBD for both B.W. and A S. 
Figure 6.1. Transferability model for Bosnians construction workers 
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CHAPTER 7. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1. Summary 
As part of an introductory literature search, a summary of information related to the 
Hispanic population such as its influence in the U.S. construction labor force and work site 
accident rates was included. This population has become the nation's largest minority group 
in the United States and is expected to grow at a rate of 10 million every 10 years. Hispanics 
represent many nationalities, including Mexicans, Cubans, and Puerto Ricans, as well as 
residents of Central and South American countries. In addition, the U.S. Census Bureau has 
projected that by 2050, the U.S. Hispanic population will make up 25% of the total 
population. 
According to statistics, the workplace continues to diversify. Therefore, construction 
companies cannot ignore these trends and continue their businesses as usual. They have to 
plan ahead and consider that this large portion of the labor force has to be trained adequately, 
including their own American supervisors. Demographic changes, especially changes in the 
U.S. construction labor force, must be taken into account when designing training programs. 
Furthermore, demographics can also help employers better understand the beneficial 
differences that this diverse workforce can make when their work is recognized and included 
in the company's corporate objectives. 
The Hispanic workforce project was divided into two phases: Phase I is focused on 
the Hispanic side of the issue and Phase H considers the concerns and points of view of the 
American supervisors. 
The research methodology included literature review, designing of questionnaires, 
performing of field surveys, analyzing and evaluating of results of the surveys, developing 
and delivering of four training courses, and evaluation of course effectiveness. 
One of the objectives of this project is to develop effective integration between 
American supervisors and Hispanic craft workers on the construction jobsite. This objective 
can be best achieved through training. Therefore, after the literature review was completed, 
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undertakings were aimed at assessing the needs and interests of both parties. This was 
accomplished by designing and developing two questionnaires and performing surveys on 
representative samples of both populations. Both questionnaires contained 35 questions 
targeted to achieve 15 objectives with roughly four categories of information: a) language 
background, b) course information, c) safety aspects, d) personal interests and information. 
There were 97 Hispanic workers and 38 American supervisors surveyed. 45% of the 
American supervisors were interviewed personally, and the rest filled out the questionnaires 
and handed them in or sent them by mail. All workers and supervisors work in construction 
companies in the State of Iowa. 
Based on the analysis and evaluation of the survey results, and with the objective of 
integration in mind, four training courses were developed: (1) ESL (English as a Second 
Language) Survival Course (2) SUTS (Stepping Up to Supervisor) Course for Hispanic 
Construction Workers, (3) SSL (Spanish as a Second Language) Survival Course, and (4) 
Concrete pavements: Construction Basics. The first two are targeted to the Hispanic workers. 
The SUTS Course for Hispanic Construction Workers targets those workers whose skills 
meet the requirements to be promoted to a supervisory position such as crew leader, foreman, 
or supervisor. The ESL Survival Course is targeted to develop the ability of the worker to 
communicate in the English language related to construction. This course makes use of the 
method of words-and-pictures and repeatedly pronouncing the words until they are learned. 
The second two courses are targeted to American supervisors. SSL Survival Course is 
targeted to develop the ability of the supervisor to communicate in Spanish, thus avoiding the 
need to heavily depend upon the link-person to communicate through to pass on instructions 
to the workers. The knowledge acquired is intended to be used as a communication tool and 
not to develop a high level of proficiency in the language. The goal is to develop enough 
vocabulary to create integration and get the job done. It is also a construction-focused course. 
Due to the fact that learning a second language (as an adult) is a lifelong endeavor, 
developing integration by training American supervisors calls for a very specialized effort on 
deciding what they should learn in order to use this knowledge as a communication tool on 
the jobsite. With this in mind, the technical curriculum of the Portland Cement Concrete 
Pavement Technology, housed at the Center for Transportation Research and Education, was 
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taken and adopted as a basis for developing a systematic approach in selecting the most 
appropriate technical vocabulary for American supervisors to learn and to keep as a 
minimum knowledge of the Spanish language related to construction of concrete roads. 
There are six general topics on concrete paving in the course: general principles, site 
preparation, slip-form paving operations, jointing, special weather considerations, and testing 
and troubleshooting. A full translation into Spanish was developed, and an English-Spanish 
brochure was created. Twelve sub-topics are included in the materials: transporting the 
mixture, stringline, grade finish, concrete placing, finishing, curing, safety, tools, equipment, 
joints, sawing, and sealing. Out of these twelve, the sub-topics on materials, joints, sawing, 
and sealing were fully developed as part of the scope of this dissertation. All others remain to 
be developed as part of Phase II of the project. 
A systematic approach was used in developing the courses: the structure and the 
process. For the structural component, it is strongly recommended to first increase 
awareness, especially with Hispanics coming from other countries where safety culture is 
significantly different. It is also recommended to build new communication and management 
skills, so that they can interact more effectively with both their bosses and their subordinates, 
considering an understanding of cultural differences to be an advantage rather than an 
obstacle. The process involves the systematic building-up and development of the skills 
required for the worker to be able to perform according to his or her responsibilities. 
Important feedback from the ESL Survival Course participants was obtained through 
an evaluation at the end of the course. In addition, a further evaluation was attempted to 
measure effectiveness on a total of 20 out of 24 participants of the ESL courses at least two 
months after they took the course to investigate how useful they found the English learning 
experience by making use of it in the job sites. The effectiveness is measured based on the 
worker's perceptions on how they have increased their confidence of speaking and how the 
different topics of the course have helped them in the jobsite. The evaluation tries to measure 
three important aspects of the course: (1) contents, (2) usefulness, and (3) the instructor. 
Most participants agreed that the contents, the focus on construction terminology, and the 
workbooks were very useful. Fifteen participants felt they had improved their communication 
skills and increased their confidence to speak. Two of them obtained salaries increase which 
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was a result of better performance at the jobsite. In addition, they strongly recommend that 
the courses be taught in both English and Spanish, which calls for bilingual instructors. 
SSL and SUTS courses are scheduled to be delivered in the Fall 2004 subject to 
contractor's demand. Concrete Pavements: Construction Basics course remains to be 
scheduled. 
7.2. Conclusions 
When blending the responses of Hispanic workers and American supervisors, very 
interesting conclusions can be drawn. It is important to mention that in most cases, 
supervisors were not the bosses of Hispanic workers, and on the other side, workers were not 
accountable to the supervisors. It can be stated that they did not know each other at all. 
However, both parties (supervisors more than 60% and workers 57%) answered that the main 
problem they have on the jobsite is communication. To overcome this problem, 73% of 
American supervisors communicate with their workers through the "link-person," and 88% 
of American supervisors use English for communication. Thirty nine percent of workers had 
6 years or less of formal education and 30% had between 7 and 9 years of formal education. 
This fact, and the lack of communication along with the their lack of awareness of safety can 
explain the high accident rates among Hispanic workers and decreased productivity and 
quality of work. 
The following are conclusions derived from the surveys, given in a general and 
qualitative form. Real percentages are included in the corresponding chapter. 
Conclusions for Hispanic workers are the following: 
1. Communication is their main problem. 
2. There is a lack of adequate training—most of them had not taken a course to 
help them learn English. 
3. They would like to take short duration construction-focused courses to learn 
English. 
4. They prefer to be trained by a bilingual instructor. 
5. They would like to have advancement opportunities. 
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6. They would like to be trained to step up to a supervisory position, possibly 
because of their desired to have advancement opportunities. 
7. Workers' experience in construction in the U.S. ranged from 3 to 6 years. 
Small percentage had 7 years of experience or more. 
Conclusions for American supervisors are the following: 
1. Communication is their main problem. 
2. They communicate through a "link-person" on the jobsite. 
3. Many of them took Spanish in High school and college and it was not 
construction related. 
4. They are willing to take courses to learn construction-related Spanish. 
5. They believe that to solve the problem of communication, training to learn the 
language is the best approach. 
6. They are willing to send skilled Hispanic workers to a course to step up to 
supervisor. 
7. They suggest to have their workers trained in concrete-related courses. 
Research findings of this research study can be applied to contexts other than the 
study from which the findings emerge. This has led to the development of a model that can 
be applied to any ethnic group that currently, or in the future, pose similar integration 
problems in construction as do Hispanic workers now. This is useful when other populations 
are represented with high percentage of workers within the construction industry, which is 
the case for Bosnians. 
7.3. Recommendations 
The results of this research project work best for construction companies which 
employ a high percentage of Hispanic workers in their crews. They will benefit from 
implementing a training program suited for their Hispanic workers as well as their American 
supervisors. The full program is best suited for contractors whose main line of work is the 
construction of concrete roads. The following recommendations can be adopted when 
designing their schedule of courses: 
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1. All Hispanic workers should take the ESL Survival course even if they have 
been in the U.S. for a while. 
2. Only Hispanic workers who are willing and able and also who meet the 
requirements of knowledge and experience should take the SUTS course. 
There should be the need on the part of the company to have a Hispanic 
supervisor. 
3. All American supervisors should take the SSL Survival course, even if they 
have dealt with Hispanic workers for years and they believe they can 
communicate. 
4. All American supervisors should read the English-Spanish CPCB 
(Construction Pavements: Construction Basics) and decide which of the 
subtopics (if not all) best fits their needs on the jobsite. This will depend on 
the number of Hispanic workers they have on the different crews. They must 
take at least 4 subtopics. 
5. The program works best if Hispanic workers and American supervisors work 
with each other on the jobsite. 
6. Due to the fact that the contractor is responsible to schedule the work 
activities and resources, the training program should be contractor-driven for 
its adoption and implementation. 
It is also recommended that both courses be delivered by people who possess bi­
lingual skills (English and Spanish) and bi-cultural experience in the construction sector, 
specifically with the Hispanic and American cultures. 
In addition, to ensure that contractors will develop and implement a training program 
aimed at integration, it is recommended that these courses should be made mandatory (or at 
least strongly recommended) by the Iowa DOT. This will assure that best results, particularly 
in lowering the accident rates, will be achieved in the long run. 
A final recommendation calls for further research on the Hispanic Project to explore 
innovative ways to deliver the course material to the Hispanic construction workers and the 
American supervisors without interfering with their daily operations. 
This effort calls for the following: 
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1. Obtaining the contractor's commitment. 
2. Defining the target participants—Hispanic workers and American 
supervisors—and get their commitment too. 
3. Establishing the training program 
Other areas of research can be: diagnosing the training needs of contractors as related 
to Hispanic workers; establishing the most convenient incentives for training on both parts, 
the worker and the contractor; and making the training more cost and time effective, such as 
bringing the course to the workers on the jobsite. 
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APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRES FOR HISPANIC CONSTRUCTION WORKERS 
AND AMERICAN SUPERVISORS 
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Questionnaire for Hispanic Construction Workers 
Conducted by: Iowa State University Date: 
Department of Civil, Construction, and Environmental Engineering 
Tbwr answers fo fAe Jb/Zowzng gwesfzons w;// 6e coo^p/efefy 
onon^wious on</ fAe rem/A w;/f 6e AeW sfrzcf/y oo^^en/iaZ oM W/ 6e wsaf ^ r 
purposes only and not linked to the respondent. 
Genera/ OA/ecfrve 
Hie general objective of this survey is to bridge the gap between American 
supervisors and Hispanic construction workers, by defining the fundamental needs 
created by blending the cultures in the workplace. The assessment of the needs will help 
develop suitable and effective ESL (English as a Second Language) and other training 
courses that will encourage Hispanic construction workers to be active and productively 
engaged participants in the refinement and accomplishment of American construction 
companies' goals under a safe environment 
1. To determine the types of ESL training programs currently offered by construction companies in the U.S. to Hispanic 
workers. 
2. To determine the level of adequacy of Hispanic workforce training 
3. To identify the value of training programs to Hispanic workers 
a. As it relates to how Hispanics feel about the usefulness of the courses. 
4. To identify Hispanic and American cultural differences and their implications for the workplace. 
5. To determine patterns of needs, interests, and areas of training for Hispanic construction workers according to the current 
level of skills and working conditions. 
6. To prioritize those areas of improvement for the implementation of ESL and technical training courses for Hispanic 
construction workers. 
7. To determine the factors and problems (e.g. language barrier, lack of experience) that adversely affect the performance, 
quality, and safety conditions of Hispanic construction workers. 
S. To determine the level of interest as expressed by Hispanic workers in relation to improving and learning new stills such as 
construction equipment operation. 
9. To prioritize the type of equipment they would prefer to learn to operate. 
10. To determine the level of satisfaction of Hispanic workers as it relates to their opportunities to learn new skills, safety 
conditions, and type of tasks they perform. 
11. To establish by documenting the meed to have key employees on the job site to overcome the language barrier. 
12. To determine accident rates and types of accidents undergone by Hispanics in construction. 
13. To gather background, personal, and demographic information on Hispanic construction workers. 
14. To obtain mobility indes of Hispanic workers. 
15. To identify personal expectations and goals towards the future of Hispanics 
Note: This questionnaire will take 15-20- minutes to complete. 
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Please circle one response for each question 
Questions 1 thru 6 are related to English language training? 
1. a. Have you ever taken a course to help you learn English? 
1 = Yes 2 = No 
b. If YES, how many total hours of training have you had? 
c. If NO, would you like to take one? 
1 = Yes 2 = No 
(If you have never taken a class in English, SKIP TO QUESTION ?) 
2. Was this English course related to construction? 
1 =Yes 2 = No 
3. How would you rate the following aspects of your English course? 
Very 
poor 
a. Contents 1 2 3 4 5 6 






4. How would you rate the 
degree of difficulty? 
Very Very 
difficult 
5. How would you rate the 






6. How well did your English 








Questions 7 thru 14 ask you about future technical training needs. 
7. Would you be interested in taking a technical training course related to your job? 
1 = Yes 2 = No -> IF NO, SKIP TO QUESTION. 15 
8. If YES, what would you like to learn? 
9. Is this related to your occupation? (Trade) 
- Yes " No 
10. In future technical training courses, what degree of importance would you give 
to the following aspects: 
Not Very 
Important Important 
a. On-the-job vocabulary? 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
b. Equipment operation? 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
c. Construction safety? 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
d. Plan Reading? 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
e. Tools? 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
f. Measurements? 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
& Other: 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
11. Would you like to learn to operate heavy equipment? 
1 = Yes 2 = No -> IF NO, SKIP TO QUESTION 13 
12. Which of the following would you prefer to learn to operate? (circle all you want) 
1 = ForkliA 3 = Motorgrader 5 = Dump truck 
2 = Backhoe 4 = Bulldozer 6 = Other 
13. In which language would you prefer to take these technical courses? 
1= English 2 = Spanish 3 = English and Spanish combined 
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14. Where would you like these courses to take place? 
1 = Job site 2 = Classroom 3 = Both 4 = Either one 
Questions 15 thru 21 relate to your overall job site conditions 
15. Is your supervisor? 
1 = Non-Hispanic 2 = Hispanic 3 = Other 
16. If your supervisor is Non-Hispanic, how familiar do you believe he/she is about 
Hispanics with regard the following: 
Very Very 
Unfamiliar Familiar 
a. Culture differences 
b. Manners 


















17. How satisfied are you with each of the following at your current job? 
Very 
a. your training opportunities 
to improve your skills or 
learn new skills 
b. the safety conditions 
on the job site 
c. the type of tasks 
you are asked to do 














18. How often do you need a translator to communicate with your supervisor? 
1 = Never 3 = Sometimes 5 = Always 
2 = Seldom 4 = Often 
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19. How important would it be to you to ... 
Not Very 
Important Importan 
a. Improve your communication 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
with your supervisor? 
b. Improve your communication 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
with your co-workers? 
c. Receive training emphasizing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
only in construction? 
d. Have advancement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
opportunities? 
20. Have you had any construction related accidents? 
1 =Yes 2 =No 
21. What are the most common types of accidents you have seen or undergone in 
construction, if any? 
Question 22 thru 33 relate to your background and some personal information 
22. How long have you been living in the U. S ? 
years months 
23. How much construction experience did you have prior to coming to the U.S.? 
years months Trade: 
years months Trade: 
24. How long have you been involved in construction in the U.S. and in what trade? 
years months Trade: 
years months Trade: 
25. How long have you been employed by the company you are currently working for? 
years months 
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26. How many other construction companies have you worked for in the U.S.? 
27. How long have you worked at jobs not related to construction? 
years months 
28. How old are you? years old 
29. What is the highest level of education you have completed? 
1 = Elementary school 4 = High school 
2 = Middle school 5 = College 
3 = Technical school 
30. Do you stay in Iowa after the construction season is over? 
1 = Neva" 2 = Sometimes 3 = Always 
31. Do you plan to stay in the U.S.? 
1 = Yes 2 = No 3 = Perhaps 
Why? 
32. After having arrived in the U.S. and worked in construction, what are your main goals 
and expectations for the future? 
33. What do you consider to be your main problem on the job site? 
34. What is your country of birth? State: 
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Mapping of Objectives 















15 32, 35 
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Questionnaire for American Construction Supervisors who deal with 
the Hispanic Workforce 
Conducted by: Iowa State University Date: 
Department of Civil, Construction, and Environmental Engineering 
vd/Kwymffy. flowr o/myera fo f&e JbMowmg Aww W/ comp/efefy 
o/W fAe refu/A W/ AeW ffncf/y co^ùfgMfza/ and w;Y7 6g 
purposes only and not linked to the respondent. 
Genera/ (%/ec#we 
The general objective of this survey is to bridge the gap between American 
supervisors and Hispanic construction workers, by defining the fundamental needs 
created by blending the cultures in the workplace. The assessment of the needs and 
interests will help develop suitable and effective SSL (Spanish as a Second Language) 
and other training courses that will encourage American construction supervisors to learn 
and use this important communication tool that will enable them to be active and 
productively engaged participants in the workforce in accordance with the trends that are 
currently aAecting the construction industry. This will in turn help them accomplish their 
construction companies' goals under a safe environment. 
1. To determine the types of training programs currently offered by construction companies to American supervisors. 
2. To determine the level of adequacy of American supervisor's training as it relates to working with the Hispanic workforce. 
3. To identify the value of training programs to American supervisors. 
4. To identify Hispanic and American cultural differences and their implications for the workplace. 
5. To determine patterns of needs, interests, and areas of opportunity for American supervisors to develop their relationship 
with Hispanic workers. 
6. To prioritize those areas of improvement for the implementation of ESL and technical training courses for Hispanic 
construction workers as expressed by American supervisors. 
7. To determine the factors and problems (e.g., language barrier, kck of experience) that adversely affect the performance, 
quality, and safety conditions of Hispanic construction workers. 
8. To determine the level of interest as expressed by American Supervisors in having Hispanic workers le am to operate 
construction equipment. 
9. To prioritize the type of equipment American supervisors would prefer Hispanic workers learn to operate. 
10. To determine the level of satisfaction as expressed by American Supervisors when dealing with Hispanic workers as it 
relates to: a) their willingness to learn new skills, b) their willingness to comply with safety rules and regulations, and c) 
their willingness to do the type of tasks they are asked to do. 
11. To establish by documenting the need to have key employees on the job site to overcome the language bamer. 
12. To determine accident rates and types of accidents undergone by Hispanics in construction as expressed by American 
supervisors. 
13. To gather background, personal, and demographic information on American supervisors. 
14. To obtain turnover rates of American supervisors. 
15. To identify personal expectations and goals of American supervisors as it relates to maintaining and developing their 
relationship with Hispanic workers. 
Note: This questionnaire will take 15-20 minutes to complete. 
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Please circle one response for each question 
Questions 1 thru 6 are related to Spanish language training 
1. a. Have you ever taken a course to help you learn Spanish? 
l=Yes 2 = No 
b. If YES, how many total hours of training have you had? 
c. If NO, would you like to take one? 
1 = Yes 2= No 
(If you have never taken a class in Spanish, SKIP TO QUESTION.?) 
2. Was this Spanish course related to construction? 
1 = Yes 2 = No 
3. How would you rate the following aspects of your Spanish course? 
Very 
poor 
d. Contents to use in your job 1 


















4. How would you rate the 




5. How would you rate the 






6. How well did your Spanish 








Questions 7 thru 14 ask you about future technical training needs. 
7. Would you be interested in having your Hispanic crews take a technical training 
course related to their trade? 
1 = Yes 2 = No ^ IF NO, SKIP TO QUESTION 15 
8. If YES, what would you like them to learn? (name the trade) 
9. Is this related to your direct area of responsibility at work? 
1 =Yes 2 = No 
10. If your Hispanic crews were to take technical training courses in the near future, what 
degree of importance to the course contents would you give to the following aspects: 
Not Very 
Important Important 
h On-theyob vocabulary? 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
i. Equipment operation? 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
j- Construction safety? 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
k. Plan Reading? 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
1. Tools? 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
m Measurements? 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
n. Other: 2 3 4 5 6 7 N/A 
11. Would you like them to learn to operate heavy equipment? 
1 = Yes 2 = No -> IF NO, SKIP TO QUESTION 13 
12. Which of the following would you prefer them to learn to operate? (circle all you 
want) 
1 = Forklift 3 = Motorgrader 5 = Dump truck 
2 = Backhoe 4 = Bulldozer 6 = Other 
13. In which language do you think they should be taught when taking these technical 
courses? 
1= English 2 = Spanish 3 = English and Spanish combined 
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14. Where do you think would be most convenient for these courses to take place? 
1 = Job site 2 = Classroom 3 = Both 4 = Either one 
Questions 15 thru 24 relate to your overall job site conditions 
15. How many Hispanic workers do you have in your crews? 
1= 1-3 2= 4-6 3= 7-10 4= more than 10 
16. How long have you supervised Hispanic workers? 
1= 1-3 yrs 2= 4-6 yrs 3= 7-10yrs 4= more than 10 yrs 
17. Do you have a link-person (facilitator) to help you communicate with people in your 
crew? 
1 = yes 2 = No 





e. Culture differences 
f Manners 



























19. How satisfied are you with each of the following? 
Very 
e. Dealing with Hispanic workers, 
... their overall performance 
f. The Hispanic worker job safety 
awareness 
g The response of Hispanic workers 1 
to the type of tasks you ask them to do 
Very 
Satisfied 




20. How often do you need a translator to communicate with people in your crew? 
1 = Never 3 = Sometimes 5 = Always 
2 = Seldom 4 = Often 
21. What language do you use when you speak to Hispanic workers in your crew? 
1= English 2 = Spanish 3 = English and Spanish combined 
22. How important would it be to you to ... 
Not Very 
Important Important 
e. Improve your communication 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
with your link-person (facilitator)? 
f. Improve your communication with 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
all the Hispanic workers in your crew? 
g Receive SSL training emphasizing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
only in construction? 
h Have more Hispanic workers inl234567 
your crew? 
23. Have you had any construction related accidents in your Hispanic crews? 
1 = Yes 2 = No 
24. What are the most common types of accidents you have seen or undergone in relation 
with your Hispanic workers, if any? 
Question 25 thru 35 relate to your background and some personal information 
25. How long have you been a construction supervisor (Superintendent, foreman)? 
years months 
26. How much construction experience did you have prior to supervising Hispanic 
workers? 
years months Trade: 
98 
27. How long bave you been involved in construction and in what trade? 
years months Trade: 
years months Trade: 
28. How long have you been employed by the company you are currently working for? 
years months 
29. How many other construction companies have you worked for? 
30. How long have you woiked at jobs not related to construction? 
years months 
31. How old are you? years old 
32. What is the highest level of education you have completed? 
1 = Elementary school No of years 4 = High school No of years 
2 = Middle school No of years 5 = College No of years 
3 = Technical school No of years 
33. What do you consider to be your main prob!em(s) on the job site as they relate to 
Hispanic workers? 
34. What solution(s) do you propose to solve the language barrier with Hispanic workers? 
35. Would you like to send any or all of your Hispanic workers to a course designed to 
help them step up to supervisor? 
1 = Yes 2 = No 3 = maybe 
36. What technical course would you prefer to take that would benefit the communication 
between you and your crew 
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1. Concrete finishing 3. Carpentry 
2. Equipment operation 4. Other 




HISPANIC WORKERS SAMPLE SIZE 
TABLES 1 & 2 
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Table B.l.a. Comparison of results of surveys at 20,40,60,80, and 97 interviews 
Sample 
size 
Q1a Q1c Q2 Q7 Q11 
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 
20 35% 65% 78% 0% 25% 75% 95% 5% 100% 0% 
40 35% 65% 78% 6% 36% 64% 90% 10% 97% 3% 
60 38% 62% 69% 6% 17% 50% 90% 10% 92% 4% 
80 36% 64% 66% 7% 12% 40% 93% 8% 94% 3% 
97 32% 66% 66% 7% 9% 33% 91% 8% 91% 2% 
Average 35% 64% 71% 5% 20% 52% 92% 8% 95% 2% 
Max 38% 66% 78% 7% 36% 75% 95% 10% 100% 4% 
Min 32% 62% 66% 0% 9% 33% 90% 5% 91% 0% 
Diff 6% 4% 12% 7% 27% 42% 5% 5% 9% 4% 
Sample 
size 
Q13 Q1 4 
English Spanish Both Job site Classroom Both Either 
20 0% 15% 85% 15% 46% 38% 0% 
40 0% 17% 83% 13% 47% 40% 0% 
60 2% 16% 80% 10% 43% 45% 0% 
80 7% 13% 78% 9% 42% 45% 3% 
97 8% 11% 75% 8% 37% 48% 2% 
Average 3% 14% 80% 11% 43% 43% 1% 
Max 8% 17% 85% 15% 47% 48% 3% 
Min 0% 11% 75% 8% 37% 38% 0% 




Elementary Middle Technical Highschool College 
20 25% 45% 5% 25% 0% 
40 30% 28% 5% 35% 3% 
60 33% 28% 3% 32% 3% 
80 39% 29% 3% 25% 5% 
97 39% 30% 4% 22% 5% 
Average 33% 32% 4% 28% 3% 
Max 39% 45% 5% 35% 5% 
Min 25% 28% 3% 22% 0% 
Diff 14% 17% 2% 13% 5% 
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Table B.l.b. Comparison of results of surveys at 20,40,60,80, and 97 interviews 
Sample 
size 
Q1 Oa Q1 Db Q1 0c Q10d Q1 0e 
Mean Mode Mean Mode Mean Mode Mean Mode Mean Mode 
20 6.85 7 5.85 5,7 6.69 7 7.31 7 6.69 7 
40 6.76 7 617 7 6.76 7 6.9 7 6.55 7 
60 6.6 7 6.23 7 6.77 7 6.77 7 6.5 7 
80 6.69 7 6.25 7 6.79 7 6.57 7 6.53 7 
97 6.75 7 6.39 7 6.87 7 6.68 7 6.66 7 
Average 6.73 7 6.178 7 6.776 7 6.846 7 6.586 7 
Max 6.85 7 6.39 7 6.87 7 7.31 7 6.69 7 
Min 6.6 7 5.85 7 6.69 7 6.57 7 6.5 7 
Diff 0.25 0 0.54 0 0.18 0 0.74 0 0.19 0 
Sample 
size 
Q1 Of Q19a Q1 9b Q1 9c Q1 9d 
Mean Mode Mean Mode Mean Mode Mean Mode Mean Mode 
20 6.77 7 4 1,7 5.67 7 5.33 3,6,7 6 7 
40 6.48 7 6.36 7 6.47 7 6.03 7 6.35 7 
60 6.48 7 6.47 7 6.19 7 6.13 7 6.46 7 
80 6.54 7 6.51 7 6.14 7 6.15 7 6.49 7 
97 6.66 7 6.56 7 6.27 7 6.25 7 6.52 7 
Average 6.586 7 5.98 7 6.148 7 5.978 7 6.364 7 
Max 6.77 7 6.56 7 6.47 7 6.25 7 6.52 7 
Min 6.48 7 4 7 5.67 7 5.33 7 6 7 




































Diff 32% 19% 23% 15% 
010 and 019 scale Is from 1 to 7:1 = Not Important, 7 = Very Important 
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20 35% 65% 
40 35% 65% 
60 38% 62% 
80 36% 64% 
87 32% 66% 
Average 35% 64% 
Max 38% 66% 
Ml" 32% 62% 
DMT 6% 4% 
Sample 
alze 
Q1 0a Q1 Db Q1 0c 
Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median 
20 6.85 7 5.85 6 6.69 7 
40 6.76 7 6.17 7 6.76 7 
60 6.6 7 6.23 7 6.77 7 
80 6.69 7 6.25 7 6.79 7 
97 6.75 7 6.39 7 6,87 7 
Average 6.73 7 6.178 6.8 6.776 7 
Max 6.85 7 6.39 7 6.87 7 
Min 6 6 7 5.85 6 6.69 7 
DI1T 0.25 0 0.54 1 0.18 0 
CMOecal* lafrom 1-7:1 " No* Important, 7 = Very Important 
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APPENDIX C 
RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRES FOR HISPANIC CONSTRUCTION 
WORKERS AND AMERICAN SUPERVISORS 
105 
Results of Questionnaire for Hispanic Construction Workers 






















Leas than 10 hours Between 10 and 40 hours More than 40 hoirs 












2 Was this English coures related to construction? 
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23% 23% ' j— 
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1 = Vsry 2 S 7» Wry 
DifScuft 
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m. 
1 =V«fy 2 Shot Long 










u H n 
7. Would you be Interested In taking a technical 
related to your Job? 












Carpentoy Concrete Equipment Plan 
9. Are you leaning Interest related to your occupation? 10a. Sn future technical training courses, what degree of importance 
would you give to On-the-job vocabulary? 
29% 
1®% 
10b. in future technical training courses, what degree of importance 
&ould you give to Equipment operation? 
10c. In future technical training courses, what degree of importance 









7 ® Very 8 = WA 
Important 
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1Û& In futur® technics! training courses, what degree of Importance 
would you g?w to Pfan Reading? 
—— 
—«— 
10a. In ftéisra technical training courses, wbss degree of importance 












7 • Very 0 • NfA 
10a. In Mura technical training courses, whai de^es of importance 
would you give to Measurements? 
'  ' '  - - - - - -  '  
6 7-Very 8 jnwortimt 
11. Would you like to Seam to operate heavy equipment? 
12. WW kind of equipment would you prefer to learn 
to operate? 
13. In which language would you prefer to take 

























16a. Being your supervisor Mar,-Hispanic, how familiar do you 
believe he/she is with regard Culture differences? 
alMIFWOTWi W^IVW 
16b. Being your supervisor 
believe he/she is 
how familiar do you 
d Manners? 
UnfsmHler 
6 7 » Familiar 
16c. Being your supervisor Non-Hispanic, how familiar do you 
believe he/she is with regard Work ethic? 
; T- ^ 
17& How satisfied are you with your training opportunities to 
improve your skills or Seam new skiiis? 
r. 
• • " 
6 7sFamtiter 
are you with the safety conditions on the job 
site? 
17c. How satisfied are you with the type of tasks you are asked 
to do? 
17c. How satisfied are you with the type of tasks you are asked 
to do? 























8% • New Sddem Sememes ORm 
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19a. How important would it be to you to improve your 




7 s Very 
19b. How importent would it be to you to improve your 





8 7 = Vary 
ImjMHtant 
19c, How Nnportant would it be to you to receive training 
emphasiang only in construction? 
18d. How importai wouSd it be to you to have advancements 
opportunities? 
i v'&vHL* r^i 
S 7 = Vary 
emportait 
















Struck By An Other Object 
22 How Song have you been living in the United States? 23a. How much experience in construction did you have prior to 











745 yeas Mere item 15 
years 
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8% Concrete Carpentry Laborer 
24a. How long have you been involved m construction 












Lass than 1 year 1-3 years 4-8 years 7-ISyears ftiora than 15 
24b. in what trade have you been involved in construction In the 
U.S.? 
25. How long have you bean employed by the company you are 






















Less torn 1 year 1-9 yssrs 4-5 yssrs 7*15 years More than 15 
26. How many other construction companies have you worker 
for In the U.S.? 
27. How Song have you worked at jobs not related to 
construction? 
28% 
18% Jifr >-«. 
n 1 T q%: ±1 
Now Less ami «•Syssrs W ysars 7»15 years More than 15 
28. How old are you? 29. What 5s the highest level of education 
you have completed? 
_ — , . T . _ 








I l l  






















8% 1- -rr 
32 After having arrived in th® U.S. and worked in construction, 
what are your main goals and expectations for the future? 
- ' 
: ; " — ' 
: TT-r V 
. . . .  









20% • » 
10% •*—— 
9% 4 Language CeirpanyRaiateti 





QUESTIONNAIRE FOR HISPANIC CONSTRUCTION WORKERS 
CODING MANUAL 
Question Code Column 
No. 
1 a. Have you ever taken a course to help you learn English? 
1 = Yes 
2 = No 
1 b. If YES, how many total hours of training have you had? 
1 = Less than 10 hours 
2 = Between 10 and 40 hours 
3 = More than 40 hours 
1 c. If NO, would you like to take one? 
1 = Yes 
2 = No 
2. Was this English course related to construction? 
1 = Yes 
2 = No 
3. How would you rate the following aspects of your English course? 
1 = Very Poor 
2 = 
3 = 
4 = Neutral 
5 = 
6 = 
7 = Very Good 
3a. Contents for use on the job 5 
3b. Contents for use in everyday life 6 
3c. Instructor 7 
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4. How would you rate the degree of difficulty? 8 
1 = Very Easy 
2 = 
3 ™ 
4 = Normal 
5 = 
6 = 
7 = Very Difficult 
5. How would you rate the length of the course? 9 
1 = Very Short 
2 = 
3 ™ 
4 = Normal 
5 = 
6 = 
7 = Very Long 
6 How well did your English courses meet your needs and expectations? 10 
1 = Not at all 
2 = 
3 = 
4 = Neutral 
5 = 
6 = 
7 = Completely 
7. Would you be Interested In taking a technical training course related to your job? 11 
1 =Yes 
2 = No 
8. If YES, what would you like to learn? 
-
1 = Checked 
8-1 Carpentry 
8-2 Concrete la 
8-3 Equipment 14 
8-4 Plan reading 
8-5 Other 16 
9. Is this related to your occupation? (Trade) 11 
1 = Yes 
114 
2 = No 
10. In future technical training courses, what degree of importance would you give 
to the following aspects: 
1 = Not Important 
2 = 
3 = 
4 = Neutral 
5 = 
6 = 
7 = Very Important 
8 = N/A (Not Applicable) 
10a. On-the-job vocabulary? 18 
10b. Equipment operation? IB 
10c. Construction safety? 2Q 
10d. Plan Reading? 21 
10e. Tools? 22 
10f. Measurements? 23 
11. Would you like to learn to operate heavy equipment? 24 
1 = Yes 
2 = No 
12. Which of the following would you prefer to learn to operate? (circle all you want) 
12-1 1 = Forkllft 25 
12-2 2 = Backhoe 26 
12-3 3 = Motoigrader 2Z 
12-4 4 = Bulldozer 2S 
12-5 5 = Dump truck 2g 
12-6 6 = Other 36 
13. In which language would you prefer to take these technical courses? 31 
1 = English 
2 = Spanish 
3 = English and Spanish combined 
14. Where would you like these courses to take place? 32 
1 = Job site 
2 = Classroom 
3 = Both 
4 = Either one 
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15. Is your supervisor? 32 
1 = Non-Hispanic 
2 = Hispanic 
3 = Other 
16. If your supervisor is Non-Hispanic, how familiar do you believe he/she is about 
Hispanics with regard the following: 
1 = Very Unfamiliar 
2 = 
3 = 
4 = Neutral 
5 = 
6 = 
7 = Very Familiar 
16a. Culture differences M 
16b. Manners 35 
16c. Work ethic 36 
17. How satisfied are you with each of the following at your current job? 
-
1 = Very Dissatisfied 
2 = 
3 = 
4 = Neutral 
5 = 
6 = 
7 = Very Satisfied 
17a. Your training opportunities to improve your skills or leam new skills 3% 
17b. The safety conditions on the job site 38 
17c. The type of tasks you are asked to do 39 
17d. Your ability to communicate in English 40 
18. How often do you need a translator to communicate with your supervisor? il 
1 = Never 
2 = Seldom 
3 = Sometimes 
4 = Often 
5 = Always 
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19. How Important would It be to you to... 
1 = Not Important 
2 = 
3 = 
4 = Neutral 
5 = 
6 -
7 = Very Important 
19a. Improve your communication with your supervisor? É2 
19b. Improve your communication with your co-workers? 43 
19c. Receive training emphasizing only in construction? M 
19d. Have advancement opportunities? 45 
20. Have you had any construction related accidents? 46 
1 = Yes 
2 = No 
21. What are the most common types of accidents you have seen or undergone 
In construction, If any? 
22-1 Falls 4Z 
22-2 Cuts 48 
22-3 Smashed fingers or toes 4g 
22-4 Struck by 5Q 
22-5 Other Run Over 51 
22. How long have you been living in the U.S.? 52 
1 = Less than one year 
2 = Between one and three years 
3 = Between four and six years 
4 = Between seven and Ateen years 
5 = More then fifteen years 
23a. How much experience In construction did you have prior to coming to the U.S.? 53 
0 = None 
1 = Less than one year 
2 = Between one and three years 
3 = Between four and six years 
4 = Between seven and flteen years 
5 = More than fifteen years 
23b. What trade? 54 
1 = Laborer 
2 = Masonry 
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3 = Concrete 
4 = Carpentry 
5 = Equipment related 
24a. How long have you been involved in construction in the U.S.? What trade? 55 
1 = Less than one year 
2 = Between one and three years 
3 = Between four and six years 
4 = Between seven and frteen years 
5 = More than fifteen years 
24b. What trade? 5$ 
1 = Laborer 
2 = Masonry 
3 = Concrete 
4 = Carpentry 
5 = Equipment related 
25. How long have you been employed by the company you are currently working for? 5% 
1 = Less than one year 
2 = Between one and three years 
3 = Between four and six years 
4 = Between seven and Rteen years 
5 = More than fifteen years 
26. How many other construction companies have you worked for in the U.S.? 58 
0 = None 
1 = One 
2 = Between two and five 
3 = More than five 
27. How long have you worked at jobs not related to construction? 59 
0 = Never 
1 = Less than one year 
2 = Between one and three years 
3 = Between four and six years 
4 = Between seven and fKeen years 
5 = More than fifteen years 
28. How old are you? years old g@ 
1 = Less than 16 
2 = Between 16 and 24 
3 = Between 25 and 34 
4 = Between 35 and 44 
5 = 45 and Older 
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29. What Is the highest level of education you have completed? 61 
1 = Elementary school 
2 = Middle school 
3 = Technical school 
4 = High school 
5 = College 
30. Do you stay in Iowa after the construction season Is over? S2 
1 = Never 
2 = Sometimes 
3 «Always 
31. Do you plan to stay in the U.S.? S3 
1 - Yes 
2 = No 
3 = Undecided 
32. After having arrived In the U.S. and worked in construction, what are your main 
goals and expectations for the future? 
32-1 Leam English 64 
3 2 2  Work related @5 
32-3 Social related 8S 
32-4 Others SZ 
33. What do you consider to be your main problem on the job site? 
-
33-1 Language ss 
33-2 Company related S9 
33-3 Other ZQ 
34. What is vour country of birth? State: Z1 
34-1 Mexico 
34-2 Central America 
34-3 South America 




Results of Questionnaire for American Supervisors 
1a. Have you ever taken a coure© to help you learn Spanish? 1b. How many total hours of training have you taken? 
: '"r 
» WW w "MR / 
10 hours Between 10 and 40 hoirs More than 40 h«irs 












. How would you rate the contents for use on the job? 
nwjwpitiii i f.rWn t* p w nriro-^ r i smu riTQ r^TiifTPp <r n (/Sninfaj 
3b. How would you rate the contents for use in everyday Be? 
fr-n-rr 33 
1 a Very 2 3 4 S 6 7 = 
Sc. How would you rate the instructor? 
— 
_ 






S. How would you rate the length of the course? 
7»Veiy 1 » Vary 
S. How wall did your Spanish courses meet your needs and 
expectations? 
7. Would you be interested in having your Hispanic crew take a 
















70% - — 
66% -
59% • r** 





& 8s this related to your occupation? (Trade) 10a. In future technical training courses for your Hispanic crew, what 








10b. In future technical training courses for your Hispanic crew, what 
degree of importance wouM you giv® to Equipment operation? 
10c. In future technical training courses for your Hispanic crew, what 













. _ . . 
** "if 
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10d. In foâure technics! training courses for your Hispanic crew, what 









ri ; n Tr a 
important 
7 = Very 8a N 
Importait 
10a. in future technical training courses for your Hispanic crew, what 





7 «Very 8-WA 
Importent 
10f. In future technical training courses for your Hispanic crew, whs 
degree of impoit&tce would you give to Measurements? 




12 What kind of eqwpment would you prefer them to learn 
to 
13. In which language do you think they should be taught when 
taking these technical courses? 
ppy%iiim 
78% • • 
20% — 
Fort<l6R Backhee Motergrader Bulldozer Dump Truck Other 





















17. Do you have a fink person(fatititator) that helps you 
communicate with the Hispanic® in your crew? 
18a. HowfamHiar are you with regard to Hispanic culture 
differences? 
18b. How familiar are you with regard to Hiepanic'a manners? 
186% 
9®% j wtpjwpipw» 
«yjSaSwm ir iiuii!»iiiiwi»iiiiUfiP| 
1 = Vary 















59% ... ... ... 
46% -




— - 9%--- H 
/ / 
18b. How satisfied are you with the job safety awareness of 1 Sc. How satisfied are you \ 










z / z 
—^ -- - , -4 V— -T— 
» 4 % 
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2®% 16% @% £1 
z z 
20. How often do you need a translator to communicate with the 




— ' : 
21. What language do you use to speak to the Hispanic workers 
in your crew? 
22a, How important would it be to you to improve your 
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22b. How important would it be to you to Improve your 
communication with the Hispanic workers in your crew? 
Wiii'wnii **awM« 
SjjitfwWWMtifty't1 '1 * **• piwN 
*• * 1 A 
iwAgiwi##*! M.!##»#» "turn." i wcwi 
22c. How Emportant would ft be to you to receive SSL training 
specialized in construction? 
, , 
1 s wet 
— 4^—-
ft be to you to have more Hispanic 
s 6s your crew? 
• • ; " • 











24. What are th® most common types off accédant you have seen 
or undergone Sn relation with the Hispanic workers, if any? 
25a. How tong have you been a construction supervisor? 
' ^ 










Lsssttiail 1-3 years 7-15y®a"$ MemthanlS 
26b. In which trades did you get construction experience prior to 
supervising Hispanics? 




27 a. How long h eve you been Involved In construction? 
' ...., 
27b. in what trade/trades have you been involved in 
construction? 
28. How long have you been employed by the company you are 





















we than 15 
years 
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30. How old are you? 
, 
31. What is the highest SeveS of education 
you have completed? 
32. What do you consider to he your main probtem(s) in the job 






56% - — 
46% • ' 
36% • •*-» 
28% • 
16% - "«™ 
0% Elomtsiy Teshnteat School High Seheei 
33. What so!ution(s) do you propose to solve the language 
barrier with Hispanic workers? 
34Would you like to send any of your Hispanic workers to a 











8% o= BethESL&8SL 










35. What technical course would you prefer to take that will 
benefit the communication between you end your Hispanic crew 
members? 

















1 a. Have you ever taken a course to help you leam Spanish? 
1 = Yes 
2 = No 
1 b. If YES, how many total hours of training have you had? 
1 = Less than 10 hours 
2 = Between 10 and 40 hours 
3 = More than 40 hours 
1 c. If NO, would you like to take one? 
1 = Yes 
2 = No 
2. Was this Spanish course related to construction? 
1 = Yes 
2 = No 
3. How would you rate the following aspects of your Spanish course? 
1 = Very Poor 
2 = 
3 = 
4 = Neutral 
5 = 
6 = 
7 = Very Good 
3a. Contents for use on the Job 






4. How would you rate the degree of difficulty? 8 
1 = Very Easy 
2 = 
3 = 
4 = Normal 
5 = 
6 = 
7 = Very Difficult 
5. How would you rate the length of the course? 9 
1 = Very Shod 
2 = 
3 = 
4 = Normal 
5 = 
6 = 
7 = Very Long 
6. How well did your Spanish courses meet your needs and expectations? 10 
1 = No* at all 
2 = 
3 = 
4 = Neutral 
5 = 
6 = 
7 = Completely 
Would you be interested In having your Hispanic crews take a technical training 
7. course related to their trade? 11. 
1 = Yes 
2 = No 
8. If YES, what would you like them to learn? 
1 = Checked 
8-1 Carpentry 12 
8-2 Concrete 13 
8-3 Equipment 
8-4 Plan reading 1$ 
8-5 Other 
9. Is this related to your occupation? (Trade) 17 
1 = Yes 
2 = No 
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10. If your Hispanic crews were to take technical training courses in the near future, what 
degree of importance to the course contents would you give to the following 
aspects: 
1 = Not Important 
2 = 
3 = 
4 = Neutral 
5 = 
6 = 
7 = Very Important 
8 = N/A (Not Applicable) 
10a. On-the^ob vocabulary? 18 
10b. Equipment operation? 19 
10c. Construction safety? 2Q 
10d. Plan Reading? 21 
10e. Tools? 22 
10f. Measurements? 23 
11. Would you like them to learn to operate heavy equipment? 24 
1 = Yes 
2 = No 
Which of the following would you prefer them to learn to operate? (circle all you 
12. want) 
12-1 1 = Forkllfl 25 
12-2 2 = Backhoe 2S 
12-3 3 = Motorgrader 2Z 
12-4 4 = Bulldozer 2S 
12-5 5 = Dump truck 29 
12-6 6 = Other 3Q 
12-7 7 = All of the above 31 
13. In which language do you think they should be taught when taking these 32 
technical courses? 
1 = Spanish 
2 = Spanish 
3 = Spanish and Spanish combined 
14. Where do you think would be most convenient for these courses to take place? 33 
1 = Job site 
2 = Classroom 
3 = Both 
4 = Either one 
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15. How many Hispanic workers do you have in your crews? 34 
1 = 1-3 
2 = 4-8 
3 = 7-10 
4 = more than 10 
16. How long have you supervised Hispanic workers? 
1 = 1-3 yrs 
2 = 4-6 yrs 
3 = 7-10 yrs 
4 = more than 10 yrs 
17. Do you have a link-person (facilitator) to help you communicate with people 36 
in your crew? 
1 = Yes 
2 = No 
18. How familiar do you think you are about Hispanics with regard to the following: 
1 = Very Unfamiliar 
2 = 
3 = 
4 = Neutral 
5 = 
6 = 
7 = Very Familiar 
18a. Culture differences 
18b. Manners 3$ 
18c. Work Ethic 3g 
19. How satisfied are you with each of the following? 
1 = Very Dissatisfied 
2 = 
3 = 
4 = Neutral 
5 = 
6 = 
7 = Very Satisfied 
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19a. Dealing with Hispanic workers, ...their overall performance 40 
19b. The Hispanic worker job safety awareness 41 
19c. The response of Hispanic workers to the type of tasks you ask them to do 42 
19d. Your ability to communicate in Spanish 43 
20. How often do you need a translator to communicate with people in your crew? 44 
1 = Never 
2 = Seldom 
3 = Sometimes 
4 = Often 
5 = Always 
21. What language do you use when you speak to Hispanic workers in your crew? 45 
1 = Spanish 
2 = Spanish 
3 = Spanish and Spanish combined 
22. How important would It be to you to ... 
1 = Not Important 
2 = 
3 = 
4 = Neutral 
5 = 
6 = 
7 = Very Important 
22a. Improve your communication with your link-person (facilitator)? 46 
22b. Improve your communication with all the Hispanic workers in your crew? 47 
22c. Receive SSL training emphasizing only in construction? 48 
22d. Have more Hispanic workers in your crew? 49 
23. Have you had any construction related accidents? 5Q 
1 = Yes 
2 = No 
24. 
24-1 
What are the most common types of accidents you have seen or undergone 
in construction, if any? 
Falls 
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24-2 Cuts 52 
24-3 Smashed fingers or toes 53 
24-4 Struck by M 
24-5 Other 5$ 
25a. How long have you been a construction supervisor? 56 
1 = Less than one year 
2 = Between one and three years 
3 = Between four and six years 
4 = Between seven and fiteen years 
5 = More than fifteen years 
25b. Superintendent or foreman? 5Z 
1 = Superintendent 
2 = Foreman 
3 = Project Manager 
4 = Assistant PM 
26a. How much construction experience did you have prior to supervising 5@ 
Hispanic workers? 
0 = None 
1 = Less than one year 
2 = Between one and three years 
3 = Between four and six years 
4 = Between seven and fiteen years 
5 = More than fifteen yeais 
26b. What trade? 
1 = Heavy/Highway $9 
2 = Masonry/Laborer 6Q 
3 = Concrete 
4 = Carpentry 62 
5 = Equipment related 63 
27a. How long have you been involved In construction and in what trade? 6& 
0 = None 
1 = Less than one year 
2 = Between one and three years 
3 = Between four and six years 
4 = Between seven and fiteen years 
5 = More than fifteen years 
27b. What trade? g§ 
1 = Heavy/Highway 66 
2 = Masonry/Laborer g% 
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3 = Concrete 6g 
4 = Carpentry 69 
5 = Equipment related 70 
How long have you been employed by the company you are currently working 
28. for? Z1 
1 = Less than one year 
2 = Between one and three years 
3 = Between four and six years 
4 = Between seven and fiteen years 
5 = More than fifteen years 
29. How many other construction companies have you worked for In the U.S.? Z2 
0 = None 
1 = One 
2 = Between two and five 
3 = More than five 
30. How old are you? years old Z3 
1 = Less than 16 
2 = Between 16 and 24 
3 = Between 25 and 34 
4 = Between 35 and 44 
5 = 45 and Older 
31. What is the highest level of education you have completed? 7& 
1 = Elementary school 
2 = Middle school 
3 = Technical school 
4 = High school 
5 = College 
32. What do you consider to be your main pmblem(s) on the job site as they relate to 
Hispanic workers? 
32-1 Communication Z5 
32-2 Lateness Z6 
32-3 Other ZZ 
What solutions) do you propose to solve the language barrier with Hispanic 
33. workers? 
33-1 SSL 7g 
33-2 ESL ZS 
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33-3 Other 8Q 
34. Would you like to send any or all of your Hispanic workers to a course designed 81 
to help them step up to supervisor? 
1 = Yes 
2 = No 
3 = Maybe 
What technical course would you prefer to take that will benefit the 
35. communication 
between you and your crew? 
1 = Concrete Finishing 8% 
2 = Equipment Operation 8& 
3 = Carpentry/Fonmwork $4 
4 = Other 
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APPENDIX D 
CONCRETE PAVEMENTS: CONSTRUCTION BASICS 
BILINGUAL BROCHURE 
(DRAFT FOR COMMITTEE REVIEW JUNE 16 2004) 
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Portland Cement Concrete Pavements: 
Construction Basics 
by Jim Grov#, RE., Harold Smith, RE., and Marcla Brink 
Translated Into Spanish by Augusto Canal## 
This booklet will help developers, consultants, and 
engineers planning concrete pavement construction projects, 
superintendents and supervisors who want a basic training 
aid and reference, and crew members new to the concrete 
paving industry. It provides a general description of current 
concrete pavement construction practices, 6om establishing 
proconstruction control mechanisms to sealing joints. It also 




Preparing the grade, or road bed 4 
EstabBshingthestnngRne 6 
Placing dowel baskets 8 
Slip-form paving operations 
Wetting the grade 10 
Delivering the mix 10 
Placing the concrete 11 
Spreadmg and consolidating the concrete 12 
Sating header joints 13 
Placing debars during construction 14 
FlnishingWurmg 14 
Curing 15 
Insulating 15 j 
jointing — ...„ 15| 
Whyjointsareinqxxtant 15 ( 
Rules of thumb 15 
Sawing joints 16 ; 
Cleaning and sealing joints 17 
Special weather considerations 1*| 
CoMweatherpaving 18 
Hot, dry weather paving 18 
Rain 19 j 
Tbubkehoodng — 28j 
P@*n.A#a CEK5KT C#*C#tfE Pave*E*T TEMNgLWY 
Genera:; '/-pies 
Understanding and adhering to the following concrets 
paving principles will go a long way toward delivering a well 
constructed, durable pavement: 
* Everyone at the construction site, particularly foremen 
and supervisors, is responsible for recognizing and 
troubleshooting potential problems as they arise. 
« Batches of concrete should be consistent and uniformly 
mixed. 
* The primary cause of pavanent failure is unstable 
subgrade. The subgrade should consist of uniform 
material and the subgrade system must drain well. 
* Dowel bars are important for load transfer at transverse 
joints on pavements with high truck volumes. Dowels 
must be carefully aligned, horizontally and vertically, 
to prevent pavement damage at the joints. 
« Stringlines control the sllpfbnn paver's horizontal and 
vertical movement and ensure a smooth pavement 
profile. Once stringlines are set, they should be 
checked often and not disturbed. 
« Overfinishing the new pavement and/or adding water to 
the surface can seriously damage the pavement surface. 
If the concrete isn't sufficiently workable, crews should 
contact die project manager. Changes to the mixture or 
to paver equipment may reduce the problem. 
* Proper curing is critical to preventing pavement dam­
age from rapid moisture loss at the pavement surface. 
* A well spaced and constructed system of joints is 
critical to preventing random cracking. 
* Joints are simply controlled cracks. They must be 
sawed during the brief time after the pavement has 
gained enough strength to prevent raveling but before it 
| begins to crack randomly (the "sawing window"). 
| » Seasonal and daily weather variations affect setting 
! time and other variables in new concrete. Construction 
| operations should be adjusted appropriately. 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 
@ Copyright 2004 b*» State University 
All right# reaerved 
Center &r Portland Commit Concmte Pavement Technology 
ISU RewarthPwk 
2901 S. Loop Drive, Suite 3100 
Amea, IA 30010-8632 
Coocrele Paving Notes, CooHmcdon No. 1 
Ame 2004 
Major Amdkg md support for thk puNWIon were provided by the 
Iowa Ccnoae Paving Awodatkm wd &e h#« Department of 
Transportation. 
The cpniow, OmHngt and conchwon# exprcwed h AI* poMIWom 
M thoie of the aothon and not neeexarlly $o*e of low* Stale 
UnhwdQr, Iowa Depanmcot ofTmMpoAt&m, or Iowa Concrete 
Paving AamcWbn, who dWWm any and all reqxmwbibQr and 
liability 6r the accur*cy of and the application of the Wbmwtloa 
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Pavlmentos de Concrete a base de 
Cemento Portland: 
Las bases de Construcclén 
For Jim Orove, RE., Harold Smith, RE., y Marcla brink 
Este fblleto ayudarà a log desarrolladorcs, consultores, 
Ingcnicros que plsnean los proyectos de constrwcciùn de 
pavimentos, siqxarintendcntes y supcrvisores que desean una 
capacitaciôn bàsica, y personal nuevo en las Quadrillas en la 
industha de pavimentos de concreto. Provee una dcscripcién 
general de las practicas actualizadas de la construcciôn de 
pavimentos de concrcto, desdc establccer log mecanismos de 
control durante la prcconstruccién hasta el sellado de las 
juntas. Tambidn provee una re&reucia ràpida para resolvcr 
problemas. 
? încîpîos generates 
Entender y adberirse a los segmentes principios de los 
pavimcntos de concrcto ay Ward grandemente en la 
construcciôn y entrega de un pavimento duradero y muy bien 
construido: 
Princmiosgeneraies. 
Preparacion dd siUo 
PreparadondelakiTaceha.crcamadetcamlno 4 
CobcandoelccnW 6 
Cobcando las canastas de dovelas 8 




Exlendiendo y consoBdando el concreto 12 






, Ranurado de juntas 
' Porque la juntas son mpomantes 15 
: Reglas de deco 15 
rârîtjrâd^s .m."...............!."-....!. ... • • s@ 
: Umpiezayselladodejuntas 17 
.15 
ondkboes espectaies de clima 
PavbneniandoendhiaMo 18 
Pmhmen*andoenc#masecoycakn(B 18 
Todos m la oka de construcciôn, particularmente los 
mayordomos y supcrvisorcs, son responsables de 
ubicar y resolver los problemas como se vayan 
prcsentando. 
Las cargas (coladas) de concrcto deben ser 
consistcntes y mezcladas unitbrmemente. 
La causa primaiia en la falla de los pavimcntos es una 
sub-base inestablc. La sub-base debe cooaistir dc 
material uniforme y debe dremar librcmente. 
Las dovelas son importantes para la transfcrmcia de 
caiga a través de las juntas. Deben se alineadas 
cuidadosamente, de forma horizontal y vertical para 
prévenir el daBo al pavimento en las juntas. 
Un cordel acotado conlrola el movimicnto vertical y 
horizontal de la cimbra de la pavimentadora para 
asegurar un perGl * pavimento liso. Tbda vcz que el 
cordel ha sido colocado, no debe desajustarse, 
Sobre-acabado en el nuevo pavimento y/o agregar mas 
agua a la superGcie pucde daBar seiamente la 
superGcie del pavimento. Si cl concrcto no esta 
suGcicntcmente trabajable, las cuadrillas deben llamar 
al Gerentc de Proyecto. Cambios en la mezcla o al 
equipo pavimcntador pucde rcducir el problema. 
El curado adecuado es critico para prévenir daBo al 
pavimento debido a la perdida de humedad en la 
superficie del mismo. 
Un sistema de juntas adccuadamentc espaciadas y 
construidas cs critico para e vitar las grietas al azar. 
Las juntas no son mas que grietas controladas. Deben 
serranuradas durante el breve penodo dc tiempo 
despuës que el pavimento ha ganado suGciente 
esfuerzo para prévenir desmoronamicntos pero antes 
de que empiecc a agrietarse al azar (" La ventana del 
corte"). 
Las variacioncs de clima y temperatures diarias afcctan 
el tiempo de Graguado y otras variables en el nuevo 




Below construction begins, the construction site must be 
carefully prepared. This includes preparing the grade, 
establishing control mechanisms (the stringline), and placing 
dowel baskets. 
Preparing the grade, or roadbed 
The majority of concrete pavement failure# are not caused | 
by failure offbe concrete slab but by problems with the j 
materials beneath the slab. These problems can include poor j 
drainage, unstable or nonuniform materials, or poor compac- | 
tion. | 
Adequate preparation of the roadbed—(he subgrade, | 
subbase, and base—is essential for a strong, durable concrete | 
pavement system. | 
Subgrade: Earth that has been graded to the desired | 
elevation. (In county and municipal paving projects with low I 
traffic volumes, concrete is often placed directly on the j 
prepared earth subgrade.) j 
Subbame: A course of material placed on the subgradc to | 
protect it &om frost and provide good drainage. In Iowa, | 
three kinds of subbases may be used: | 
Granular subbase is a mixture of granular material that is | 
uniformly shaped and minimally compacted. It does not 
provide significant structural support; no construction trafBc 
is allowed on a granular subbase. Iowa DOT uses granular 
subbasc under most concrete pavements. 
Modified subbase contains a greater percentage of 
crushed particles and a denser gradation than granular 
backfill, providing even more stability. 
Special backfill provides more stability and support. It is | 
generally a uniform mixture of crushed concrete or crushed | 
limestone, or a mixture of gravel, sand, and soil, with or | 
without crushed stone. Special backfill is often used under | 
pavement in urban areas to support construction trafGc. | 
Bwe:A course ofAirly rigid material, sometimes cement- | 
or asphalt-treated, placed on the subbase to provide a stable | 
platform for the concrete pavement slab. | 
JVbfe.' X cowm* 6 rmefy waa/ *; /owa. fFAem if k | 
zwa/, ow/y orne oowrse maferW iî on f&e | 
wAgmdk # 6 fo a; Ae fwA&Me. A k j 
dw/gwa/ % /wnw; ewwgA A; /imvWe | 
cowcnefe fW. I 
#arael6n del sMIo 
Antes del inicio de la construcciôn, el sitio debe ser 
cuidadosamente preparado. Esto incluye preparer la 
teraceria, establecor los mecanismos de control (El cordel 
acotado), y colocar las canastas de dovelas. 
Preparaclén de la terracerla, o cama 
del camlno 
La gran mayorfa de las Alias en los pavimentos no son 
causadas por Allas de la losa de concreto, sino por 
problemas con los materiales b^jo la losa. Estos problemas 
pueden ser mal drenaje, materiales no uniformes e 
ineatables, o una mala compactacidn. 
La adecuada preparaciôn de la cama del camino—la 
terraced*, la subbasc, y base—es esencial para un sistema de 
pavimento fuerte y durable. 
Terracerfm: Es el terreno que ha sido nivelado a la 
elevaciôn deseada. (en los proyectos de los condados, y 
municipales que tien en bajo volumen de tràGco, el concrcto 
a menudo es colocado directamentc sobre la terracerfa 
preparada. 
Sub-base: Es una capa de material colocado sobre la 
temraceda para protegerla de la congelaciôn y para proveerle 
buen dremyc. En Iowa, très tipos de sub-bases se pueden 
usar: 
La sub-base granular es una mezcla uniforme de material 
granular que se humedece uniAmnemente, se le da forma y 
se le compacta. No provee soporte estructural signiGcativo; 
no se permite tràûco de construcciôn sobre la sub-base. El 
DOT de Iowa usa sub-bases granulares debajo de la mayoria 
de sus pavimentos de concrcto. 
Un relleno especial provee màs estabilidad y soporte. Es 
generaknente una mezcla uniAxrme de concreto tiiturado o 
caliza triturada, o una mezcla de grava arena y suelo, con o 
sin piedra triturada. (Un Pavimento Asf&ltico Reciclado 
(PAR) es un pavimento de asfalto de mezcla caliente que es 
procesado para cumplir con los requerimientos especiales 
pana rellenos del DOT de lowa.). Rellenos especiala son 
usados seguido en àreas urbanas. 
La sub-base modiEcada contiene un porcentaje mis alto 
de particules trituradas y una graduaciôn mé» dense, lo cual 
provee mis estabilidad. 
Base; Es une capa de material de relleno mas bien 
rigido, algunas veces tratado con cemento o con asfalto, que 
se coloca sobre la sub-base para proveer una platafbrma 
estable para la losa de concreto del pavimento. 
6: capo (k ay wWo en Jowa. 
Okwrahwik «ma copa dk «AkrW «e cw&x» wW fa 
y w k /Ww fw& dbe&i dk W marnera aeo /o 
«îfbAiwWMWe avArWe pan? fmnw «m* pAwgbnm?puw /a 
6*0 * WMcrafo. 
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the 
First the site is graded to cut high points and Gil low areas 
to the desired roadway profile elevations. Generally, cut 
material can be used as embankment fill. However, peat, 
organic silt, or soil with high organic content should not be 
used; borrow material should be used instead. 
Stabilization 
Stable soils are generally deSned as those that can support 
loads. Loam or clay loam of glacial till origin or clean sand 
is typically desirable. 
Just as important as the soil's quality, however, is its 
uniformity. During excavation, localized pockets of different 
kinds of soil may be encountered. Different soils absorb 
water differently, have diffèrent densities, and expand and 
contract at dif&rent rates, so these pockets provide different 
levels of support. These differences make the subgrade soil 
"unstable." 
To stabilize the subgrade so that it will provide uniform 
support to the rest of the pavanent structure, localized 
pockets of undesirable material should be removed and 
replaced with the dominant soil type or with select backfill, 
or the soil should be treated with additives. 
Typical stabilizing materials are select soils or backfill— 
loam or clay loam, clean sand, or other stable soil material— 
excavated from road cuts m borrow sites. 
Typical stabilizing additives include the fallowing: 
* lime: either quicklime or bydrated lime, either high 
calcium or dolomitic. Through chemical reactions with 
soil, lime reduces soil plasticity and increases com­
pressive strength. It is sometimes used to stabilize wet 
soils. 
* Portland cement: hydrates with moisture in the soil and 
hardens. Portland cement reacts best with well graded, 
sandy, and gravelly materials with 10 to 35 percent 
fines. More cement is usually needed for soils with 
little or no fines and with clay soils. 
« fly ash: a byproduct of coal furnaces. When mixed 
with soil and water, it forms a low-grade concrete. 
Self-cementing Class C fly ash is used for treating 
subgrades, according to Iowa DOT specifications. 
| mrepanwMfo f# Tkrmcmff* 
I Primeramente cl sitio se nivela cortando los puntos altos 
| y rellenando las àreas bajas a la ekvaciôn deseada. El Area 
| nivelada, 
| o terraceria, deberà extendcrse por lo menos très pies mas 
j allé de la orilla del pavimento planeado. Esto provee una 
| cimentaoiôn para las estacas y un suelo firme para los 
I canilesdelequipopavimentador. ; 
[ Generalmente material pmducto del corte puede ser 
| usado como relleno del terraplén. Sin embargo, la turba, o 
| limo oigdnico, o material con alto contenido orgànico no 
j debe ser usado; material de préstamo debe ser usado en estos 
I casos. | 
j EabbHizmcWn 
I A los suelos eatables se les define generalmente como 
aquellos que pueden soportar cargas. Suelos arcillosos o 
I tilita de ongen glacier, o arenas limpias son tipicamente 
| dcseables. 
Sin embargo, tan importante como la calidad del suelo, es 
su unifbrmidad. Durante la excavaciôn, se pueden encontrar 
lentes de diferentes tipos dc suelo. Diferentes suelos 
absorben agua de diferente manera, tienen densidades 
diferentes y se expanden o contraen a diferente velocidad, 
por lo tanto proporcionan diferentes nivelés de soporte. 
Estas diferencias hacen que el suelo de terraceria sea 
| "inestablc". 
: Para estabilizar la terraceria de tal forma que pueda 
i proveer soporte uniforme al resto de la estructum de 
pavimento, algunos suelos son removidos y reemplazados 
| con material selccto de relleno, o el suelo es tratado con 
i aditivos. 
j Los tfpicos materiales para cstabilizaciôn son suelos para 
| relleno seleccionadoa—arcillalimosa, arenas limpiasuotros 
j materiales de suelo estable—excavados de cortes de 
j caminos o préstamo de banco. 
I Tfpicos aditivos cstabilizantes incluyen los siguientes: 
- Cal: ya sea cal viva o cal hidratada, sea con alto 
contenido de calcio o dolomitica. A base de las 
reacciones quimiMs con el suelo, la cal reduce el 
Indice Plàstico del suelo y aumenta su esfueizo 
compresivo. Algunas veces se usa para estabilizar 
suelos mqjados. 
- Cemento Pdrtiand: se hidrata con la humedad del suelo 
y se endurece como cemento. El cemento Portland 
reacciona mejor con suelos bien graduados, arenas y 
gravas con 10 a 35 par ciento de finos. Se neccsita 
mas para suelos com muy poco o nada de contenido de 
Snos y para suelos arcillosos. 
Fly ash cam be 








A layer of polymer geosynthetic, called geogrid, may be 
used as a fbunda&m under special backSU to provide 
underlying tension reinforcement. The grid interlocks with 
aggregates in special backfill and spreads wheel loads over a 
large area. 
Compaction and trimming 
Before compacting, wet subgrade mateial may have to be 
disked (or dry subgrade sprayed with water) to obtain proper 
moisture levels. The subgrade must be thoroughly com­
pacted, generally with a sheep's foot roller, to provide a 
strong platform for construction activities. 
After compaction, a proof-roller (a heavy, loaded, 
pneumatic-tired vehicle) is driven over the subgrade to 
locate soft areas or other problems that may require addi­
tional stabilization. 
Finally, an electronically controlled trimmer machine is 
used to trim the subgrade surface to the profile grade. The 
trimmer runs offlbestringlinc for both elevation and 
alignment control. Trimming should occur within a week of 
proof-rolling. 
The subgrade cannot be used for a haul road. Trucks are 





(Ae ##**#*# (km*# 
On Iowa's primary roads, the concrete will be placed 
directly on the subbasc, so it must provide adequate struc­
tural support. Generally, one course of well graded aggregate 
is placed on the subgrade. (Other subbase materials arc 
modified subbases and special backfill.) Granular subbases 
must be compacted with a non-vibratory roller and trimmed. 
The subbase must also provide good drainage. However, 
during the trimming process, fine aggregates can separate 
from the larger particles, creating a thin layer of Ones on Ac 
surface that reduces the subgrade's permeability. This is 
most likely to happen if the subbasc material is very dry. 
Establishing the strlngllne 
A stnngline most be set outside the pad line, parallel to 
the proposed pavement, to guide the trimmer, slip-form 
paver, and other paving equipment, both horizontally and 
vertically. The paver's elevation-sensing wands ride beneath 
the string, and the alignment-sensing wands ride against the 
inside of the string. 
- Ceniza volante: es un sub-producto de los homos de 
caibùn. Cuando se le mezcla con suelo y ague, Arma 
un concreto de baja calidad. La ceniza volante clase C 
auto oementante se usa para tratar las terracedas, de 
acuerdo con las especifïcacioncs del DOT de Iowa. 
Una capa dc polimero geosintético, llamado geored, 
puede usarse como cimentacién. Abajo del relleno especial a 
manera de proporcionar soporte a la tensidn. La red se 
entre laza con los agregados del relleno especial y dùtribuye 
las caigas sobre un Area mayor. 
Compactaciôn y aflne 
Antes de compactante, el material seco de terraceria debe 
serrociadoconaguayhomogenizadoparaobtenerlos 
nivelé» edecuados dc humedad. La terraceria debe ser 
totalmente compactada, generalmente con un rodillo pata de 
cabra, para proporcionar una plateforme Ame para las 
actividades de construcciôn. 
Despuds de la compactaciùn, un rodillo de prueba (un 
vehiculo sobre neumAticos, pesado y cargado) debe ser 
pasado sobre la terracedas con el Gn de ubicar Areas blandas 
o cualquier otro problema que requicra estabilizacién 
adicional. 
Finalmente, una mAqmna aGnadora electrônicamente 
contmlada es usada para aGnar la superGcie de la terraceria 
al nivel deseado. La aGnadora se ajusta al cordel para 
control tanto de la elevaciôn como del aiineamiento. El aGne 
debe ocurrir en el lapso de una semana del roleo dc prueba. 
La terraceria no puede usarse como camino. A los 
camiones se les permite usarla solo para dcscargar. 
Conatmyando ta sub-base (El método de lowa) 
El concreto seré colocado directamente sobre la sub-base, 
par lo tanto esta debe proveer adecuado soporte estructural. 
Generalmente en Iowa, una capa de de agregado bien 
graduado es colocado sobre la terraceria. (otros materiales 
para sub-base son sub-bases modiGcadas o rellenos 
cspecialcs). Las sub-baaes granulares deben ser compactadas 
con un rodillo no-vibratorio y posteriormente aGnadas. 
La sub-base debe también proveer buen drenaje. Sin 
embargo, durante el proceso de aGne, las particules Gnas 
pueden separarse de las particules gruesas, creando una 
dclgada capa de Gnos en la superGcie que reduce la 
permeabilidad dc la terraceria. Esto es muy posible que 
ocurra si el material de sub-base esta muy seco. 
Colocando el cordel 
Un cordel debe ser colocado fuera de la sub-base, 
paralela al propuesto pavimento, para guiar a la aGnadora, la 
pavimentadora de cimbra deslizante, y a cualquier otro 
equipo dc pavimentaciôn, de forma horizontal y vertical. Las 
gui as de los sensorcs de elevaciôn de la pavimentadora 
viajan debajo del cordel, y las guias de los sensorcs de 
aiineamiento viajan contra cl lado interior del cordel. 
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An accurately set, taut stnngline is critical to constructing 
a pavement of uniform thickness and with the desired profile. 
Meticulous setting of the stnngline cannot be overempha­
sized. Before paving begings, the stnngline must be carefully 
inspected for accuracy. 
Once the stnngline is set, be careful not to bump it out of 
alignment or knock the wands loose. Do not operate trucks 
or other equipment close to the pad Hne; this could disturb 
the stnngline. Any of these situations could cause the paver 
to deflect from the correct elevation, creating a dip or a 
bump in the slab. 
During paving operations, the stnngline must be eyeballcd 
often 6% correct alignment# you notice a disturbance in the 
stnngline, notify your supervisor. 
Placing dowel basket* 
Dowel bars transfer heavy loads across joints in the 
pavement, preventing faulting at the joint that can lead to 
pavement damage. 
Un cordel bien estirado es critico para la construccidn de 
un pavimento de espesor uniforme y con el perGl deseado. 
Una meticulosa instalaciôn del cordel es sumamente 
importante. 
El cordel debe sa cuidadosamente revisado en cuanto a 
su precision antes del inicio del colado. 
Una vez colocado el cordel, tenga cuidado do no 
tropezarse con el y hacer que pierda el alineamiento o que se 
aflojen las gufas. No opere camiones u otro tipo de equipo 
cerca del cordel. Eato pudiera daùar el cordel. Cualquiera de 
estas situaciones pudiera causar que la pavimentadota se 
desviara de la correcta elevociôn creando un hundimiento o 
un bordo en la losa. 
Si se observa una discrepancia en el cordel o el borde de 
la sub-base, notifica al stqiervisor. 
Colocamdo las canasta* de devela* 
Las dovelas transûercn pesadas cargas a través de las 
juntas del pavimento, previniendo la 611a en la junta que 
harà daAo al pavimento. 
stnngline pavement profile 
„ /  r i  n i l  i  i " ,  
•sip? «ssrrr 
.  i T X  i  l  M | ,  p -1 
The atHmgBm# control» the pavement profil* 
(top). A damaged (bottom) cause 
a dip In the proMIe, making the slab thinner at 
the dip. 
El cordel controla el p##*IX del pavimento 
(arrlba)Un cordel daAado (abajo) pwede caiwar 
una cauda en el peifll y provocar un espesor mas 
delgado. 
damaged siringline 
ebal* the atringllne tor alignment, 
Revlsar a la alln#acl6m del cordet 
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H 
Before the grade is prepared &r paving operations, 
surveyor: install the stnngline. The sbingline may be 
wire, cable, woven, nylon, polyethylene rope, or 
similar material. 
1. Paving bubs, or construction stakes, are 
installed at certain inwals outside the pad 
line, along with pie stakes (flat:) showing the 
dif&reooe between the top of the slab and the 
hi* elevations. A stnngline support stake is 
securely placed just outside each bub so that the 
s*nn#mewillbedirectly over the bub. 
2. The ^ oropnale stnngline height is calculated 
relative to die hub elevanoos, Ae oGW 
distance (either level or projected) between hub 
and pavement re&rence point, and the desired 
grade. 
3. Finally, the line is installed b^ween stakes, 
adjusted \o the desired height, and made u»n 
4. Hand winches are generally installed at about 
1,000-fbot intervals. The winches allow the line 
to be tightened to prevent sagging between 
stakes. (Afply stnngline tension carefully; a 
I mo break may cause injuries. 
5. For maximum control, contractors may set 





The Iowa DOT requires dowel bars on 8-inch or thicker 




approach slab «am* «tab 
Without dowel*, the «lab on either side of a 
felm* tends to move wp and down; that Is, 
there is little load transfer* at the joint. 
Sin dovelas, las loses a eada *ado de la junta 
tienden « mover»* Independent* haela arrlba 
y hacla abajo; y no existe "Transference de 
Carga" en la junta. 
Los lopôgrafbs instalan el cordel mientras que la 
torraocria esta siendo prepared* para lasoperacionem 
de pavimentacién. HI cordd puede ser de alambre, 
cable, o cuerda de nylon o polletileoo tejido. o 
materiales similares. 
1. Eatacas acotadas para construcciôn de 2" % 2"*. 
se instalan a ciertos interval*» afuera de la 
Ifnea del avance de la maqrnna, junto con 
esiacas triangulares para escribir que muestreu 
la diferencia entre la parte superior de la losa y 
la elevaciôn de la estaca de construcciAn. Una 
sopottedelcoMkisccolocajustoalladoy 
afuera do cada estaca de ta! mènera quo cl 
cordel estaràdifectamente sobre el estaca. 
2. La ahura apropiada del cordel se culcuia de Las 
elevackmes de al estaca, la distaocia (sea a 
nivel o proyectada) entre la estaca y el 
pavimento, y el perfildeseado 
3. Finalmente,elcc«Mseinstalacntrelas 
estacas de soporte, %ustada a la altura deseada 
y bien eadwio. 
4. Malacate* de mano se instalan generslmente a 
intervalos de 1000 pies. Los malacaies 
pomhen que la Unea sea estirada para nrevenir 
se cuelgue entre eatacas. (aplique la tension 
cuidadosamcntc. una linea que se quiebre 
puede cauaar lesiones) 
5. Para mdximo omNroL los contratistas puoden 
instalar canities en anbos Udos del 
pavimento propuesto. 
ASfftfeW.igh&f rsi i k Sh&ytXl, f'Z> 
El Departamento de Transporte de Iowa (Iowa DOT) 
requiers que se coloquen dovelas en pavimentos con espesor 
de 8 pulgadas o mas gruesos; esto incluye la mayona de los 
pavimentos de Iowa DOT. 
(MdavW a dlmckn ofWtk 
appmsohsw kswsW) 
\ _ doW b#r 
Dowels help provide load transfer at the joint. 
Las dovelas proveen transference de carga 
en la junta. 
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Dowels must be positioned and aligned perfectly so that, 
as joints open in winter and close in summer with contraction 
and expansion of the concrete, the pavement on either side of 
the joints can move in a straight line along the smooth 
dowels. 
If a dowel bar is not aligned truly across the joint, the 
pavement can't move and a torque results. The stress can 
crack the pavement. 
#m, misalignment of the 
wmW bars could eventually 
ad to joint damage. 
Aqwi, el allneamlento 
chweco de la» dovela* 
pudiera eventwalmente 
wear daAo en la fwnta. 
After the subbase has been properly trimmed and in­
spected, dowel baskets are set on the road bed, perpendicular 
to the pavement edge or at a slight skew (often 6:1). The 
dowel bars must be carefully aligned, horizontally and 
vertically, and the baskets secured. Iowa requires eight stakes 
placed behind the basket wire (relative to the direction of 
paving). 
The location of dowel centers is then marked on both 
sides of the roadbed, either by setting pins or painting marks. 
The markers indicate where joints should be sawed, ensuring 
that they will be sawed across the center of the dowel 
assembly. 
Final check 
Dowel positions should be checked fhom three perspec­
tives: 
1. Sight down the grade to make sure all dowels are 
straight. 
2. Sight across the dowel baskets to make sure all dowels 
are level. 
3. Sight across the basket, imagining a line from the pin 
or mark on one side to the pin or mark on the other 
side. Make sure the middle of the dowels falls exactly 
along that line. 
After dowels have been placed, an inspector must check 
basket spacing, alignment, and skew. 
| Las dovelas deben ser posicionadas y alineadas 
| perfectamente, de lal forma que cuando las juntas se abran 
| m el inviemo y se cierren en el verano debido a la 
| contracciôn y expansiôn del concrete, el pavimento a cada 
| lado de las juntas se puede dcslizar a lo largo de la: dovelas. 
| Si una varilla de las dovelas no esta bien alineada al 
I cruzar la junta, el pavimento no se puede dcslizar. Los 
| esfuerzos résultantes puedenagrietar el pavimento. 
Colocacién da la canasta 
Despuds de que la sub-base ha sido adecuadamente 
! afinadaeinspeccionada, las canastas de dovelas deben ser 
colocadas en la cama del camino, perpendicular o 
i esquinadas a la oiilla del pavimento. Las varillas de la 
dovela deben ser cuidadosamcnte alineadas, horizontal y 
verticalmente, y las canastas Gjadas con ocho eatacas 
| colocadas atràs del alambre de la canasta (rdativo a la 
direcciùn del pavimento). 
! La ubicaciôn de los centros de dovelas se marcan en 
' ambos lados de la cama del camino, ya sea con pijas o con 
: marcas de pintura. Las marcas indican el lugar donde las 
juntas deben se ranuradas, asegurando que seràn ranuradas a 
lo largo del centro del montaje de dovelas. 
R*vl*(6n final 
Las posiciones de las dovelas deben ser revisadas desde 
: très perspectives: 
| 1. Vista hacialo largo del camino para ascgurar que las 
| dovelas estàn dcrechas. 
| 2. Vista transversal de las canastas de dovelas para 
I ascgurar que todas las dovelas estàn niveladas. 
I | 3. Vista a lo largo de la canasta, imaginando una linea 
| desde la p#a o marca en un extreme hasta cl pija o 
| marca en el otro extremo. Asegurarse de que el centro 
' de las dovelas cae exactamente a lo largo de la linea. 
Después de que las dovelas ban sido colocadas, un 
inspector deberà revisar el espaciamiento de las canastas, el 





From delivery of the concrete mixture to curing the slab, 
slip-Arm paving operations should proceed at a consistent 
pace. Every construction worker should have a basic 
understanding of the entire operation. 
Wetting the grade 
Adry subbase draws water from the bottom of the 
concrcte mixture, potentially resulting in stresses in the 
concrete, and resulting cracking, due to differential moisture 
levels throughout the slab. 
To help prevent these stresses, thoroughly spray the 
subbase with water shortly before placing the concrete. The 
subbase should be noticeably wet but should not have 
standing water. 
Wetting may not be necessary after a recent rain. 
Delivering the mix 
When transporting the mixture from plant to construction 
site, the goal is to deliver well mixed, workable concrete to 
the construction site. It is essential that the mixture be 
uniform and consistent from batch to batch. 
Generally, concrete mixtures are transported by dump 
trucks, agitator trucks, or ready-mix trucks. One Actor 
agccting choice of transport methods is the time available 
for delivery. Exceeding the appropriate delivery times affects 
the concrete's workability. Extensive delays may make it 
necessary to shut down paving operations and construct a 
header joint (see page 7). 
mump 
By Iowa specifications, dump trucks generally have only 
30 minutes after the concrcte is mixed to deliver and place it 
at the job site. (If retarding admixtures are used, the super­
vising engineer may extend the delivery time to 60 minutes.) 
Agitator trucks have an agitator paddle inside the truck 
box. 
If the paddle is not rotating, the vehicle is no different 
from a dump truck, and the 30-minute rule applies. If the 
paddle is constantly rotating, agitator trucks generally have 
up to 90 minutes from initial mixing to delivery. 
| :.&clor fi ; % 
%vlmentac#d 
mbr 'lasHzante 
i | Desde el envio de la mezcla de concreto hasta el curado 
) delalosa,lasoperacionesdepavimentaci6nconcimbTa 
| deslizante deben procéder a un paso consistante. Cada 
| trabajador debe tener un conocimiento bàsico de la 
i operaciôn compléta. 
* medeclendo el terrene 
| Una sub-base seca absorbe agua de la parte inferior del 
j concreto fresco, locualpotenciahncntc genera esfuerzos en 
j cl concreto, que crean grietas debido a humedades 
I difcrencialesenlalosa. 
I Para ayudar a prévenir estos esfuerzos, se debe 
| humedecer la superficie de la sub-base con agua justo antes 
I de la colocacidn del concreto. La sub-base debe estar 
{ aprecieblemeate mojada pero sin charcos. 
| El humedecimiento pudiera no ser necesario debido a 
I lluviareciente. 
| El envio de la mezcla 
| Cuando la mezcla es transportada desde la planta hasta el 
| lugar de construcciôn, el objetivo es que la misma este bien 
I mezclada y trabqable. Es esencial que la mezcla sea 
I unifbrmeyconsistentedecargaacarga. 
I 
Gencralmente, las mezclas de concreto son transportadas 
| por camiones de volteo, camiones agitadores, o camiones 
| revolvedores. La diferencia principal entre estos métodos de 
| transporte es el tiempo disponible para el envio. Excederse 
| en los tiempos de envio a&cta la trabajabilidad del concreto. 
j Retrasos importantes puedenhacer necesario detener las 
| opcraciones de pavimcntaciôn. 
| demfe**# dk woWeo 
| Los camiones de volteo generaknente disponen de 30 
| minutos desde que cl concreto es mezclado y su entrega en el 
) lugar de la obia. (si se usan aditivos retardantes, el ingeniero 
j siqiervisor puede extender el tiempo de envio a 60 minutos.) 
j CmmdMMMi agRadw** 
) Los camiones agitadores tlenen un alabe agitader dentm 
| de la caja del camiùn. 
| Si cl alabe no esta activado, el camiôn no diSere de uno 
I de volteo y la régla de los 30 minutos aplica. Si cl alabe esta 
j continuamente activado, los camiones agitadores 
I gencralmente disponen de hasta 90 minutos desde la mezcla 
| inicial hasta la entregaGnal. 
I 
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op to bottom: ready-mix truck, wimp 
ruck with agitator paddle, mixture In 
ront of paver 
Do arrlba a abajo: Cam*6n 
revolvedor, cam!6n de volteo con 
alabe agltador, meaeb enlrente 
d* la pavlmentadora 
Neadyrmfx Awe*# | 
Ready-mix trucks can be used far both mixing and I 
delivery. They are most commonly used for dry batch | 
operations and lower-volume paving projects, such as urban j 
paving. | 
They generally have up to 90 minutes Aom initial mixing | 
to delivery. | 
PlacRng the concrete 
To prevent diÊkrential compaction that can intefere with ) 
good drainage, haul trucks should not be driven on the I 
subbase. If the grade provides adequate space, delivery | 
vehicles should deliver Ac concrcte mixture Ami (he side of j 
the area to be paved. | 
j 
The mix is deposited, from off the grade, in front of the | 
paver. It may be deposited by a belt place or by the Iowa | 
special" method. | 
Camfone* wefMM&w** 
Los camiones revolvedores pueden ser usados para 
ambas, la mezcla y el envio. Estos camiones son 
comunmente usados para operaciones de carga seca y 
proyectos de pavimentaciùn de bajo volumen, tales como 
pavimentacién urbana. 
Estos camiones gencralmente disponcn de hasta 90 
minutos desde el mezclado inicial hasta la entrega final. 
ColocacXon de# concreto 
Después de que la sub-base ha sido compactada, aGnada y 
humedecida, no debe permitirse el tràfïco sobre la misma. De 
ser posible, los camiones que acarrean la mezcla de concreto, 
deben auministrarlo desde un lado del Area por pavimentar. 
La mezcla es depositada directamente sobre el terreno 
enfrente de la pavimentadota, por medio de una banda 
transportadora o por el método "Especial de low a". 
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A belt placer conveys concrcte from the delivery trucks to 
the middle of the paving area just in front of the paver. The 
"Iowa special" conveys concrete from haul trucks to the area 
just behind the trimmer and ahead of the paver. 
(Modified subbase and special backfill may be specified 
on some projects; it can be drivai on for concrcte delivery 
and deposit.) 
Spreading and consolidating the 
concrete 
Slip-Arm paving is used when large amounts of concrete 
must be placed efficiently. Unlike fixed-form paving, where 
stationary forms are constructed to hold the concrete mixture, 
slip-Arm pavers Arm and consolidate fresh concrcte while 
they travel. 
Slip-Arm pavers should be operated at a consistent speed. 
This helps provide steady productivity and a smoother 
pavement. Maintaining a consistent speed is tied to schedul­
ing the appropriate number of concrete delivery trucks. If 
there are too few, the paver will have to slow down or stop. If 
there are too many, they may get backed up at the construc­
tion site. 
The slip-Arm paver/finishing machine has three main 
parts: augers, vibrators, and profile pan. 
Augers 
Augers—large horizontal screws in front of the paver— 
spread the concrete sideways across the width of the pave­
ment A create uniArm depth ahead of the pan. 
The paver should maintain a uniArm head of concrete 
(not too big and not too small) in front of the augers. A large 
head of concrete can cause Ac paver A rise, creating a bump 
in the finished pavement. On the other hand, too little 
concrete at the augers can leave voids at the edge of the 
pavement. If this happens, the paver has A be stopped and 
the voids filled. 
Vibrators consolidate the concrete as it is being placed. 
In Iowa, large projects require electronic vibrator monitor­
ing systems that display vibrator frequencies. Monitoring the 
frequencies allows crews and inspectors A detect and correct 
under- or over-vibration. 
Under-vibration may leave large pockets or voids in the 
concrete, Over-vibration may cause aggregate A settle, 
causing variations in consistency and strength within the 
concrete slab. It can also cause loss of entrained air, which 
can reduce pavement life and durability. 
| La banda toma et concreto desde el camion y lo deposit» 
| al centro del tramo justo en&cnte de la pavimentadora. El 
| "Especial de Iowa" acarrea el concreA desde el caodAn 
| hasta el tramo atrâs de la afinadora y delante de la 
pavimentadora. 
(Sub-bases modiGcadas y rellenos especiales pueden ser 
I especiGcados en algunosproyectos: Estas aceptantrâGco.) 
| Extendiendo y consolidando el 
| concreto 
| Cuando se requiers colocar efkicntemcnte grandes 
| cantidades de concreA es necesario usar cimbra deslizante. 
| A difkrencia de la cimbra Gja, donde cimbra estacionaiia se 
| coloca para mantener la mezcla do concreA en el lugar, las 
| pavimentadora» con cimbra deslizante, Arman y consoHdan 
I el concreA mientras avanzan. 
I Las pavimentadoras con cimbra deslizante deben ser 
j opersdas a velocidad consistente. Esto ayuda a mantener la 
| produccAn estable y un pavimenA mas liso. Mantener una 
) velocidad consistente esta ligado a pmgramar un numéro 
j adecuado de camiones de transporte. Si se tienen de menos, 
I la pavimentadora trabaja mas despacA o se detiene. Si se 
) tienen de mas, se genera una Gla en la obra de construcciôn. 
| Las pavimentadotas / extendedoras tienen très partes 
I principales: los bamenos, los vibradores y la corona. 
1 ; 
j Bairenos—son grandes tcmillos sin Gn horizontales al 
I frente de la pavimentadora—ellos extienden cl concreA 
i hacia A ancho de la pavimentadora para crear un espesor 
| uniArme de la cama del camino. 
| Las cuadrillas deben mantener una carga uniforme (no 
| muy grande, no muy pequeBa) al fiente de As barrenos. Una 
I caiga muy grande de concreto puede hacer que la 
j pavimentadora se levante, creando una joroba en el 
[ pavimenAterminado. Par el contrario, muy poco concreA 
| m los barrenos puede dejar huecos o vacAs en la orilla del 
| pavimenA. Si esA sucede, la pavimentadora se debe detener 
I y los huecos rellenar. 
| VBknMbm* 
j Los vibradores consolider el concreA al tiempo de su 
| colocaciôn. EsA élimina grandes huecos o vacios en el 
| concreto. 
I | Los grandes proyecAsrequierensistemaselectrônicos de 
j monitoreo vibratorio que muestran la &ecuencia del 
! vibrador. Monitorear las Èecuencias permiA a las cuadrillas 
i detectar y corregir cualquier sobre o baja vAraciôn, 
; gencralmente causados por vibradwes inadecuados. 
I La sobre-vibraciôn causa que los agregados se asienten, 
j produciendo variaciones en la consistencia y en el esfuerzo 
| en Ada losa de concreA. También puede causar perdida de 
' aire incluido, lo cual ocasiona reducciôn en la vida y 
durabilidad de! pavimenA. 
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Pro We pan | 
The profile pan is located behind the augers and vibrator:, j 
It trims excess concrete (also called screeding or strikeoS) at | 
the proper elevation and smooths the sur&ce. It can be I 
adjusted to trim a strai^ it grade or parabolic crown and to | 
construct superelevations. Superelevations are horizontal | 
pavement curves that slope to the inside ofthe curve. This 
slope is an important roadway safety feature. ! 
The paver may include finishing equipment as well, such ; 
as oscillating screeds or V-floats. | 
Setting header joints 
Header joints are built at the end of a section of pavement 
where, in the future, pavement construction will continue. 
Header joints must be constructed at the end of a pour or 
a day's run, or if paving is delayed or will be delayed by 30 
minutes or more. 
Header comsffucf&wi carncm#*# 
1. A header board is placed just beyond the line where the 
paver has pulled away from the slab. 
2. Tie-bars protruding through the header board are 
placed into the fresh concrete and stick out beyond the 
board. (The protruding aids will be incorporated into | 
the next pavement section.) 
3. The header area is hand-poured, then vibrated, I 
finished, and cured. Concrete should be well consoli­
dated against the header board and finished with an 
edging tool 
A##dw (Aardemed c*u*ef*fe) j 
1. The paving machine paves beyond the header location I 
and leaves an irregular pavanent end. | 
2. The next day, a full-depth saw cut is made at the | 
header location and the irregular portico removed. ; 
3. Holes arc drilled into the sawed face of the pavement : 
and tie-bars grouted into the slab. 
pfaeemomf a* a Aeader 
* Fresh concrete header wait at least 6 hours before I 
resuming paving at the header. j 
* Headers in hardened concrete: paving may resume one I 
hour after grouting tie bars. | 
$ 
* Remove header boards and all supports before j 
resuming paving. | 
Cere## 
La corona esta ubicada atràs de los barrenos y los vibradores. 
Corta el exceso de concreto (tambi6i llamado acabado) a la 
elevaciôn apropiada y lisa de la superficie. Puede ser ajustada 
para cottar en linea recta, corona parabôlica o para construir 
secciones transversales especiales. Las sobre-elevaciones son 
curves horizontales en el pavimento que tienen la pendiente 
hacia adentro de la curva. La pendiente es una caracteristica de 
seguridad de un camino. 
La pavimentadora puede incluir equipo de acabado tambWn, 
tal como acabadores oacilatonos y lianas en V 
Colocaci6n de junta* de construction 
o cabezal 
Las juntas cabezal son colocadas al ûnal de una secciôn de 
pavimento. 
Estas juntas cabezal deben construirse al iBnal de un colado 
o al tennino de un dia de trabajo, o si las opcraciones se retrasan 
par 30 minutos o mas. 
dW feomemfe 
1. Una tabla gruesa se coloca perpendicular al pavimento 
justo al tdnnino de la linea donde la pavimentadora se 
detuvo, la tabla tiene agujeros centrados a cada 12" a lo 
largo. 
2. Luego se colocan barras de unidncorrugadas que 
atraviesan la tabla cabezal, mitad en el concreto fresco y 
mitad volando. (las puntas salientes serin incorporadas a 
la prôxima seccidn del pavimento.) 
3. El Area del cabezal es colada a mano, vibrada, acabada y 
luego curada. El concreto debe ser muy bien consolidado 
contra la tabla cabezal y acabado con una herramienta 
bordeadora. 
Cakezaf ramurad* (eomcrefe eadkwaeM*) 
1. La màquina pavimentadora pasa mas allé de la ubicacidm 
de la junta y deje una supergeie irregular en el pavimento. 
2. Al siguiemte dia, un carte a profundidad compléta se hace 
en la ubicaciôn de la junta y la pcmcMn irregular es 
retirada. 
3. Agujeros son taladrados en la cara ranurada del pavimento 
y barras de uniôn se groutean en la losa. 
CoMMmmr cefade en «f oaAezaf 
- Cabezal de concreto fresco; esperar por lo menos 6 boras 
antes de reiniciar cl colado en el cabezal. 
- Cabezal en el concreto endurecido; el colado puede 
reiniciar una bora despuës del grouteo de la barras de 
unién. 
- Remover las tablas cabezal y todos los soportes antes de 
reiniciar el colado. 
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The sawed method of header construction is preferred and 
generally reduces the seventy of a potential bump along the 
header joint 
Placing tiebars during construction 
When two or more lanes are placed, tie bam must be 
placed across the centerline car lane lines to prevent move­
ment along the line. If the paver does not install tie bars 
mechanically, a crew member rides on the paver and insets 
them manually. In either case, a timing device—usually a 
wheel of a specific circumference riding on the paver track— 
is used to ensure the correct spacing. 
Finishing 
Immediately after the paver passes, the surface is nor­
mally finished to close boles and create a tight surface. 
Normally, crews standing along the slab edge run finishing 
tools (floats and straightedges) across the surface. 
If the concrete is not workable, crews tend to overwork 
the surface or add water in an cQbrt to close the finish. Both 
overGnishing and adding water, however, can cause surface 
scaling, reducing the pavement's long-term durability. 
Never add water to the pavanent surface. If the concrete 
is not workable, notify the project manager so the concrete 
mixture and/or the paver can be adjusted for better concrete 
workability. 
: turing 
After finishing, two operations are used to create micro-
texture (to provide adequate surface friction during dry 
weather) and macro-texture (to help prevent hydroplaning 
during wet weather). 
Micm-texture is created by dragging astroturf along the 
roadway. Finally, macro-texture is created with a a tining 
device or rake that makes transverse or longitudinal grooves 
in the wet pavement surfbce. The orientation, depth, and 
spacing of the grooves are specified for each job. 
Ranwrado 
kmgMwdlnal 
I El m&odo de ranurado para la construcciôn dc cabezales 
| es prcferido ya que reduce la severidad del bordo a lo largo 
( de la junta cabezal. 
% )iocac:6n de las , ? ; wn!6n 
| durante la constrwcclén 
| Cuando dos carriles se cuelan separadamente, barras de 
| unidn deben ser instaladas transversal a la Ifnea de centros 
| para prévenir separacién a lo largo de la linea. Si la 
j pavimentadora no instala las barras de uniônmecànicamentc, 
| un miembro de la cuadnlla viaja en la pavimentadora y las 
j inserta manualmente. En cualquier caso, un instrumente de 
tiempo—usualmente una rueda dc circunfèrencia especiGca 
montada en el carnl de la pavimentadora—es usado para 
asegurar el cspaciamicnto correcte. 
. ^abado / texturlzado 
Inmediatamente despuds de que la pavimentadora pasa, se 
| dael acabado a la superficie para cerraroquedades y crear 
I una superficie cerrada. Algunas veces esto se logra 
| arrastrando unamantaligeramentcmqjadaatrAsdela 
| pavimentadora. Otras veces, las cuadrillas ubicadas a la 
| orilla de la lésa le dan el acabado a la superficie utilizando 
| hensmientaespccializada. 
! | Si cl concreto no es trabajablc, las cuadrillas tienden a 
| sobre trabqjar la superGcie o agregar agua en su esfuerzo 
I para dar el acabado. Si esto sucede, notificar al gerente dc 
| proyeeto para que la mezcla dc concreto y/o la 
t pavimentadora puedan ser ajustadog para mejorarla 
| trabajabilidad, 
| Nunca se debe agregar agua a la superGcie de concreto 
| del pavimento. Ambes sobre-acabado y agregar agua pueden 
: ocasionar que la sqxrGcie se desquebraje, por tante 
| reduciendo su durabilidad a largo plazo. 
| Finalmente, un instrumento de texturizado Arma ranuras 
| longitudinales o transversales en la superGcie fresca del 
| pavimento. El ranurado aumenta la tracciôn de las liantes. La 
) orientaciôn, profundidad, y espaciamiento del ranurado son 
| especiGcados para cada proyeeto. En general ranuras muy 
{ superGciales resultan en pavimentos màssilenciosos. 
( Curado 
| Es muy importante protéger la humedad en el concreto 
I inmediatamente después del colado. 
| La humedad en el concreto se protege con un curado 
| apropiado—esto es, aplicando un compuesto de curado 
I unifbrmemente sobre la superGcie y las orillas expuestas del 
I concreto para sellarlo y asi retarder la evaporacién del agua. 
I j El curado préserva el agua para la hidrataciôn del 
; cemento, maximizando la resistencia del pavimento y su 
i durabilidad. Tambidn ayuda a prévenir que la superGcie se 
l seque mas râpidamente que el resto de la losa, reducicndo asi 
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Curing 
The importance of managing moisture and in concrete 
immediately after placement cannot be overemphasized. 
Concrcte moisture is managed primarily through proper 
curing—that is, by applying curing compound uniformly to 
the entiie surface and exposed edges of the concrete to slow 
the evaporation of mix water into the atmosphere. 
Curing preserves water for hydration, maximizing 
pavement strength and durability. It also helps prevents the 
surface from drying out more quickly than the rest of the 
slab, reducing the possibility of surface damage due to 
differential shrinkage. (The appearance of small, plastic 
shrinkage cmcks on the concrete surface is a sign that 
moisture has evaporated too quickly.) 
Insulating 
If air temperatures drop quickly during the first night after 
placement, the concrete surface will cool quickly compared 
to the rest of the concrete. Such extreme temperature 
variations in the slab can cause concrcte to change volume at 
different rates (differential thermal contraction), which in 
turn can cause tensile stress and random cracking in the slab. 
Covering the new concrete can help reduce extreme 
variations in temperature throughout the depth of the slab. 
Joints 
Why joints are Important 
Joints help relieve stresses in concrete in a controlled 
fashion, preventing random cracking and other potential 
problems. An effective, well constructed pattern of joints 
* allows concrete to crack at predetermined locations, 
* improves pavement durability and extends pavement 
life, and 
» helps divide pavement into trafSc lanes. 
Rules of thumb 
» Follow the joint layout cm project plans. The engineer 
must approve any change. 
» If joint layout plans are not available, work with the 
engineer. 
j la posibilidad de daBo a la superGcie debido a contracciones 
j diferenciales. (laapahciôndepequeaasgrietasde 
j contracciôn plàstica en la superGcie del concreto es una 
) seBal segura de que la humedad se esta evaporando muy 
I râpidamente. 
| ; ? mlento 
I Si la temperatura del aire baja râpidamente durante la 
} primera noche de spuds del colado, la superGcie del concreto 
( se enfriarà muy ràpidocomparado con el resto del concreto. 
I Tal variaciôn extreme en la losa puede ocasionar que el 
| concreto cambie de volumen a tasas di&rentes (contracciôn 
| termal di&rencial), lo cual causa esfuerzos de tensiôn y 
| agrietamiento irregular en la losa. 
I 
Cubnendo el pavimento Aesco con mantas de aislamiento 
(capas multiples de lona y sàbanas de polietileno) ayuda a 
; reducir las variaciones extremes de temperatura. 
J lurado ; & juntas 
! Porque la juntos : : n importantes 
I Las juntas ayudan a aliviar los csfuerzos en el concreto 
j de una manera controlada, previniendo agrietamiento de 
| forma irregular y otros problemas potenciales. Un sistema de 
I juntas efectivo y bien construido: 
I - Pcrmite al concreto agrictarse en lugares 
predeterminados 
- Mejora la durabilidad del pavimento y extiende su 
vida util, y 
I - Ayuda a dividir el pavimento en carriles dc traGco 
| | Reglas de dedo 
| - Construya las juntas de acuerdo a los pianos de 
I proyeeto. El ingeniero debe aprobar cualquier cambio 
I | Si no hay pianos de juntas, pregùntele al ingeniero. 
) Las juntas pueden ser 
I - Ranuradas con sierra en concreto duro 
j - Formadas en concreto fresco con un junteador 
j longitudinal, o 
I Construidas (como en las juntas cabezal) 
| La siguiente infbrmaciôn se eoAca en la construcciôn de 
| juntas a base de courtes con sierra. 
j Juntas ranuradas 
| Aunque el ranurado convencional es usado en algunos 
| proyeetos, ranursr a una tempran» edad en el concreto se 
| esta convirtiendo en una norma en los proyeetos del Iowa 
I DOT. | 
! 
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Joints are either I 
I 
* sawed into hardening concrete, I 
I 
* Armed in plastic concrete with a longitudinal joint j 
former, I 
I 
» constructed (as in header joints) where new pavement | 
abuts existing pavement, or | 
» occur where new pavement abuts existing pavement | 
The Allowing information fbc uses on constructing joints | 
with saw cuts. j 
Sawing joints 
Although conventional saws are still used on some | 
projects, early-age sawing is fast becoming the norm on I 
Iowa DOT projects. | 
i TyanwMsecoafrecf&mjoM* ) 
Early-age saw cuts should be stopped just short of the | 
pavement edge to prevent "blowing out" spalls at the dab | 
edge and to prevent joint sealant from flowing out of the 
joint end. Once the crack forms at the joint, it will easily | 
proceed through the small uncut portion of the slab. 
tamgNwdAwf ceabwMw; /oW# | 
Most longitudinal joints are constructed by conventional | 
sawing. (Iowa DOT specifications and Iowa's statewide | 
urban specifications do not allow early-age sawing of | 
longitudinal joints.) | 
However, new techniques are being tested to "form" a | 
joint by way of a small knife pulled through the concrete by | 
the slipform paver. | 
\ 
jExpamaAwf/eWs | 
All expansion joints are sawed or formed. I 
I 
cu* WmA# window") i 
There is a brief period of time—tbe "sawing window"— | 
during which joints can be sawed successfully. | | 
Begin saw cuts after the concrete has hardened enough to | 
permit sawing without raveling or moving aggregates. You j 
must finish saw cuts before random, uncontrollable | 
cracking takes place. | 
i 
With conventional saws, the window generally begins 8 to | 
12 hours after placement, depending on weather conditions I 
and mixture properties. | 
If light, early-age saws are used, the window begins as ! 
soon as walking on the pavanent is permitted, generally | 
within about 3 hours of placement. j 
To Gnish sawing joints befbre the window ends, it may be | 
necessary to continue sawing operations regardless of | 
weather or daylight conditions- I 
Jwmtae de cootraccMm (MM****#*##* 
Los cortes ranurados a temprana edad deben detenerse 
justo antes del borde del pavimento para evhar que el 
concreto se quiebre en las orillas y también para cvitar que 
el material para sellado de la junta escurra hacia fuers de la 
junta. Una vez que las gnetas se formen en la junta, muy 
Acihnente continuait a travës de la porciAn no cortada de la 
losa. 
de cemfreccWn kngffifdfmafes 
La mayorfa de las juntas longitudinales se construyen por 
ranurado convencional. (Las especiRcacioncs del Iowa 
DOT y las especiQcaciones urban as en el Estado de Iowa no 
permiten ranurado a edad temprana del concreto en j untas 
longitudinales.) 
Sin embargo, nue vas t&micas estén siendo probadas para 
"fbrmar" una junta usando un pequeBo cuchillo hincado en 
el concreto por la pavimentadora de cimbra deslizante. 
de 
Todas las juntas de expansion son ranuradas o Armadas 
Ef e*r$# de nmumM#» de fanwmdo'9 
Hay un pequeùo periodo de tiempo—la "ventana de 
ranurado"—durante la cual las juntas pucden ser ranuradas 
exitosamente. 
Inicia los cartes de ranura 
Despuds de que el concreto se ha endurecido lo 
suSciente para permitir el ranurado sin 
desmoronamiento en las onllas o sin que los 
agregados se muevan de su lugar, y 
- Antes de que el agrietamiento sin control se empiece 
aproducir. 
En ranurados convencionales, la ventana gencralmente 
inicia de 8 a 12 boras después del colado, dependiendo de 
las condiciones climatolôgicas y las propiedades de la 
mezcla. 
Para ranuras tempranas y ligeras, la ventana comienza 
tan pronto como se pueda caminar sobre el pavimento, 
gencralmente despuds dc las primeras très boras del colado 
Para poder terminer el ranurado de las juntas antes de 
que se acabe la ventana, puede ser necesario continuer las 
opcraciones sin importer las condiciones metereolôgicas o 
la bora del dia. 
Si gnetas se presentao delante dc la ranura, el ranurado 
debe detenerse. Corte la ranura para el sello de la junta mas 
tarde a lo largo de la grieta. 
If cracks develop ahead of a saw, stop sawing that joint. 
Later, use crack saws to form joint-sealant reservoirs along | 
the crack line. 
Depth of saw cute 
The joint layout plans should indicate the width and depth j 
of saw cuts. The design depth of saw cuts is the minimum j 
depth required to create a properly functioning joint. | 
Cuts that are too shallow may not relieve stresses ad- ( 
equately, allowing random cracks to occur. Cuts that are | 
unnecessarily deep require additional effort (take longer), | 
cause unnecessary equipment wear, and reduce aggregate I 
interlock. I 
I 
In general, conventional saw cuts are 1/3 of the pavement | 
thickness. | 
Effect of aggregate on few cwttfng I 
Hard aggregates like river gravel, quartzite, or granite do | 
not saw easily and can dull or damage saw blades more 
quickly than other aggregates. 
Sawing concrete made with hard aggregate will require 
more time, so sawing should begin as soon as possible and 
may require additional saw operators. 
Cleaning and sealing joints j 
Within three hours of sawing, joints must be cleaned to | 
remove incompressible residue, such as saw-cut swart soil, I 
sand, or gravel. These materials in joints can prevent proper | 
sealant adhesion, resulting in joints that do not function | 
properly. | 
AAer wet-sawing, flush the residue away with a high- I 
pressure water blast. After dry-sawing, residue can be I 
flushed away with high-pressure air. If joints are 3/8-inch | 
wide or wider, the joint faces must be sandblasted before | 
sealing, per Iowa DOT specifications. | 
Sealing joints prevents water and incompressible matai- | 
als from moving into the joint space, ensuring proper joint I 
performance (expansion and contraction) and preventing | 
freeze-thaw damage at the joint i 
Place joint sealer only when the joint surfaces appear , 
dry and the pavement and surrounding air temperature are 
40 degrees F (4 degrees C) or higher. Most sealants are 
approved by manufacturer and product name. 
ProAmdfdad do foe carte* de fa ra*#wra 
Lo pianos de arreglo de juntas deben indicar el espesor y 
la profundidad de los cortes de ranura. La profundidad de 
diseBo de los cortes debe ser la profundidad minima 
requerida para crear una junta perfectamente funcional. 
Los cortes muy superSciales pueden no aliviar los 
esfuerzos adecuadamente, propiciando el agrietado sin 
control Los cortes innecesaiiamente muy profundos 
requieren esfuerzo adicional (so tarda demasiado), causa 
desgaste innecesario en el equipo y reduce el amarre de las 
particules del agregado. 
En general los cartes convencionales de ranuras son de 1/ 
3 del espesor del pavimento. 
Ef&cto def agregado en ef mnurado 
Agregados duros, tales c«no grava de rlo, cuarcita, o 
granito, no se pueden ranurar &cihnente y pueden desa&lar 
y aun daëar las cucbUlas mas ripidamente que otros 
agregados. Ranuras que deben hacerse sobre agregados 
duros deben iniciarse tan pronto sea posible. 
Limpieza y sellado de Juntas 
Dentro de las très horas siguientes al ranurado, las juntas 
deben ser limpiadas para remover el residue incompresible 
tal como polvo del corte, suelo, arena, o grava; estos 
materiales pucden prévenir que la j unta funcione 
adecuadamente. 
Después del ranurado utilizando agua, el residue debe ser 
retirado con choiro de agua a alta presiôn. Despu6s del 
ranurado en scco, el residuo puede ser retirado con aire a 
alta presiôn. Si las juntas son de 3/8" de espesor o mas 
anchas, estas deben ser limpiadas a base de choiro de arena 
a presiôn. 
El se llado de las j untas previene que el agua y material 
incompresiblc se introduzca en la junta, asegurando as( un 
desempeBo apropiado de la junta (expansion y contracciôn) 
y evitando daëo a la punta por el efecto congelaciôn-
deshielo. 
Coloque el selladtar de junta solamente cuando la 
superficie de la misma esta seca y la temperatura del 
pavimento y del aire es 40 grados F (4 grados C) o mas alta. 
La mayoria de los selladores son aprobados par productor y 
pa- nombre de producto. 
Gloaming wMh hlgh-prewwr* air 
Limpieza de fwmtw con aire a aWm pmasWn 
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Spec#»' ' 'W.iier 
considerations 
Cold weather paving 
Air temperature of 38 degrees Fahrenheit or less (3 
degrees Centigrade) 
During cold weather, hydration slows, slowing strength 
development. Concrete cools faster at the surface than inside 
the slab, causing stress in the slab. If the stress is severe 
enough, the slab will crack randomly. 
Precautions 
* Do not pave on frozen subgrade. 
» Do not use aggregates with frozen lumps. 
* Heat materials to raise concrete temperature and 
promote hydration. 
» Minimize use of fly ash and slag. (Note: Class C fly 
ash from some sources may not retard the set.) 
* Do not pave if air temperature is 38°F (3°C) or less 
and Ailing. 
* Do not pave ifthe concrete cannot reach adequate 
strength before it freezes. 
* Resume paving only when weather permits and air 
temperature is 34°F (1°C) and rising. 
* Pave only if fresh concrete temperature is 40°F or 
greater. 
* If concrete is less than 36 hours old, protect it with 
insulating material. 
Hot, dry weather paving 
OmfTnftfon 
Temperature above 90 to 95°F (32 to 35°C), low relative 
humidity, high wind speed, sunny conditions 
* Concrete loses moisture more rapidly during hauling 
and placing. 
« Aggregate stockpiles dry out, affecting the consistency 
of stockpile moisture between batches. 
* The pavanent subbase dries out before the mixture is 
placed, then absorbs water from the mixture. 
» Rapid water evaporation at the pavement surface can 
result in shrinkage cracks. 
| id#clo;.'r& 'sor^alales 
! r;. /J 
| 
T: vlmentando en cMma fno 
I | DoAmfcWm 
| Temperatura de aire de 38 grados Fahrenheit o menos (3 
| grados Centigrades). 
| Roto* 
| En clima s frfos, la hidratacion se hace lenta, retardando 
I el desarrollo de la resistencia del concreto. El concreto se 
| enfria mas ràpido en la superficie que dentro de la losa, 
| causando esfùerzos en la misma. Si los esfUetzos son 
I grandes, 1» losa se puede agrietar sin control. 
| - No pavimentar sobre la terraceria ctmgelada. 
| - No user agregados con trozos congelados. 
| - Calentar los materiales para aumentar la temperatura y 
! faciliter la hidrataciôn. 
- Minimizar el uso de la ceniza volante y escoria. 
- No pavimentar si la temperatura del aire es 38" F (3° 
C) o menos y disminuyendo. 
- No pavimentar si el concreto no alcanza sufkieote 
resistencia antes de que se congele. 
- Continuer el pavimento solamente cuando el tiempo lo 
permite y la temperatura del aire 34° F (1* C) y esta 
aumentando. 
- Pavimentar solamente si la temperatura del concreto 
| fresco es dc 40° F o mayor. 
| Si el concreto tiene 36 haras o menos, protegerlo con 
| material aislante. 
j - Una vez detectados los problèmes con alta 
j temperature, ya es muy tarde para resolverlos. 
j ; 1 nentando en cHma seco y 
j callente 
j Temperatura arribe de 90 a 95° F (32 a 35° C), baja 
| humedad relativa, alta velocidad del viento y condiciones 
| soleadas. | 
| Retoe 
) - El concreto piende humedad mas râpidamente durante 
| el acarreo y la colocaciôn. 
( - Las pilas de agregados y la sub-base del pavimento se 
| pueden secar y entonces absorber agua de la mezcla. 
| - La rapide evaporeciôn en la superficie del pavimento 
| résulta m grietas por contrecciAcu 
I - Es mes diGcil mantener el aire incluido cuando les 
| temperatures son abas. El cire incluido es importante 
I par la durabilidad del pavimento. 
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* It's more difGcult to entrain ak when temperatures 
are high. Entrained air is important for pavanait 
durability. 
« Concrete sets rapidly, perhaps twice as fast, making 
finishing more difBcuit. 
Once heat-related problems develop, it may be too late to 
Gxthem. 
ArecawWon* 
* If possible, do not pave in very hot, dry weather. 
' Pave in the morning, evening, or night when it's cooler. 
* Maintain uniArm moisture in stockpiles. 
* Use retardas in the mixture to slow hydration. 
* Use fly ash and slag in the mixture to slow hydration. 
(Caution: Class C fly ash may not retard the set.) 
* Keep subbase, forms, and equipment damp and cool. 
* Use additional curing compound. 
Rain 
C#a#e*pa* 
» Before final set, rain can damage the new pavement 
surface by leaving imprints or washing away paste at 
the surface. 
» AAer final set, rain can induce rapid cooling at the 
surface, leading to rapid development of thermal 
restraint stresses and possibly early-age, uncontrolled 
cracking. 
Precaution* 
If it starts to rain during operations, 
« Stop batching and placing operations and cover the 
fresh concrete immediately with protective coverings 
like polyethylene sheeting or burlap. (Do not try to 
remove extra surface water first. Do not add dry 
cement or floating dry cement to the sur&oc.) 
* As soon as the surface has dried, apply curing 
membrane. 
« After the curing period, diamond grind may be 
required to remove surface blemishes and provide 
texture.any surface exposed to rain where damage has 
occurred. 
El concreto fragua ràpidemente, tal vez doblemente 
râpido, haciendo el acabado mas difkil. 
- Si es posible no pavimentar en climamuy secoy 
caliente. 
- Pavimentar en la maAana, en la tarde, o en la oocbe 
cuando este mas fresco. 
- Mantener humedad uniforme en log almacenes. 
- Usar retardantes en la mezcla para desacelerar la 
hidrataciôn. 
- Usar ceniza volante y escoria en la mezcla para 
retarder la hidratacién. 
- Mantener la sub-base, la cimbra y el cquipo hùmedo y 
fresco. 
- Usar compuestos adicionaks para el curado. 
Lluvia 
Refos 
- Antes del Aaguado final, la lluvia puede daAar la 
superGcie del nuevo pavimento dqando huellas o 
lavando la pasta en la superGcie. 
- Después del fraguado Goal, la Uuvia puede indudr un 
enûiamiento superGcial, creando el ripido desarrollo 
de esfùerzos restrictives y posibicmente agrietamiento 
no controlado a edad temprana. 
Precaucfcneg 
Si empieza a Uover durante las opcraciones, 
- Detener las opcraciones de colado y cubrir el concreto 
fresco inmediatamente con cubiatas protectoras tal 
como hqjas de polietileno o cobertores de lona. (No 
trate de drenar los cbarcos. No agregue cemento scco o 
cemcnto seco flotante a la superficie.) 
- Tan pronto como se seque la superGcie, aplique 
membrana para curado. 
- Después del periodo de curado, desbastar con cuchilla 
de diamante la superficie expuesta a la lluvia para 
remover cualquier Area daflada y proveer textura. 
A heavy rain before final «et can wash away 
cement paste and expose cowme aggregate*. 
Una lluvia abundant* antes del fraguado 
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Stifr, unworkable mixture Form of gypsum In cement 
and/or admixture incompatibility 
Algo d,? ye;o an ?l '.pwzn'c y/a 
!ricr-icaTio;TcW rlel 
Perform additional mnung 
Flashiet Reduced workability poor rapad set 
(can not be fixed) 
comclidacon fiagjôdc 
r^iicw (i':G ~,e puntdr 
Low gypsum content In Portland 
cement 
'S.iio -txt'eniilc tk ye;u er. e! 
c,?rtr=rto P'6fi:lsrd 






Cmdy reduction; In productivity 
and pavement quality 




Reduced strengh; layers with 
different strengths 
3i:minuciô'; d: la 
Lï'fM: CM" aife.-tn:: res'itencia 
Adding water on site Reduce water added at plant If 
It Hill be added on site 
PeciLdi' ei agua ti, -a p'ar5 9: 
i: 't apregarà jy. r :i!i» 
Inadequate const 1 
workability 
ùr, y ti ^ 
is 
Reduced strength and durability 
fk^lcLencia v duob'lidad re dutidtu 
Vibrator prablems;inadequate mixing 
prooiaTia^ con ei vi'bnd'ir: TC.Kiido 
madea.^co 
Monitor vibrators for compdence 
and repair as needed; provide 
adequate mixing 
Inadequate entrained air 
Airs ,n:l.iid 
Reduced concrete durability; 
possible negative efket on pay 
factors 
i la d'j'?N:kjùd del 
:tbl« e^'ectc 
-f -> "jaq'i 
Weather, time, and finishing 
1 •- 1 P ' 1 , J'; 
MonKof consistently,especially 
on extreme weather day: 
Revkar consliknlemenTe 
espedcimcme en de di:Tia 
exerts Tinjc 
Dip; In pavement profile: 
variations In slab thickness 
Reduced pavement smoothness; 
Variations In durablKty 
Moved or otherwise disturbed 
stnngline 
Monitor selngllne regularly; 
notify supervbor of sWngllne 
dlaurbances 
Bump* rutty haul road 
l.nni'io de dCicfo dr.rcd-j 
ten kicke: 
Increased mix delivery time; reduced 
producttvKy 
Aumervo t-r; :l tif moc oa ia aitrct,':; 
^dn:{'6n en i.i orod'Jctivi'jad 
Poorly maintained haul road 
Ma; mcnt«r.irnien'c y czxrui'r da 
ïrcf'c 
Maintain mad before 
construction as needed 
(with permission) 
tT,cnrenlrnleiic^ .'ti c.im'nv 
df RC.Ttsr an^ey ^ 
Sudden weather t 
Lantxci ,;ubi co w 
Wuv ? 
Increased w/c ratio and finishing 
problems reduced durability 
Se 'ncemeril;- h lelàciù^ ague / 
prcoleiTt,,-, con ei 
aracacc, / r^ducc :a d.UïûioflklD j 
Stop paving If weather Is outside 
allowable specs 
s-: 
Sudden weather change: cold 
Wit 
Ci'iTib'o i, ,2b:'Cv c;; el chvB 
rente fro 
Streaes due to Ridden temperature 
change that on result In Increased 
random cracking 
Protect fresh concrete with 
addMonal curing; consider 
Insulation 




Hot and Cold Mkath# 
k'li? 
ChwamWa PoB&l* and Problèmes) 
. yt, ^ 
WWW*)? 
^ ,UT? 
Hot and Dry High air temp (above 90 to 95 
degrees F t* 32 to 35 degrees 0; 
low relative humidity; high wind 
speed; sunny 
High rate of water evaporation from 
mixture, especially with hot concrete 
(above 90 degrees F) 
-Dry stockpiles 
' Rapid skimp loss 
» Long-term strength loss due to added 
water 
- Rapid setting; less time for finishing 
-lfpasslbk,donotpav»lnveryhot,dry 
weather, 
- Man ahead (once problems am noticed,It 
nwy be to late to correct them), 
« Pave in the morning, evening or night. 
- Maintain stockpile moisture. 
- Keep subbas* and/or forms damp and cool. 
• Keep equipment coal. 




Low air temp (below 40 to 50 
degrees F of 5 to lOdegreesO 
C ! 
-Low heat of hydration;very slow set 
- Frown concrete mixture 
« Low strength gain (no gain below 
14 degrees F) 
- Increased concrete permeability 
- !4aio calor de ^trkat,3ci'\r',fragHa'Jo 
muv lenTo 
' à* cnncrero c 





Potential RwukW Poss&leCauaefi) Mat to 




Random, irregular cracks 
, 1  ' 1  O i  
Sawing too late 
Ran'jrai 
Stop sawing; use crack saw along cracks; 
dean and seal 
Cracks form during 
sawing, in front of the 
saw 
Ifsawcuttlng continues, the cut will 
not function correctly: this could 
lead to spelling and other 
performance problems 
. 
Sawing too late 
d"- rrr«:l;,dv :y;d? 
Stop sawing; use crack saw along cracks; 
dean and seal. 
Sawcut ravels during 
sawing 
SpaWed joints Sawing too early Stop sawing and wait for more strength 
to develop In the concrete. 
Detener el corte y esperar a que el 
cqnceto adqulera mayor reslstenda 
Joint face ravels or spalls Poor Joint performance Sawcuttlng performed too early: poor 
sawcutdng operation; joint area not 
cured properly 
RariUlfir pror!o; mzla 
de ranuiajo. de l-% 
luntu nc ha 
àp;r,p;a-jï,tr:en!:'? 
Apply curing compound after first cut 
review sawcuttlng operations; review 
joint face curing process. 
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SwWngpmbkms 
Problem de wAatio 
PotamtWRewR W 
PKwItxW;) Potwidata CauKM 
what*; do? 
Que H*W 
Poured joint sealant does 
not adhere 
Water or residue may enter joint, 
causing (reeze-thaw damage or other 
poor joint performance 
F. u los ,3Uzckn 
a la.^K<%i,CMUwncio daiic poi 
cong?kc]6n-de:n;eio c ak|ùn otr j (iaiio 
joint face Is dirty; joint shape factor 
Is Incorrect 
Check joint face A* cleanliness: 
check joint shape hcton replace 
sealer. 
Poured joint sealant falls 
(It Is n* cohesive) 
e) 
Water or residue may enter joint, 
causing freeze-thaw damage or other 
poor joint performance 
Kl a%ua o !':% n%îduo.» 'nTtar a 
ia cau;^nao dzi'.c por 
Longpls-^on-dt^hiplo c 3!g0n olio dano 
Poor sealant properties due to over 
or under heating 
!UW 
Reduce heatapply proper heat; 
use Insulated hoses; replace sealant 
%cd,jai e: [5to\apli«; el c%'o,-
apmpia(io:usar con 
aiaamienwreemplcZdi e| 
Preformed sealant is loose 
E. prdiiirniid') eits 
suslto 
Water or residue may enter joint, 
causing freeze-thaw damage or other 
poor joint performance 
H agua o los residwo? pueder, crtrar a 
b junlp.oiuwndn d^iîn por 
conç)Fii(i6ii-de?Nslo o a'gûn ( 
Sealant Is not sized properly; joint 
too wide; stretched sealant 
denasiacn zncha:s«llad3r eitnadt) 
Use properly sized sealant (check 
joint width); check sealant quality; 
review Installation procedure. 
dimer.stoniico revtai et 9i:chr. de 'r 
iun5):rc'/tspr ce: sclladon 
^v:sat el picceclin:k'-ti tip 
hAeisclcr, 
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Awtho: 1 hewers 
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vr, '-'h : /: 
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APPENDIX E 
COURSE EVALUATION RESULTS: 
QUESTIONNAIRES 
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE 
SPANISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE 
STEPPING UP TO SUPERVISOR 
160 
ESL: CURSO DE SUPERVIVENCIA 
EVALUACION 
9 Nombre de su compaBia: 





^,C6mo estuvo el contenido general del curso? 
Muy bâsico Normal 
^E1 orden de los temas fue Acil de seguir? _ Si 
Muy difïcil 
No 
^Qué tanta infbrmaciôn preseotada sera util para tu trabajo? 
Toda La mayoria Un 50% Alguna 
^De la infbrmacion que recibiste, cuàl es la màs util? 









Asistente (2): _ 
Justo 
(1) (2) 
Conocimiento del tema 
Se cornu ni cô claramente 
Usé herramientas efectivas 
Respondiô bien a preguntas 
^,C6mo calificanas el interés de los instructores en capacitarte? 








^Recomendanas este curso a otros? 
No Tal vez Pmbablemente 
^E1 curso fue lo que esperabas? 1 
Comentarios: 
2 3 4 5 6 
^,Vali6 la pena el tiempo invertido? 1 
Comentarios: 
2 3 4 5 6 
^Sientes que tu conGanza mqorô? 1 
Comentarios: 








a ^Estaban completos los libros Malo 
de trabajo? 
Promedio _ Excelente 




&Las actividades fueron utiles? Malo Promedio Excelente 
• -'p*' : 
i 
Comentarios: 
&C6mo caliûcarias el salon de clase y equipo? 
Malo Promedio _ 
Comentarios: 
^Excelente 
la a/gw/gMfe ;M/brnK%c#M /xzro me/oror g/ cwrw ew Zbf ayecfog 
gvo&ùK&w awfgnoTTMewfg /%%m A/ro$ qpwfwwdWgj 
Yo le dîna a alguien que este considerando este curso que... 
Este curso podna ser mqor si... 
&Qué les podnas decir a aquelios que piensan que capacitacion no es necesana? &Por que 
deberia una persona considerar participar en este curso? 
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FOLLOW UP QUESTIONNAIRE 
FOR HISPANIC CONSTRUCTION WORKERS 
PARTICIPANTS OF THE ESL COURSE 
Conducted by: Iowa State University Date: 
Department of Civil, Construction, and Environmental Engineering 
Genera/ 06/ecfrve 
The general objective of this survey is to determine the effectiveness of the 
.Swrvn**/ cowrae you have previously taken. The ultimate objective is to help Hispanic 
construction workers develop the ability to communicate with their supervisors in order to be 
active and productively engaged participants in the refinement and accomplishment of 
American construction companies' goals under a safe environment. 
1. To determine if workers have found the ESL survival course to be useful? 
2. To determine if workers have used the workbook that was given when taking the 
course. 
3. To determine if workers remember the specific class activities. 
4. To determine if workers have increased their confidence to communicate in English 
as it relates to their work 
5. To determine those areas of improvement for the implementation of the ESL survival 
course. 
6. To gather background, personal, and demographic information on Hispanic 
construction workers. 
Note: This questionnaire will take 15-20- minutes to complete. 
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ESL: SURVIVAL COURSE 
FOLLOW UP QUESTIONNAIRE, TWO MONTHS AFTER TRAINING 
Company's Name: 
Name : Phone: 
Trade: Date: 




1. Has the ESL survival course 
useful? 
Can you explain? 
2. Did the English course meet 









3. Of the information presented, 
I have used all of it. 
4. The course was just what I was 
expecting to get. 
5. The course was worth the time 
I invested in it. 
6. I feel that my confidence has 
improved since taking the course. 
7. I would recommend the course 
toothers. 
8. I have used the workbooks very 
much in my daily work. 
9. I think the workbook was 
appropriate to improve my 
speaking capabilities. 
10.1 think the class activities were 
useful. 
11.1 remember what I learned through ^ 
the activities I was asked to do 
in the classroom. 
12. Of the information you obtained 


















13. Of the information you obtained 
What has been the least useful? 
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Question 14 thru 20 relate to your background and some personal information 
14. How long have you been living in the U.S.? 
years months 
15. How much construction experience did you have prior to coming to the U.S.? 
years months Trade: 
years months Trade: 
16. How long have you been involved in construction in the U.S. and in what trade? 
years months Trade: 
years months Trade: 
17. How old are you? years old 
18. What is the highest level of education you have completed? 
1 = Elementary school 4 = High school 
2 = Middle school 5 = College 
3 = Technical school 
19. What do you consider to be your main problem on the job site? 
20. What is your country of birth? State: 
THANK YOU! 
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Q1 Matched Pairs 








T T F" 
4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 
Mean: (Evaluation 1+Fo#ow-up)/2 
T 
Follow-up 5.84211 t-Ratlo -3.94277 
Evaluation 1 6.84211 DF 18 
Mean Difference -1 Prob > |t| 0.0010 
Std Error 0.25363 Prob > t 0.9996 




Q4 Matched Pairs 












5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 
Mean: (Evaluation 1+Fo#ow-up)/2 
7.0 
Follow-up 6.47368 t-Ratlo -3.3% 
Evaluation 1 6.94737 DF 18 
Mean DNTerence -0.4737 Prob» |t| 0.0034 
Std Error 0.14035 Prob >t 0.9983 





08 Matched Pairs 
Difference: Follow-up-Evaluation 1 
2.0-










5.0 5.5 e!o 6.5 
Mean: (Evduation 1+FoWow-up)/2 
T 
7.0 
Follow-up 6.73684 t-Ratlo -Z04124 
Evaluation 1 7 DF 18 
Mean Difference -0.2632 Prob > |t| 0.0562 
Std Error 0.12892 Prob > t 0A719 




06 Matched Pairs 






4.0 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 
Mean: (Evaluation 1+Fo#ow-up)/2 
T 
7.0 
Follow-up 6.21053 t-RaMo -2.46668 
Evaluation 1 6.84211 DF 18 
Mean Difference -0.6316 Prob > |t| 0.0239 
Std Error 0.25604 Prob>t 0.9880 





Q7 Matched Pairs 
Difference: Follow-up-Evaluation 1 
1.0-
i 0.5-




Evaluation 1 i i I l f" 
6.0 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.9 7.0 
Mean: (Evaluation 1+Follow-up)/2 
Follow-up 6.88474 t-Ratio -1.45521 
Evaluation 1 7 DF 18 
Mean Difference 41.1053 Prob > |t| 0.1628 
Std Error 0.07234 Prob > t 0.9186 




Q9 Matched Pairs 






g 0~~ j ----- » 
1 — t-
 ^ _ Evaluation 1 
-3-f— 1 1 1 1 1 
4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 
Mean: (Evaluation 1+FoMow-up)/2 
Follow-up 6.52632 t-Ratlo -1.24212 
Evaluation 1 6.84211 DF 18 
Mean Difference -0.3158 Prob» |t| 02301 
Std Error 0.25423 Prob>t 0.8848 





Q10 Matched Pairs 
Difference: Follow-up-Evaluatlon 1 
5 




i - 2 -
FoNow-up 
Evaluation 1 
1 n 1 , 1 
4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 
Mean: (Evaluation 1+Follow-up)/2 
Follow-up 6.55556 t-Ratio -1.09725 
Evaluation 1 6.83333 DF 17 
Mean Difference -0.2778 Prob > |t| 0.2878 
Std Error 0.25316 Prob > t 0.8561 





ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE 
Course Content 
160% 
Was the course easy to follow? 
100% 
171 
How much of the Information provided Is going to 
useful In your working environment? 
Manor#» 50% 
Did the Instructor had knowledge of the subjects 

















































Mot Motivated Neutral Motivated Vary Motivated 
174 















































No Probably De finit® iy 
176 
How would you qualify the workbooks? 
Average 







Where the workbook* specific enough? 























Very Basic Normal Very Dificult 







How much of the Information provided Is 
going to be useful In your working 
environment? 
198% 
All MmyorMy 80% Some 
Did the Instructor had knowledge of the 
subjects discussed during the course? 
10#% 
D«*ld«n* Average Good Excelen* 
181 













Deficient Average Good Excellent 













Deficient Average Good 
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Average Good Excelent 














Not Motivated Neutral Motivated Very Motivated 
183 
Was the course what you expected? 
D#mnlWy 
184 













Not at all Definitely 
185 













Not at all 













No Maybe Probably DdWtmly 
186 













Poor Avwag# Excelert 













Poor Avwag* Exc*bf# 
187 
Where the workbooks accurate? 
Exc#knt 
How useful were the course activities? 
CxcWmnt 
188 
How would you qualify the classroom 
setting and equipment? 
Poor Average Excetent 
189 
STEPPING UP TO SUPERVISOR 
Course Content 
VWyl Very Dfflcult 
Was the course easy to follow? 
Y— No 
190 
How much of the Information provided k 
going to be useful In your working 
environment? 
100% 
All Mayority 60% Some 
Did the Instructor had knowledge of the 




























Deficient Avemge Exc#l«nt 














Deddent Average Excel*# 
192 














DeMe Average Good Excellent 
How motivated was the Instructor to teach you 
the course? 
1#0% 
Not Motivated Neutral Motivated Very Motivated 
193 













Not at all Definitely 














Not at mil Definitely 
194 
Did your confidence grow? 
100% 
Not «t «II DaHnlMy 













No Maybe Probably Definitely 
195 













Poor Average Excelent 






























How useful were the course activities? 
197 
How would you qualify the classroom 
setting and equipment? 
100* 
Poor Average Excelent 
